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PREFACE
Aimee Semple McPherson is am extremely popular character ahout
whom to write and to theorize. She lived an exciting and controversial
life, seemingly bound more by extrinsic strictures of her own creating
than by intrinsic morality. She painted the spectrum of the early
twentieth-century evangelism with her own colors, arching a many-hued
rainbow over her life, and coloring her life for future biographers from
beyond the grave. Her achievements glow, ctnd her mistakes shimmer in the
sun of retrospect; but she trod the path which she herself chose, and
the bright spectrum she left behind bears testimony to the vivid full
ness of her personal history.
Beginning with her biographies, I set out to explore her preach
ing and the various Influences in her life that made her the outstanding
evangelist she was, Vfhy she became what she did, and how, are covered
in this thesis. Basically presenting a sympathetic portrait, I have
attempted to let Sister McPherson and her many critics speak for them
selves, balancing one view of her actions with another. Presented in a
narrative form, the thesis is written to be read as an entire unit; it is
not a segmented reseaxch paper, one part existing separately from another.
Rather, it is a whole creation, each section flavoring the next, so that
at the end it is hoped that a well-rounded picture of Sister McPherson
emerges,
I wish to thank the many people who gave their valued assistance
and support in the creation of this thesis. Many peers and professors
V
were extremely helpful, most especially Dr. Donald E. Demaray, my advisor,
and D, William Faupel, a source of much arcana and insight. The UCLA
Special Collections were of great value. Yet the people who so graciously
contributed the most unique material and help were the dear Brothers and
Sisters at the headquarters of the International Church of the Four-
squaxe Gospel in Los Angeles, Dr. Rolf K. McPherson, Leita Hay Steward,
and Aleta Bawks were each most kind and helpful, assisting in the produc
tion of this thesis in a way that cannot be repaid.
yi
Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION
Aimee Semple McPherson dominated the field of evangelism for
twenty years, the public ranking her with Billy Sunday and, after her
death, Billy Graham, She influenced the course of American religion,
particularly the methods and messages of mass evangelism. She began a
denomination of her own, which flourishes today. Not only did she
intrigue the public during her lifetime, but books on her continue to
be published, and movies and television specials about her continue to be
produced, years after her passing. She excited controversy, and the con
troversy continues today.
As a consequence of the interest she elicited, a plethora of
material is available on Sister McPherson, Within this vast body of
assorted material a wide spectrum of opinion is expressed, and such con
tradictory evidence is put forward. There is a definite lack of consen
sus on just who Aimee Semple McPherson really was, and most especially,
why she was so very effective in the face of so many contradictions. The
fervor of the controversies would seem to preclude any serious effective
ness as an evangelist; yet Sister McPherson was particularly effective in
drawing crowds and influencing them to a decision concerning Christ.
Sister herself provides the key that unlocks the problem. Her unique
personality, speaking style, and seeming conviction of her content, all
combined to effectuate her aim.
Information on Sister McPherson is available from a variety of
1
2sources. Newspapers from the early l920's imtil shortly after her death
in I944 carry a wealth of material available to the public at the time of
Sister McPherson' s life. Tracts were written and published about her;
first as a sort of "praise propaganda" given out by Sister herself and
Foursquare sources, uncritically presenting a glorified picture of Sister
and her doings; secondly, various diatribes, written by an assortment of
critics who had tcuken offense at something Sister had done, or with
Sister herself. These were often sarcastic and sometimes simply cruel;
they often overstated the case against her, forming a counterpoint to the
propaganda Sister and her people put out. Unfortunately, there is little
material that lies between the two poles.
Recordings of Sister exist, mostly from late in her life. The
International Church of the Foursquaire Gospel still markets records and
tapes of her preaching, as well as providing the public with her two auto
biographies and an authorized biography. Recordings of the music which
she had written is available from the Foursquaxe people as well. The
people themselves, working in the denomination which Sister had founded,
are able to provide information on Sister McPherson unavailable elsewhere;
their archives are rich with unpublished materials.
The time studied in this paper is simply all of Sister McPherson' s
life, from before I89O until l^kk and a little bit beyond. Her life fed
into her homiletics. She preached what she knew, the best way she knew.
While her entire life is fascinating as a study in itself, it is
her preaching with which this paper is primarily concerned. Her actual
biography is only considered insofar as it may give the reader a context
in which to understand her preaching. Four basic factors have been
3studied 1 her background, her role as a speaJcer and communicator, the
message which she communicated, and the audience with whom she communi
cated. Each of these factors interacts with the others, so that each
section of the paper of necessity flows into the next.
One minor problem dealt with in the paper is simply what to call
Aimee Semple McPherson. Many writers avoid the problem by writing out
her name every time they refer to her. Others adopt a somewhat conde
scending attitude, calling her "little Aimee," or just Aimee. Her own
expressed preference was to be called Sister McPherson, so Sister is her
title in chapters three through six. She is called "Aimee" in the bio
graphical chapter, simply because a biographical section may be allowed a
bit more familiarity with its subject to allow readers a more intimate
attitude; but elsewhere she is referred to by her preferred title.
Besides the praise propaganda, diatribes, newspapers and primary
sources such as recordings referred to earlier, there is a wealth of sec
ondary material. Two biographies have been written by non-Foursquare
people, and two dissertations and one thesis have been written on Sister
McPherson. There are mountains of speech and preaching books to cover,
as well as assorted general books on the pentecostal movement of the
first half of this centiary.
The procedure for the writing of this thesis was to first create
a short, reasonably detailed biography, serving to put Sister's actions
in perspective as well as to aid the reader's general imderstand ing. It
provides a basis from which to become acquainted with her personality as
well as a source for style, content, ajid type of preaching.
To gather the types of materials needed for a biography, as well
as more detailed material than is generally available on Sister
McPherson 's preaching, it was necessary to make a trip to Los Angeles,
California, to explore the resources there. Not only was the UCLA Spe
cial Collections an invaluable aid, but the Heritage Archives of the
International Church of the Foursquaxe Gospel was especially helpful.
The denomination has maintained a complete, unpublished file of her
sermon transcripts, taken down in shorthand during her preaching and
typed up later and filed. These transcripts include Sister's side com
ments and deviations from her material, when they exist, and all of the
rough edges in a sermon which are normally edited out when printed. All
other researchers have only had access to published serraonic material
that had aJjready been edited; this paper is built upon a foundation of
previously unavailable material, including sermon transcripts, tapes,
sermon notes, and material available only to the workers within the denom
ination itself. These materials have created a unique opportunity to add
to the study of the preaching of Aimee Semple McPherson,
In order to discover a balance between the various biased mater
ials while incorporating the primary material available for this paper,
it was necessary to taJke into consideration not only where the actual
materials contradicted, but also the various writers' backgrounds as well.
For example, a disenchanted follower, such as John Goben, may have split
with Sister McPherson' s ministry over differences of opinion on money and
"worldly" affairs. As a consequence, what that writer says must be taken
into careful consideration when trying to delve the truth from his writ
ings, especially on topics concerning money and worldliness of Sister's
religion. It was easy to sort out which materials grouped together in
5their opinions i the more difficult task was to bovince each set of mater-
ials, off of one another so as to achieve a consensus of opinion, and so
hopefully to arrive at the truth.
The procedure of exploring all aspects of the various writings
has been reflected in the procedure of writing the main text of the paper.
Many quotes are employed throiaghout, not only to try to give the readers
more of a sense of Sister McPherson* s style and attitudes but also to try
to provide a balanced view; the harshest critics axe countered by Sister
McPherson* s own writings.
The writing is done in a narrative meinner, telling the story of
Aimee Semple McPherson much as she might have done herself. Incidents axe
related to illustrate a point, and characters axe delineated to highlight
Sister McPherson* s own character and reflect her preaching. The many
sources have all been drawn together to try and provide the reader with a
balanced view of the homiletics of Aimee Semple McPherson.
Chapter 2
AIMEE SEI^'IPLE McPHERSON, THE PERSON
Youna; Aimee
Bom with great expectations, Aimee Elizabeth Kennedy,'^ called
2
Betty by her family, was to become the world-renowned Aimee Semple
3
McPherson. An orphan, Aimee' s mother Minnie Pierce Kennedy, was married
at fifteen years of age to James Kennedy, a forty-eight-yeaur-old farmer.
Minnie felt "buried" on the small farm, five miles from the nearest
town.^ The isolated Minnie took refuge in her faith, depending upon the
Salvation Army meetings in nearby Ingersoll, Ontario, for escape from
the everyday drudgery of farm life. When she found herself pregnant she
prayed for a baby girl, hoping that the child would grow to preach the
7
gospel in a way Minnie felt she could not. Minnie felt assured of God's
Q
promise of a girl, and Aimee' s birth on October 9i I89O was the fulfill-
^The Los Angeles Times, October 9, I938, Sec. II, p. 4,
^Lately Thomas [Robert V. Steele] , Storming Heaven (New York:
Ballantine, I970), p. 3.
3 . 4
Ibid., p. 1. Ibid. , p. 2.
^Aimee Semple McPherson, The Story of My Life, ed. Raymond L.
Cox (Waco, TX; Word, 1973), p. 71.
Thomas, op. cit. . pp. 2-3.
7'Aimee Semple McPherson, In the Service of the King� The Story
of My Life (New York: Boni and Liveright, I927), p. 61.
g
Thomas, op. cit. , p. 3.
7ment of that promise. Just as He had given Samuel to Hannah in days of
9
old, so Minnie was given the tiny Aimee. Accordingly, Minnie took her
child of faith to the Salvation Army barracks where a "Jubilee" was tak
ing place. By bearing the three-week old baby the five miles through the
snow to Ingersoll, Minnie knew that she was already training up Aimee in
10
the way she should go.
Although strongly influenced by both parents early in life, her
father's stolid Methodism was to be continually contrasted with her moth-
11
er's more exciting Salvation Amy fervency. While placing emphasis
12 13
upon her father's influence upon her, ' the nature of Aimee' s ener-
14
getic and dynamic personality found its most apt expression in imitat-
15
ing the martial piety of the loud meetings in the barracks. As a young
child she played the preacher to empty chairs, and created an impromptu
^Ibid.
1 n
Aimee Semple McPherson, This Is That (Los Angeles: Echo Park
Evangelistic Association, I923) i p. 18t
1 1
Eve Simson, The Faith Healer: Deliverance Evangelism in North
America (New York: Pyramid, 1977), P. 35.
^^McPherson, The Story of My Life, pp. 187-8..
-^McPherson, In the Service of the King, p. 60,
14
Kenneth H. Shanks, "An Historical and Critical Study of the
Preaching Career of Aimee Semple McPherson" (Doctoral dissertation.
University of Southern California, I960), p. 79.
1 "5AJilliam F. Fahrner, "The Persuasive Techniques of Aimee Semple
McPherson" (Master's thesis, University of Redlands, 1949), p. 30.
16
McPherson, The Story of My Life, p. 188.
8marching band in the school yard, singing, "Glory be, we've got him on
17
the run, shot the devil with the gospel gun."
1 8
The early conditioning of Bible memorization and Bible stories
did not quell Aimee' s spirit into docility. She flung herself into
every activity completely, committed herself entirely to whatever she
19
chose to do, and spurned completely that which she chose to avoid, The
simple, black and white values she learned on the farm were to remain with
20
her throughout life, appeatring clearly in her adult preaching. In the
21
meantime, however, she was a somewhat spoiled only child. She hated the
22 23
mundane chores of a farm girl, despising sewing and washing dishes, '
24
Her occasional childhood illnesses encouraged her doting parents to
25
humor her and allowed Aimee to manipulate them through staged prayer
26
and fainting spells, The headstrong young Aimee surrounded herself
27 28
with pets rather than close playmates, maiking her the master of her
early environment.
l7 18
Ibid. , p. 15. Fahrner, op, cit., p. 28.
19 20
'^Thomas, op. cit. , p. 4, Fahrner, op. cit., p. 29,
21
McPherson, The Stoiry of Ky Life, pp. 23-4,
22
McPherson, In the Service of the King, p, 104.
23
McPherson, The Story of My Life, p. ??.
24 ,
McPherson, In the Service of the King, p. 65.
^McPherson, The Story of My Life, pp. 13-4*^
26
McPherson, In the Service of the King, p, 68,
27
Thomas, op, cit,, pp, 3-4,
28
McPherson, In the Service of the King, pp. 61-2:,,
9Once in school, Aimee excelled. A "bright student, succeeding in
sports as well as academics, she progressed from grammar school to the
29
local high school, the Ingersoll Academy. Encountering the teachings
of evolution for the first time, her childhood faith sorely tested,
30 31
failed.-^ ' ^ Suddenly rootless in the social swirl of activities into
32
which she had plunged herself, Aimee found herself popular without
something to make that popularity meaningful.
V/ithout the ground of faith to stand on, Aimee flung herself to
an irreligious extreme. She became a public defender of rationalistic
science versus the tin-god old-time religion. Alienating her strict
parents at home, she went one step further and shamed them, defending the
heresy of evolution in public. Already having distanced them with danc
ing, going to skating rinks, rea.ding novels, and playing rag-time music,
Aimee made the rift complete. For the first time, the continual flow of
love and assurance from her parents stopped up. The child given to them
33
by God was lost to the world. -"^-^
29 1
Thomas, op, cit,, p, 4,
-^"^McPherson, The Story of My Life, pp. 61-2,
31^ Fahrner, op, cit., p. 31.
32
Thomas, loc. cit.
^^Ibid. , pp. 15-20,
10
Turning; Point
Ten years after the fact, Aimee described herself as "a thought-
less little country girl of seventeen' when she met the man who had the
most dramatic impact on her life. Less than forty-eight hours after her
public defense of evolution that had shamed her parents so much, the
impulsive Aimee urged her father to take her to a series of "Full Gospel
Revival Services" in Ingersoll, to take in the show of their loud enthu-
35siasms and unusual pentecostal antics. -^^ Aimee arranged the turning
point that was to set her back on the road that her mother had so eam-
estly plotted out for her before she was bom.
At the meeting Aimee riveted her attention upon the young evange-
37
list. The handsome man's message was very effective. Robert Semple
was a spellbinder, holding the audience rapt and leaving "absolutely no
doubt as to his sincerity nor the depth of his feeling, "-^^ His words
39
brought conviction to young Aimee 's heart, and the preacher's speaking
40
in tongues heightened the power of the occasion. That night Aimee went
home and burned her novels and dancing slippers, turning away from her
34
Aimee Semple McPherson, Lost and Restored; or the Dispensation
of the Holy Spirit from the Ascension of the Lord Jesus to His Coming
Descension (Los Angeles; Bridal Call, n,d.), p. 4, Also found in com-
plete and unedited transcript, "Lost and Restored," Heritage Archives,
International Church of the Foursquare Gospel,
35.McPherson, In the Service of the King, p, 75.
�^^McPherson, The Story of My Life, p, 22,
^"^Ibid., p. 23.
McPherson, In the Service of the King, p, 76.
39
-^^McPherson, The Story of Hy Life, p. 25,
40
McPherson, In the Service of the King, pp, 77-8,
11
careless former life. She returned to the meetinghouse the next day to
41
tell the spellbinder of her decision.
In the following weeks Aimee skipped school to go to the follow-
42
up prayer meetings arranged to continue the revival's work. It was in
the house that she had been attending the meetings that she "broke
43 44
through" and received the baptism of the Holy Spirit. Aimee had
been regrounded in her faith i "hy heart swelled within me as I thought
of the blessed joy and peace of Christ that this man had brought to me
through his ministry, calming the feverish restlessness of unbelief,
painting the way to faith and trust I Soon the evangelist returned to
seek out Aimee on a rainy night. He carried an aura of romance with him,
appearing to Aimee like a shining knight. He proceeded to entrance her
with vivid and compelling stories of the sawdust trail, mentioning almost
casually his desire to convert the heathen of China, In the course of
the conversation, he proposed that he and Aimee get married, Aimee had
already felt the call of God to win souls, although she had doubts about
46
the efficacy of a woman's preaching, for she equated winning souls with
47
preaching, Aimee married her soul-winning evangelist in spite of her
41
McPherson, The Story of My Life, p, 24-5.
42
Ibid. , pp. 28-31,
^^Ibid, , pp. 30-1.
44
Thomas, op. cit. , p. 9.
45
�^McPherson, In the Service of the King, p. 94,
46
McPherson, The Story of My Life, pp. 25-34.
McPherson, In the Service of the King, pp, 81-2;
12
parents' dubious feelings,
^'^
on August 12, I908, when she was only
seventeen years old,^*^
The time to come was later described by Aimee as "the two most
heart-happy years of my life, , , ," She was thoroughly enchanted with
her husband, loving him and learning from him: "He was my theological
seminary, my spiritual mentor, and my tender, patient, unfailing
51
lover, "-'^ Though she later recognized her lack of formal religious edu-
52 53
cation, Aimee 's naive theology-^ was amplified by Robert Semple. It
was because of his influence that she adopted two more key beliefs into
her childhood creed. Not only did she see Jesus as the Saviour and com
ing King, reputable Salvation Army doctrines, but also as the divine
54
healer and the baptizer with the Holy Spirit, Her new-found beliefs
were rather strict; sne disapproved of women wearing makeup and of people
who lived "loosely. "^^ Altogether Aimee created and maintained a rather
legalistic code, combining supernatural intervention with a clearly dis
cerned, sharply defined, credo.
Following Robert's calling, the newly married young couple first
went briefly to Stratford, Ontario, where Robert had a small church.
LlQ
McPherson, The Story of My Life, p, 34,
49 ^
Thomas, op. cit, , pp, 9-10,
^^McPherson, The Story of My Life, pp. 34-5., ^'''Ibid. , p, 34.
52
McPherson, Lost and Restored, (Bridal Call), p. 4.
53
Shanks, op. cit., p, 79.
54
Fahrner, op, cit, , p, 32.
^^Aimee Semple McPherson, "The Book of Acts" (Unpublished manu
script, L.I.F.E. {lighthouse of Foursquare Evangelism] class, n.d.) p, 25,
13
From there they soon travelled to Chicago; there Robert worked in a boil
er factory while pastor ing an Italian church. They lived frugally, man-
aging on faith more than money. As the call to China pressed Robert
more and more, he and Aimee left Chicago.
Aimee felt the separation from her familiar world keenly, and
responded to this call of God to China with mixed feelings: "... He
also called me to leave Father and Mother, houses and lands, high school,
lai
58
and dreams of earthly popularity. . . She sailed off toward China,
expecting never to return.
Robert and Aimee 's first stop was in Ireland to visit Robert's
parents. Traveling on to England, they stayed in London at the home of a
millionaire with a reputation for supporting missionaries. It was while
in London that Aimee preached her first sermon to 15,000 people. Unpre
pared to speak, she let her Bible fall open to Joel 1:4, announced her
text, and read it aloud, experiencing a feeling of horror as she realized
59
the difficulty of the scripture.^ The Holy Spirit came to her aid, and
she got through the sermon; though in a blur, her message met with a warm
reception. Distraught from the tension, Aimee burst into tears
62
immediately afterward, and Robert did the preaching from then on.
^^McPherson, The Story of hy Life, pp. 32-8.
^"^McPherson, Lost and Restored, (Bridal Call), p. 4,
^^McPherson, The Story of My Life, p. 188.
^^Ibid. , pp. 42-8. ^�rbid., p. 4?.
61
McPherson, Lost and Restored, op. cit.
62
McPherson, The Story of My Life, p. 4?.
14
Only nineteen years old, away from home for the first time
^ and
not knowing a word of the alien language, Aimee arrived in China at
Robert's side. They rented a house next to a Hindu Temple, where the
drums heat continually. The house, long in disuse because of its being
"haunted," provided a view of the park-like Happy Valley Cemetery, Aimee
was pregnant and uncomfortable in the summer heat, and the two mission
aries would seek relief in the relative coolness of Happy Valley, where
Robert was soon to be burled. For soon after their arrival, Robert fell
ill with dysentery, and Aimee was stricken with malaria. Taken by fellow
missionaries to Matilda Hospital, both were desperately ill, Robert died,
64
leavlng Aimee heartbroken, disoriented, and alone.
One month later, Robert interred in a pauper's grave, Aimee gave
birth to a daughter. She named the babe Roberta Star Semple, for she was
6^
to be Aimee 's "star of hope,"
Aimee was able to pay for her passage back to the States with con-
66 6?
tributions from friends, ' just as she had paid for Robert's coffin
and plain burial plot.^^ Only the charity of others enabled the grieving
young widow to continue. The homeward bound passengers of the ship asked
69
her to conduct Sunday services on the four-weiek voyage.
^ Aimee arrived
^�^McPherson, In the Service of the King, p, 109,
64
McPherson, The Story of Hy Life, pp, 53-6?,
^^Ibid. , pp, 66-7,
66
Ibid,, pp. 65-6, Thomas, op, cit, , p, 10,
Co
McPherson, The Story of My Life, p. 65.
6Q
^McPherson, In the Service of the King, p. I36,
15
in Oakland, California, broken and defeated, barely out of her teens and
burdened with a daughter.
Regression
With the siren song, "There's No Place Like Home," humming faintly
in her ears, Aimee returned to the farm in Canada only to discover it was
no longer home; ", , , I found, no doubt like thousands before me who
70
have traveled the 'road back home,' that nothing was the same," Her
parents had separated; she chose to go to New York, There Minnie sup
ported herself by soliciting money on the street corners for the Salvation
Army, splitting the contributions fifty-fifty between herself and the
Aniiy, Aimee tried preaching at a downtown mission but was not successful.
Her messages were Interrupted constantly as she stepped down from the
71
pulpit to care for the ailing, peevish baby Roberta,
With Roberta ill much of the time, Aimee tried to establish some
sort of home for herself and the baby. New York was cold and unknown, so
72
Aimee traveled to Chicago, a home she had known when Robert was alive.
There, too, Aimee tried to preach but failed again, torn between the
L tc
74
73
pulpit and Roberta, The old friends from Robert's days tried o help
but simply were not that deeply concerned with the young widow.
"^"ibid. , p, 138.
71
McPherson, The Story of My Life, pp. 69-7I.
"^^Ibld. , p. 70,
73
'^McPherson, In the Service of the King, pp, I38-9.
74' McPherson, The Story of My Life, p, 70.
16
Pulling up staLkes for a third time, Aimee traveled hack to the
farm once more, hoping for warmth and security for herself and a healthy
environment for her hahy. Staying with her lonely father, Aimee took
over the housework while Roberta began to flourish for the first time,
75but for Aimee, this was still not home,^
Aimee decided to try Ghicavgo once more and headed for the Midwest
young n
77, 78
76
in the spring. There a man named Harold McPherson proposed mar
riage, and Aimee accepted.
He declared that if my daughter were his own, he could love her
no more than he did. It seemed good to have someone to carry
my little one in one arm and my grips in the other. The pros
pect of his home sounded cozy and inviting. Roberta seemed so
fragile and I all alone that I said yes,^
Aimee did not accept without reservations, however. She voiced this in
the stipulation she put upon Harold; that if God should call her back to
the active ministry, she must obey. Harold agreed, and they were
� ^ 80married.
After a short time in Chicago, Harold's mother invited them to
live with his parents in Providence, Rhode Island. There, Roberta
strengthened and blossomed, recovering from the unvarying ill effects
cities seemed to have upon her. Harold worked hard in his grocery
'^^Ibid. , pp. 71-2. "^^Ibid. , p. 72,
77
Mrs, IicPherson was not very detailed or explicit when discuss
ing her meeting Harold McPherson and their consequent courtship and
marriage ,
"^^McPherson, The Story of Hy Life, p, 71.
"^^Ibid.
Ibid.
1?
business, Aimee grew more and more despondent. She tried to be a good
housewife, "But my domesticity was short-lived," God's call was strong,
81
and Aimee' s housewifely role repudiated her call to preach. She be
came pregnant again and gave birth to a son, Rolf McPherson; all the
while she became more and more ill:
My nerves became so seriously affected that I could not bear
even the singing of the teakettle. The voices of my little
ones must be subdued to whispers, and even the sunshine was
an unbearableg^orment , so I lived behind closed shutters and
drawn blinds,
Aimee entered the hospital and landerwent a series of operations,
ending with one for appendicitis. She finally lay near death, alone in
the hospital. There God spoke to her, calling her back to evangelistic
84 85
work. She responded immediately to the divine call, rapidly healing,
and making her first trip out of the hospital to a church. She waited
86
until the altar call, and went forward and "got right with God,"
^^Ibid, , pp, 73-^. ^^Ibid,
^�^McPherson, This Is That, pp. 99-1OQ,
^^Thomas, op, cit, , p, 11,
^^IcPherson, The Story of My Life, p. 75,
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"I had settled down in Providence, R. I., and had left the
Lord's work, some time after I came home from China, As I have said, I
had spoken in tongues, too. And so, as the Lord dealt with me, I had a
terrific illness and an operation, amd I lay at the point of death.
The Lord then spoke to me and said, 'Now will you go and preach the
Gospel?' and I knew it was that or the grave. At last, I said, 'Yes
Lord, I will go if You will heal me,'
"I had been taken into the little white room of the hospital and
the curtains were drawn, I was dying. But God miraculously raised me
up when I said, 'Yes, Lord, I will go,'
"I left the hospital and went to the nearest meeting-place and,
as soon as the altar call was given, I made a bee-line for it,
Aimee felt unable to ask for forgiveness; yet God spoke to her,
"Child, it is all right. It is 'water over the wheel,' and the
18
Airaee felt she was done with marriage, and prepared to emhark on her true
vocation, preaching. God had called, and Aimee responded,
Aimee 's first step toward obeying that irresistible call was
practical: she wired to her mother for money. When it arrived,
selecting a night when her husband was not at home, she wrapped
up the children, threw her possessions into two suitcases, and
left Harold McPherson' s home forever. '
Harold joined his errant wife later, and traveled with her for a
88
brief time. It did not work; "... after earnest efforts, he failed
to get enthusiastic about the 'old-time religion' and complained about
Aimee's hysterical behavior and her neglect and abuse of him."^^ He
returned to Providence, leaving her to tread the sawdust trail alone.
Five years after she had married him, Harold McPherson sued for
90divorce on the grounds of desertion. Aimee was freed from her binding
marriage to work in the service of the Lord.
past is all burled. Start from now on and go out and preach the Gospel
and I will give you the strength of a dozen persons.'
"Now to the point� the Spirit of God still dwelt within, but I had
got out of the work. He had not departed, but I had not, as it were,
'turned on' and let the glory forth. The Holy Spirit will not take man's
will away. He will not force Himself forward. What I needed was to get
back in the will of God and get back on the line and be RECHARGED.
When I did, everything was as it was before. I spoke in tongues the same
as I did at first and preached,"
89
Thomas, op, cit. , p. 12,
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Nancy Earr Mavlty, Sister Aimee (Garden City, N, Y,: Double-
day, Doran & Company, 1931) i PP. 21-5,
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Simson, op, cit., p. 3�.
Thomas, op. .cit, , p. 2?.
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Onward Christian Soldierl Traveling: LVangelist
After escaping the too-siinny house in Rhode Island and success-
91
fully avoiding a confrontation with both Harold and Mother McPherson,
Aimee returned to the farm in Canada,
You ask: why the farm?
It didn't occur to me to go anywhere else first but home;
like a racer returning to the starting line, I had gone forth
originally from the farm and from there I should set forth
again,^
This re-start was Aimee's attempt to redirect her path in the
direction of Robert's work; " , , , I have a persistent feeling that my
only happiness lies in the carrying on of my husband's work of soul-
saving campaign," Dropping her children off at the farm, Aimee began her
trek for happiness, commencing by attending a nearby revival service in
Pvitchener, Within a week she had worked her way up the tent-meeting
hierarchy, from washing dishes to substituting for an evangelist who had
lost his voice. When she gave the altar call at the end of the service,
eleven people went forward, Aimee was ecstatic, wanting to "laiigh and
93
cry, dance and shout all at once,"'^^
After her success in Kitchener, she was invited to travel to
94
Mount Forest and conduct services in a storefront meeting hall,'^ It was
95
there that Aimee ventvired her first unusual crowd-drawing stratagem;
^^McPherson, The Story of Hy Life, p, 76,
92^ McPherson, In the Service of the King, p. 141,
-^McPherson, The Story of My Life, pp. 69-79. ^^Ibid. , p. 80.
95
-^"During the early days of my ministry, I held a meeting in
Canada, and, for three days, preached to two men and a boy. The lady for
whom I vras preaching told me she had been preaching there for two years
20
and the crowds came and kept coming, mtil the revival outgrew the limits
of the small meeting place. With her very first offering, taken rather
late in the course of the revival campaign, she bought her first tent,
sight unseen. She was victimized; a rotten, moth-eaten tent wels foisted
on her,^^
Patching and mending the tent, she was soon to trade it in on
a new and larger one. Preaching to a largely rural populace, Airaee
97
achieved very positive results,-^ Her own background served her, for she
knew what the rtjral audience wanted and needed to hear; she achieved a
and had never had a crowd,
"'Well,' I said, 'I am going to get a crowd or know why,'
"'How can you get them to come?' she asked,
'"Do you mind if I take a chair from the mission?' I asked.
"'Why, no, but I don't understand,' she said.
"I carried that chair to the street comer. No one seemed to
even notice that I was standing there with a chair. There were a few
wagons passed by, a farm wagon with a load of hay, a horse and a buggy,
and a couple of people. There was a dentist's office in the building
near which I stood, and I could see him working away,
"'Lord,' I said, 'I do want the people to come to that meeting,
why cain't I do what Peter did on the Day of Pentecost? He did not just
stand there,' And so, I got up on that chair and closed my eyes and
never moved. And talk about a crwodl They came running from all direc
tions. The man with the load of hay cried, 'WHOAi ' and he stopped right
there. The man with the horse and buggy did likewise, and soon I heard
that dentist's window released and knew he was listening. Yes, soon the
street was filled with curious people,
"I had intended to preach a little sermon, but I was afraid to
move, I heard someone say, 'Do you think she is in a cataleptic fit?'
"Then I opened my eyes, I had a grand idea for a sermon but
they had scared it out of me. All I could manage to say was, 'People,
follow me I '
"I jumped down from that chair, grabbed the chair and ran down
the street, the whole crowd following after me, I ran into the mission
and they run after me and I said to the doorman, 'Lock that door, please,'
He did, and I preached to them. There was no trouble in getting
the crowd to come after that, and we had a wonderfxil meeting there,"
McPherson, "The Book of Acts," pp, 11-2-,.
McPherson, The Story of My Life, pp, 81-5, ^'^Thomas, op, cit,, p, 12,
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g3 QQ
full mourner's bench at every meeting.^ ' She was warmly received In
large towns as well, often preaching in crowded auditoriums. During
the summers Aimee worked in the north, traveling up and down the eastern
seacoast. In the winters she traveled south, restricting her meetings to
lOl 102
warmer climes. She worked hard, helping to erect her huge tents,
103and learning campaigning lessons she would put to good use in later years.
^^Ibid. , p. 14, ^^cPherson, The Story of Ky Life, pp. 82, 86, 9I,
�'�'^'^"A Pentecostal Evangelist," The VJay of Faith and Other Keglect-
ed Themes XXXI, No. 2 (July I5, I920), pp. 1 and 8.
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KcPherson, The Story of hy Life, pp. 94-5.
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The message she brought to the rustics and later to the mill-
hands of the North and fishermen of the South was one of uninhibited
joyfulness joined with religious exultation. Farmers in overalls drove
miles to her meetings, sometimes conducted in the light of barn lanterns
strung between the trees, with the porch steps of a house serving as her
mourner's bench. No matter what the handicaps, she *'made do" cheerfully,
promptly, and energetically. She became skilled in the lore of the *'blg
tops," knew grades and weights of duck and drill, and could drive tent
stakes and stretch guy ropes with the handiness of a circus roustabout.
She was her own advance agent, business manager, and star of the show.
She bossed the volunteer helpers who were attiiucted to her in each town,
argued with unobliging police and fire inspectors, ordered the printing
and paid the light bills, and after each grueling day's work slept on
an army cot under canvas that tore loose in the wind and leaked when it
rained. Her meals were prepared on a smoking oil stove and eaten off
benches or crates or whatever was handy. And she thrived on the work
and loved the gypsy life.
Thomas, op, cit,, p, 13,
103^
In later years, Mrs, McPherson was to have advance directions
sent out that were clearly based on experience gained in her traveling
days: i,e,, when writing of the leaflets to be posted previous to her
appearing in a town, "plaster the countrysides with this paper."
"A Few Tips on Exploiting Aimee Semple McPherson: Campaign Aids"
(manuscript 1933 in Heritage Archives, International Chxnrch of the
Foursquare Gospel), imder "Paper" subheading.
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She preached when exhausted from her day's labor; but the act of
preaching revived her.^*^^ She drove a "gospel car" from place to place,
the signs on it proclaiming "Judgment day is coming I GET RIGHT WITH
GODl"'^'^-^ She preached in her tent, rented meeting halls when the crowds
outgrew the capacity of the tent, and even more often, preached from the
gospel car Itself:
Wherever the wheels of the automobile turned, there was a church.
I played the baby organ and stood and preached from the seat of
the car. Where the running board moved, there was an altar, and
many a time sinners stepped from out the crowd and kneeled there,
confessing their sin and making our Savior theirs,
Minnie traveled south to join her daughter in Florida, Working
together as partners, Minnie handled the business side of the venture
107
while Aimee preached, Aimee began the Bridal Call magazine. It was
originally "a little four-page country newspaper" mailed to her scattered
1 08
constituents. It soon metamorphised into a monthly sixteen-page
magazine, carrying her sermons, news, pictures of the campaigns, poems.
104
"And though I was dead tired as I stepped to the platform,
when we stood for the first hymn all my weariness dropped from me like
a cloak unclasped. It has been like this since that night. No matter
what labor or troubles the day brings, no matter how physically or
mentally fatigued they leave me, I am always completely refreshed the
instant I stand in the pulpit. , , . And when the message comes, I
feel the infusion of power just as does a copper wire when the elec
tric current reaches it. I am revitalized, made alive."
McPherson, The Story of My Life, pp, 85-6,
105 106
Ibid. , p. 97. Ibid, , p. I89.
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'McPherson, In the Service of the King, p. 188,
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Thomas, op, cit,, p, 16,
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and other articles. This magazine continued throughout her career,
a means of spreading news and soliciting money for the spreading of the
gospel.
While campaigning in the northeast, Aimee received a telegram
from Harold in Rhode Island, asking her to come home and "wash the
dishes," But Aimee says that once Harold heard her preach, he endorsed
her actions, and left well enough alone. Establishing a normal life
with Aimee had proved to be impossible, and he gave up trying to entice
her home or traveling with her any longer,
It was early in these varied travels that Aimee participated in
her first miraculous healing. In Corona, New York, a crippled girl was
111
healed, astounding Aimee as much as anyone else, iliraculous healings
112
were incorporated into her services, and were soon to serve as her
, 113, 11^chief calling card.
After two years of arduous campaigning in the east, Aimee traded
in her gospel car for a sturdier model. In the middle of the influenza
epidemic that devastated the country in I9I8, she, Rolf, Roberta,
lis
Kinnle, and a secretary loaded into the car and set off for California.
^^^McPherson, The Story of Ky Life, p, 9k.
1 1 n
^^""ibid, , pp, 87-94,
1 1 1^�"^Ibid, , pp, 87-9^
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Thomas, op, cit. , p, 18,
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"A Pentecostal Evangelist," pp. 1 and 8.
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KcPherson, The Story of ]\y Life, pp. IO6-9,
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�^Thomas, op, cit,, pp, 13-9,
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Quarantines were in effect in most of the cities in the midwest; yet,
when they arrived in Tulsa, Oklahoma, for a scheduled revival, the quar
antine was lifted, and the meetings were held despite the flu. The trip
had been hard, but things were looking up: "World War I was over. The
epidemic had lifted, God was in his Heaven, all was well, and we were
116
headed again toward sunny California,"
Filling the Hole in Echo Park
God had audibly spoken to Aimee, calling her to California. While
in New York, sick with the much-dreaded influenza, both Aimee and Roberta
had lain suffering. God had said: "Fear not. Your little one shall live
and not die. Moreover, I will give you a home in California where your
children shall go to school, ..." Always conscious of this summons
from the Almighty, Aliaee sought out the only subscribers to the Bridal
Call in the Los Angeles area, a family named Baker, The traveling
entourage of the family and secretary established at the Baker's house,
117
Aimee prepared to conquer California,
One week after her arrival, she began her first revival campaign
at Victoria Hall Mission, an Assembly of God meeting place. It was an
humble beginning, the hall described as "a dingy upstairs meeting room
118
at 125 South Spring Street." As the meetings expanded the people
felt inspired to build a house for their new pastor, and donated land,
1 1
McPherson, The Story of My Life, pp, 99-I03,
^^'^Ibid, , pp. 101-4.
118
Thomas, op. cit,, p, I7,
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labor, and furnishings, ^'^'^ Aimee vras ever after to refer to this as
"The House that God Built,"
The crowds grew and grew, necessitating some changes, A news
paper report a few years later summarized this rapid success:
In I9I9 Krs, McPherson arrived in Los Angeles, At the start
she conducted her services in Victoria Hall, a small upstairs
mission on Spring Street, but she soon attracted such throngs
that the little place was overcrowded and expansion was made
necessary. Several other larger halls were soon outgrown in
rapid succession and Mrs, IicPherson removed her revival services
to the Philharmonic Auditorium, then having the largest seating
capacity in Los Angeles,
Later the services were continued in a huge tent and while
still drawing great throngs to her services, Mrs. McPherson
began laying plans for a mammoth temple of her own, ^21
In I92O Aimee set out to build "a wooden tabernacle, an inex
pensive, temporary, and very ordinary affair," She and Minnie were able
to locate and purchase a plot of land directly across from the beautiful
Echo Park, Aimee went to a building contractor to arrange for the
122
Tabernacle, He asked how much money she hadj she replied, "Five
thousand dollars," Told this was not sufficient to dig the foundation,
123
Aimee responded, "You dig the hole, and I'll fill it!"
124
Aimee created the basic design of the Temple herself, V/hile
llQ
^McPherson, The Story of My Life, pp, IO5-6,
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Thomas, op. cit,, p, 18,
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The Los Anr;eles Times, June 24, I926, Sec. I, p. 3.
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McPherson, The Story of My Life, pp. 118-2C','.
123-^Statement by Leita Mae Steward, International Church of the
Foirrsquare Gospel, in a personal interview, Los Angeles, CA,
January 5, 1979.
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Thomas, op, cit,, p, 20,
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maintaining a base of operations in L. A., she set out to raise the nec
essary money. One of the first announcements of the proposed "taber-
125nacle" appeared in the January, 1921, edition of Bridal Gall, and
other announcements followed. She began traveling again, touting
her wonderful tabemacle-yet-to-be-built , raising money for the construc-
127
tlon wherever she went, Uorking hard, she preached an "average of
128
fifteen addresses each week," She traveled to Denver twice in two
years for exhausting meetings and went as far as New Zealand and Aus-
129tralia to spread the gospel, ^ collecting for the tabernacle along the
way, Back on the home front, she preached in San Diego, There, she had
130
an astounding success with a huge healing campaign, ^ with tremendous
12 5
-"McPherson, The Story of Hy Life, p, 120,
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"After more than twelve years of faithful, loving labor
in establishing and building up the work of others, spiritually,
numerically and financially, the time has now come when Sister
HcPherson feels the imperative need of a Revival Tabernacle which,
under the direction of the Lord, shall be her very own, and in
which she will be absolutely free to preach, without fear or favor,
the great undenominational message which the Lord has given her.
This will not hinder her transcontinental revival tours, but will be
a solid base from which to work, and send other evangelists who shall
receive a practical training,"
Aimee Semple HcPherson, The Second Coming of Christ (Los
Angeles: n,p,, I92I), p, 122.
127
Thomas, op. cit. , pp, 19-20,
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Aimee Semple McPherson, The Holy Spirit (Los Angeles:
Challpin, 1931), P. 8,
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mixed crowds; ^ the influence of the success carried to Australia.
As the crowds at her many meetings grew, she was told by her
contractor that the tabernacle idea just wouldn't work; it would be far
too small to hold the multitudes she drew wherever she went. The plans
for a 2500-3500 seat tabernacle were transforraed to become a Temple, a
huge permanent structure designed to seat over five thousand people.
1 33 1 34
Aimee traveled while the Temple grew, paid for as it was built.
The last campaign she conducted before the opening of the Temple
135
was in Oakland, California, in July, I922, �^'^ It was at this crucial
juncture Aimee received the vision of the Foursquare Gospel. The
four points were already included in her theology and preaching, but
only then took on solid form in her mind: Jesus Christ, the only Saviour;
Jesus Christ, the Kighty Baptizer with the Holy Spirit; Jesus Christ, the
137
Great Physician; and Jesus Christ the Coming King.
On January 1, l923i the doors of Angelus Temple opened,
131
Thirty thousand people were said to have attended in one
service, "Ken, women and children�Americans, Mexicans, white people
and black people and yellow people�all looking up expectantly."
McPherson, In the Service of the King, p. 223.
�'"-^^McPherson, The Story of My Life, pp. 115-6.
�'�^^Ibld. , pp. 120-1 and 127. "'" -^^Thomas , op. cit., p. 21.
^-^^HcPherson, The Story of My Life, pp. 122-3.
�'�^^McPherson, In the Service of the King, pp. 152-3.
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Aimee Semple McPherson, The Foursquare Gosncl, ed., Raymond
L. Cox (Los Angeles: Fovirsquare Publications, I969), pp, 4-6,
^-^^McPherson, The Story of My Life, p. 126.
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Aimee had filled the hole and was now in full swing. Even her critics
were impressed with her rapid rise from Victoria Hall to Angelus
Temple. �'��^^ She had arrived in Los Angeles with one hundred dollars
cash and a not-so-new automohile, and five years later not only ovrned
her ovm home but was also in possession of a huge temple, with assets of
140
over a million dollars. I-iore additions vfere made; a five-story Lible
college was built, and an administration building for her burgeoning
141
ministries. Thirty-four years old, Aimee had accomplished all of this
only a few years after beginning by washing dishes in the camp meeting in
Kitchener.
The interior of the Temple was fantastic, Aimee's projected idea
142 143
of heaven. ' There were angels and more angels, a forty-foot mural
of Jesus' return, the high-domed ceiling painted blue with clouds around
139
Bob Shuler mentions that Aimee used to conduct Holy Roller
meetings in Victoria Hall on Spring Street. That is nothing to be
ashamed of, but something to be proud of, to have risen from Victoria
Hall to Angelus Temple."
Charles Williams, Aimee Semple hcPherson; Was She Kidnaped?
(Los Angeles I Williams cS;- Williams, I926) , p. I9.
140
Carey HcWilliams , "Aimee Semple KcPherson: Sunlight in hy
Soul," The Aspirin Ages I9I9-I94I, ed. Isabel Leighton (New York:
Simon and Schuster, n.d.), p. 65.
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Aimee Semple HcPherson, "Heaven" (semaon transcript, April 27,
I929, Heritage Archives, International Church of the Foursquare Gospel.)
143�^Aimee Semple HcPherson, "What's Cut Ahead?" (sermon transcript,
April 4, I9291 Heritage Archives, International Church of the Foursquare
Gospel) .
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the edges and stained glass windows telling the story of Jesus; the
whole interior structured so that it would be a sort of illustrated ser-
144
mon m itself. The message given in such a plethora of sweet symbols
was "joy, joy, joy"j
There was no dismalness at Angelus Temple; no mourner's bench,
no wailing over sin, no depressing emphasis upon damnation and
hell fire. The glimpse of lurid wickedness that she introduced
sparingly into her panorama of hope and comfort now and assured
bliss hereafter served as subtle excitements; they tltilated
but did not terrify. They were the spice in the otherwise too
cloying cake, the topping on the tutti-frutti, the fine print
on the tickets she scattered profusely, though not gratuit-..
ously, to all who yearned to ride the Happy Road to Heaven. ^
The response to the gospel in this setting was impressive. In
1 Ufi
the first six months 8,000 conversions were recorded, and 1,500 baptisms.
Every time Aimee preached the Temple was "filled to the dome."^^''' Every-
1 LlR
one was kept busy and made to feel useful by being put to work. It
149
was a "perpetual camp meeting, with constant activities and a con
tinual diversification of ministries, ^^^' The Bible school helped
consume time and workers, with Aimee herself an "Instructor in Great
144
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151^ Dorothy Pray Drew, ed.. Who's Who at Angelus Temple (Los
Angeles; Echo Park Evangelistic Association, I925) , pp. 3-6.
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152
Bible Themes, Typology, and Special Courses."
^
The third radio station in Los Angeles was Angelus Temple's KFSG
(Kail Four Square Gospel) , begun in February, 1924. For the first three
years after its beginning Aimee did the "Sunshine Hoiur," a daily radio
153
prograun .
Aimee's personal appeal to the people ran highi
There is a certain electric quality about her. She is well fed,
cheerful, shrewd, enthusiastic, voluptuous, and full of animal
magnetism. Mrs, McPherson is an excellent sport. In private
conversation one of her favorite colloquialisms is, "That's Oke,"
She has a highly developed sense of humor, an(l more vitality and
energy, perhaps, than any other woman alive,^
She was described as the spiritual version of the "epitome of the women
of her age," Her high energy earned her the appellation of a "walking
pld
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galvanic battery," -^^ While working hard, she continued a ra i and
enervating pace, compensating with a life of personal luxury,'
After three years of keeping up this grueling pace, Aimee left
on a vacation to the Holy Land, first visiting Ireland, England, and
France, The congregation of the Temple saw this as just reward for
^^Ibid, . p. 13.
^^-^McPherson, The Story of My Life, pp, 127-8,
154�^Morrow Mayo, "Aimee Rises from the Sea," The New Republic,
December 25, I929. p. 136.
^^^ahmer, op. cit,, pp, 26 and 64,
^^^Bruce Bllven, "Sister Aimee," The New Republic, November 3,
1926, p. 290,
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1 57"constant service day and night." They gratefully sent their beloved
evangelist while Mother Minnie stayed in Los Angeles suad kept track of
the books. Aimee returned home rested and refreshed, only to begin an
other, quite different chapter to add on to the book of her life,^^'
Temple Troubles
Three weeks sifter Aimee's return from Evirope and the Holy Land
she was "kidnapped. The folks back at the Temple, including Minnie
ajtid Aimee's two children, believed her to be drowned. Memorial services
were conducted while the ocean bed was scoured for her body. After
almost a month's absence, Aimee reappeared telling of a dramatic kidnap
ping, complete with chloroform, sinister underworld characters, a hideout
in the wilds of the southwest, ransom demands, and bondage for poor
162
Sister, Aimee's story of her kidnapping conflicted with much evidence
that she had simply arranged her disappearance to cover a protracted
rendezvous with a KFSG radio operator, Kenneth Qrmiston, believed by many
to have been her lover, ^^-^
At least one writer theorized that Aimee had staged her drowning
to cover her tracks so as to be able to leave Angelus Temple's limelight
157
^'McPherson, The Story of My Life, pp, 137-43,
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-^Thomas, op, cit,. pp. 23-6 and 30-4,
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^^^Ibid. , p, 145, ^^^Thomas, op, cit.. pp, 34-5,
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16?-'Thomas, op. cit.. pp. 29-33 and 41-3,
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and concurrent pressures for good. Whatever the case, Aimee's return
made a much felt impact upon the consciousness of Los Angeles, The Los
Angeles Times called it "This city's greatest event in eleven years. . ,,"
On her train ride home from Douglas, Arizona, where she reappeared to the
public after the kidnapping, there were crowds of people waiting at each
166
whistle-stop. When she reached the station in Los Angeles itself,
there were 50 i 000 people on hand to greet her, including the fire depart
ment, the police department, and "officials of every walk of life, met to
1 67
do her homage. Fifty thousand people cheered and sang and shoutedl"
Not everyone was happy to see her return; while attributing
30,000 "devoted followers" to hrs, McPherson, one writer says that the
"'regular' church people of the community were solidly ranged against
168
her." But the people who were less concerned with regularity rejoiced.
The Temple crowds were solidly behind her; she was the heroine of all
I69
hearts, ^ She had the unquestioning support of her Temple congregation
throughout the grand jury investigation that followed her reappearance:
"The more the case went against her, the louder they prayed and the more
170
generous were their contributions. Aimee defended her kidnapping
^^\icWilliams , o^. cit.
1 6'i-^Los Angeles Times, June 24, I926, Sec. 1, p. 3.
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story in the press and in the pulpit, using her various puhlications and
the radio station KFSG as soapboxes from which to commimicate her inno-
l7l
cence and victimization. She railed at her persecutors and "hourly
172
heaping pity upon herself as God's twentieth-century martyr":
Sister was in a dangerous mood, fighting for her freedom, fighting
valiantly to preserve the faith which she had aroused in the
hearts and minds of thousands of good people. While she made mis
takes, in this relentless and unevenly matched fight, her courage
was indomitable, her spirit superb, and her cimning amusing and
marvelous, ^73
Her followers often matched her in this mood, taking their reaction to
the court cases surrounding the kidnapping several steps farther than
Aimee would have led; there are stories of violence, potshots at indi-
174
viduals vrho were seen as Sister's "enemies,"
Finally, the controversy over the affair officially ended, al
though the strife continued: Aimee was "vindicated" vrhen the grand jury
17 5
dropped the case against her on January 10, 192?, The Temple fol
lowers were overjoyed: "When she returned to the Temple after the charges
were dropped, the ^,000 followers present gave her a thunderous 20-minute
ovation, Knovm as a master of crowds, she couldn't get them to be quiet.
IicPherson, The Story of Ky Life, p, 204,
l72
Shuler, op, cit, , pp, 38 and 71-3.
173
-^IicWilliams , op, cit, , pp, 70,
^'^'^Williams , op, cit, , p, 1,
175
'-^HcPherson, The Story of Ky Life, pp, 220-2,
William Simbro, "There never was, and perhaps never will be,
another 'Sister' Aimee," Pes Koines Register. October 29, 1978, pp, 18-20,
3^
Aimee then took off on a series of tours that were to continue
177
steadily for the next ten years , Her biggest nation-wide campaigns
occurred in the wake of the kidnapping and the subsequent scandal.
These were the beginnings of "the glory days of enormous crowds, searing
178
scandal, screaming headlines, and rampant rumor," Aimee tried to
build on her reputation of earlier times, still seeing herself through
the uncriticaJ. eyes of years gone by when writers were taken with the
179
sincerity and efforts of the then-young evangelist, ^ Over the years to
come, however, the scandals seemed to attract the crowds as much as her
sincerity did.
The more calm and less spectacular events of the time were eqiially
180
Important to Aimee: the renovation of the Temple, and the incorpora-
181
tion of the loosely organized "undenominational" group of the Temple
and its affiliate churches into an acknowledged denomination, the Inter-
182
national Church of the Foursquare Gospel in 1927. She wrote poems and
^ ''"^McPherson, The Story of My Life, p, 222,
l7ft
Simbro, op, cit,, pp, 16 amd 20,
l79
"To see her clasp a poor little sufferer in her strong young
arms, drop on her knees and, with tears streaming down her face and her
voice choking with sobs, pray for that one; and then hear some one speak
of her as a 'fake' took all the grace that God has given to some of us
to bear quietly,"
"A Pentecostal Evangelist," p, 8,
^^^McPherson, The Story of My Life, pp, 227-8,
181
Thomas, op, cit,, p, 20,
182
McPherson, The Story of My Life, p. 22?,
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books, often using the sermons she gave in the Temple as basis for her
writing, �'�^�^ She wrote operas and songs, which were sung auid performed
184
in the Temple,
As the glory grew, so did the number of her critics. She was
described as "dangerously magnetic," accused of misleading her congre-
�1 Q r
gation by insincere acting, and of staging her own "miraculous"
healing. Tracts and broadsides were written against her by rival church-
1
)wers
.,189
men in the Los Angeles area^^^' ^^"^ by disenchanted fol low ''"^^ and by
printers who were concerned for truth and for "the money.'
From this time on a telltale repetitive pattern can be discerned
in her life, a pattern that must have reflected a mounting sense
of insecurity, exhaustion, and despair. The new sequence of events
had a rhythm of its own; flight, new beginnings, fiascoes, quar
rels, new efforts, defeat�regularly interspersed vfith periods of
"breakdown" and "nervous exhaustion, "�'� 90
1 8'^
�^Note handwritten on sermon transcript, Hrs, HcPherson' s
handwriting; "These are the tvfo opening chapters of a new book, run
both together save this copy for me,"
Aimee Semple HcPherson, "The Coming of the Lord" (sermon transcript:
n,d, , Heritage Archives, International Church of the Foursquare Gospel),
184
HcPherson, The Story of Hy Life, p. 231,
IP S
Williams, op. cit., pp. 21 and 29.
186
Shuler, op. cit, , pp, 32-3.
1 87
Reverend Shuler, of Trinity Hetnodist Church, was described
as being fun to quote, because he was "so painfully jealous" of Aimee
Semple HcPherson,
Louis Adamic and others. The Truth About Aimee Semple HcPherson; A
Symposium (Girard, KS; Haldeman-Julius Company [post 1932_J ) .
188
John D, Goben, "Aimee" ; The Gospel Gold Digger (Los Angeles:
Peoples, 1932), pp. 2-3.
"^^^Williams , op, cit, , p, 1,
190
HcWilliams, op, cit, , pp, 72-3,
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One by one Aimee cut off relations with old associates, often
involving herself in costly lawsuits and out-of-court settlements, inter-
iQl
spersing these difficulties with tours of the nation. She split with
her mother, rather violently, allegedly ending their relationship by
192
breaking Kinnie's nose in a knock-down, drag-out fight. Aimee sirf-
fered a complete mental and physical breakdown soon after that and
temporarily left the Temple's affair in the capable hands of her assist
ant pastor, Rheba Crawford whom she later broke with, each of the women
accusing the other of misplaced euubitions.'^^^' ^9'^' "'�^-^
In I932, Aimee went on a European revival campaign that did not
196
do well, ^ unwittingly caricaturing herself by appearing in the Paris
197
nightspots to "drive the devil out." In this same period she set out
on various business ventures that failed: Blessed Home Memorial Park,
a cemetery with prices graduated in relation to their proximity to Aimee's
l9l^ McPherson, The Story of My Life, pp. 223-7,
I92
Thomas, op. cit. , p. I36,
�'"'^ -^McPherson, The Story of My Life, pp. 226-30 and 245-6.
I94
\ . , she felt only one star should be on the platform at a
time. I said I thought the star should be Jesus."
Statement by Mrs. McPherson, Los Angeles Times, December 9f 1936.
195'^-^"iiiss Crawford doesn't want yovir temple. If anyone else took
over Angelus Temple it probably would be a skating rink the next day."
Statement by Mr, Fainer, a lawyer in the Rheba Crawford trial, as re
ported in the Los Anp,-eles Times, December 11, I936, Sec. II, p. 3.
196^ McWilliams, op. cit. , p. 75.
197^
'Los Angeles Times, October 9, I938, Sec, II, p, 4,
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plot; Vacations with Aimee, a summer camp that proved too expensive for
most of her followers to participate in; a skyscraper apartment-hotel
across from the Temple, died in the planning stages; a movie, "Clay in
the Potter's Hand," based on the life of Aimee Semple HcPherson, never
produced; and a disappointingly low turnout for a much bally-hooed
198
group tour of the Holy Land,
3ued forty-five times in fourteen years, her legal history was
seen "as colorful as her dramatic rise from preaching in a tent to her
I99
present position of chief of Angelus Temple," Time spent in court
checkers her career as an evangelist, as dozens of actions were insti
tuted against her.
Included in these actions were suits for unpaid bills, broken
contracts, overdue promissory notes, false arrest, malicious
prosecution , , , and other charges,
In all these instances Aimee was plaintiff only twice, both times in
201
cases relating to her marital status,
202
Aimee cajae to feel isolated from the people, lonely, and
perhaps even mildly superior to the crowds that continued to flock to
203 204
hear her, She often surrounded herself with bodyguards. Her
198^ HcWilliams, op, cit, , p, 75.
^^^Los Angeles Times, Hay 10, I937, Sec, II, p. 3,
200.. . , ^i'lCWilliams , op, ext. , pp, 75-6,
201
Los Angeles Times, December 11, I936, Sec, II, p, 3,
\
203,
202
HcPherson, The Story of Hy Life, p. 233,
Goben ascribes comment to Aimee Semple HcPherson, This atti
tude on the part of Ijrs, HcPherson is unsupported by any other material.
Goben, o^. cit. , p, 65,
204
Los Angeles Times. November 21, I928, Sec, II, p, 3.
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family's activities increased her feelings of isolation: Minnie remar
ried, and both Rolf and Roberta married�all in the space of a year,
The next year Aimee followed their combined examples and took the plunge
as well. She married David Hutton, a baritone from the Angelus Temple
choir, on September 13, l93lt Hutton brought scandal with him to their
marriage, A young lady charged he had professed serious intentions
205
toward marrying her previous to his marriage with Aimee, ^ The court
ruled against David, prompting Aimee to fall down in a faint, fracturing
too many tines for the public's taste:
People sometimes speak; of me as a "much married evangelist," but
I have lived with my husbands only about four and one-half years
in my life. I was married only a short time when Robert Semple
died. I tried to settle down again without going into God's
work, but I could not do it. After a short time ministering
with me, Harold IicPherson went back to the business world, and
after a tine divorced me and married again, leaving me to
preach alone.
And then, after years and years, Mr, Hutton came along, and
I thought I was through with loneliness, thought I was through
with my name being blazed across the headlines, I thought it
might be protection and home and love, but it did not work out
that way, and once again I am alone, and as the old saying
goes, "kiss my shoulder good night, "^'^
Aimee yearned for the safety of a home she could never return to. Each
year on her birthday she staged an extravaganza built around her own
her skull.
206
Soon divorced a-gaan.
20? Aimee lived viith a reputation of marryin,
205,-'Thomas, op, cit,, pp, 171-82
206.
McPherson, The Story of My Life, pp, 237-8,
207
Thomas, op, cit, , p, 232,
208
McPherson, The Story of I-iy Life, p. 232,
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life. At this service she usually gave the oft-repeated sermon, "From
Hilkpail to Pulpit," dressed up in gingham and a matching bonnet, serving
milk to the elders on the platform from the milk buckets she carried,
Protection and home and love were not to be regained; her mother vituper-
210
ated at a distance, and the constant swirl of Temple activities and
various tawdry scandals kept security always at an arm's length.
Contrasted with this, in 1938 the newspapers reported, "The Four
square Gospel churches are in almost every country of Christendom,
I'iissions have been established in the jungles of the Amazon and darkest
Africa," The scandals that constantly hovered over Aimee had not affected
the growth of her church. She and the Temple had both become "Institu-
211
tions and tourist attractions . " Ivhen Aimee ventured as far as
209^As an example of a description of the opening of a birthday
service;
"There was a Vick-to-the fana motif at Angelus Temple last night
when Aimee Semple HcPherson celebrated her forty-eighth birthday , , ,
with a special program witnessed by nearly 6,000 people,
"Hrs, HcPherson made her entrance clad in a pink ginghajn dress
and bonnet trimmed with red ribbons. She carried a glistening milk
pail�full of the genuine article� in keeping with her sermon topic,
'My Dear Diary,' which was based on her early experiences on her
parents' fa3rm near Ingersoll, Ont., Can,
"After treating Temple officials on the stage to drinks of milk,
she later used the same pail as a receptacle for contributions in the
evening's collection, , , ,"
Los Angeles Times, October 10, I938, Sec. II, p. 1.
210
Thomas, op. cit, , pp, I52-3.
211
Los Anj-^^eles Times, October lO, I938, Sec, II, p, 4,
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212
Des Moines, Iowa, she was recognized in restaurants and gawked at.
She was acclaimed as having "more excitement packed into her life" than
2l3
any other woman in modem times"; yet she felt the need of something
more.
She finally got that something, or at least a part of it. Secur
ity came in the form of "the firm supervisoiry hand" of Giles Knight,
Unfortunately, the appearance of Knight managing both the affairs of the
214
Temple and the erratic Aimee caused a final sepaxatlon between Aimee
215
and her "Star of Hope," Roberta, ^ While Knight was able to axrest
the "downward trend" of Aimee's life, his dominance displaced Roberta in
the hierarchy of the Temple, Roberta left with bitter feelings linger-
2l6
ing between herself and her mother, and Aimee was left without a
designated heir.
World War II arrived, displacing Aimee and her doings from the
headlines. It did not interrupt Aimee's travels for Jesus, however. In
October of 19^ i she was reported to have "spent the last few months on
tour, spreading the gospel of her faith�to Canada, Cuba, the Midwest
212
"The women diners , , , just couldn't keep their eyes off
her, dropping great gobs of salad in their laps,
"As for the men, their staring was , , , shameless, , , ,"
Simbro, op, cit, , p, 16, quoting Harlan Miller, later reporter for the
Des Moines Register, no source given,
^^�^Los Angeles Times. October 9, I938, Sec, II, p, 4,
214
Thomas, op. cit., pp. 275 and 278,
^^%cPherson, The Story of My Life, p, 66,
?16
Thomas, op, cit. . pp, 275-8,
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217
and Eastern States� 'Anyi^here you can go where the torpedoes aren't."
Lack on the home front, she sponsored a huge drive, selling war bonds and
218
stamps, using her notoriety to attract buyers. She supported the war
effort in her sermons as well, calling down a plague on Hitler and Hiro-
219
hito, and "illustrating" her sermons to bring home the plight of
220
America's suffering boys in battle.
Early in 1944, Aimee decided it was time for son Rolf to take his
proper place and replaced Robezt-a as heir apparent. He became the vice-
221
president of the church corporation, second in Importance only to his
mother. It was well she took this action when she did, for her ovm hand,
so long on the helm, was soon to falter.
2lo
2l7
Los Angeles Times, October 1, 1940, Sec. II, p. 2.
Los Angeles Times, June 21, 1942, Sec. I, p. 6,
219 "Sister hcPherson called down a plague on Hitler and Hirohito,
pointing out that 'God is not only defensive; He has an offensive, too.'
"'How many of you,' she asked of her listeners, 'would like to
see Hitler covered vrith boils from head to foot? Well, I would.'
"She offered supplications for a bombardment of the Axis forces
t>y 56-pound hailstones, as described in Biblical stories as having been
rained from the skies on a previous occasion,
"'The Lord,' she elucidated in explaining the hail,' has His
own shells."
Los Angeles Times, June 18, 1942, Sec, I, p, 11,
220
Based on photographs of an illustrated serraon (November 1 , 1942 ,
::eritage Archives, International Church of the Foursquare Gospel).
221
hcPherson, The Story of hy Life, p, 25I,
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Out with a :,an"
Sometime in the early morning of September 27, 1944, Aimee Semple
McPherson died, quietly slipping away in the city where twenty- two years
222before she had received the vision of the Foursquare Gospel, It hap
pened on the outset of one of the "typical 'magic carpet' crusades of
whirlwind activity, , , ,"
After a spectacular career punctuated by romance, legal battles,
adventure and tragedy, the founder of the International Church
of the Fo\irsquare Gospel was still shouting "Hallelujahl " to the
masses a few hours before her death, 223
Keyed up from the meeting, Aimee had taken a dose of a barbital sedative,
and then tal^en more. Her death vras ruled accidental, as one of the side
effects of the drug was to depress the memory so that she nay ha,ve taken
224
the added doses vrlthout being avrare of having tal-cen the earlier doses.
Her followers went into hysterics, crying to God in an all-night
prayer meeting at the Temple to send their beloved Sister back. It was
to no avail; following the autopsy and coroner's inquest, there was a
three-day period when the body lay on view. Thousands of people massed to
22 5
see her one last time before Aimee was laid to rest in Forest Lavm,
The outpouring of the mass's feelings was both intense and demonstrative.
Forest Lawn officials reported that "the floral tributes constituted the
O Q ^
greatest batch of flowers telegraphed since the funeral of Will Rogers,
222
Los Angeles Times, September 28, 1944, Sec, I, p, 1,
223 224
Ibid, , Thomas, _oj2, cit,, pp, 2^.0-90.
^^^Ibld, , pp. 284-9,
226
McWilliams, op. cit,, p, 79,
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Aimee was 1311x10(1, the huge marhle slah laid on top of the large
monuTiient, two alabaster angels kneeling over it in perpetual prayer, ^^"^
Aimee was surrounded hy her followers even in death; scattered over the
hill on which she vras burled lay hundreds of others who had gone on
before her, now in position "to 'go up with Aimee' at the last trump,"
She was bulled on October 9, the day she would have been 54 years old,^^^
She left less than .^10,000 to bequeath to her children and mothir?
but she left a more important heritage, Rolf became President of the
International Chiu:ch of the Foursquare Gospel in his mother's stead, ^-^^
The chvrrch did not crumble with Aimee's death as many expected ;^-^''"
rather, it grew steadily, having at the present time over 3,000 churches
and meeting places around the world. The church she founded lives on.
Aimee Semple IicPherson earned the right to be called "one of the
outstanding evangelists of the twentieth century, "^^^ Los Angeles and the
world began to miss her as soon as she was gone:
Sister's stepping up to glory was, Indeed, the culmination of an
extraordinary career. A woraan who could arouse such love and
devotion and blind loyalty in the hearts of thousands of little
people possessed qualities that perhaps justified certification
to God's Hall of Fame, She believed, with all her heart, in
goodness and kindness, and before this fact all else was mean
ingless, , , , There was not a trace of snobbery in this woman.
227 99"
Simbro, op. cit., p. 22. "^Thoraas, op. cit.. p. 288.
^^�Ioid., pp. 2S0-1, ^^�Sijabro, op, cit., p, IS.
231
Cpen letoer to "Fellow Workers in Glirlst," Dr. Rolf
IicPherson, November I9, I976,
23? Jennie L, Acuff , Golden Anniversary Publication (Los
Angeles: n,p,, 1973) � PP. 2-3,
l4k
She conducted no "vice crusades," engaged in no snooping, and
baited no radicals. ... It is not surprising, therefore,
that Los Angeles has already begun to miss Sister Aimee and to
wish that she were back at the Temple, chasing the Devil
around with a pitchfork, calling the lonely to love in her
unforgettable voice, 233
McWilliams, loc. cit.
Chapter 3
AIMEE SEMPLE McPHERSON, THE SPEAKER
The Ladder to Success
Youth, Aimee's rise from little Beth to Sister Aimee, from pov
erty to power, follows a route typical for most evangelists. It begins
with early childhood t
The day-to-day existence of the family of the evangelists in
their early years was often characterized by economic hard
ships and want. Seventy-one percent of the evangelists grew
up in lower-class homes, less than a third (29%) in working
or middle-class and none in upper-middle or upper-class
homes , ^
Having been bom in a rural area. Sister McPherson occupied a niche
shared by fifty-three percent of the evangelists studied, another 34 per-
cent of the evangelists bom in villages or small towns.
Her father fit into the "most common occupation" of evangelists'
fathers, farming. The typical father of an evangelist was "a strict
disciplinarian, easily provoked to a whipping, and rigid in his outlook,"-^
To reinforce the relevance of this statement to Sister's life are her
many stories of her father, ending many of them with the comment, "From
this point on, the story is too painful to relatel"^
Eve Simson, The Faith Healer 1 Deliverance Evangelism in North
America (New Yorkj Pyramid, 1977 j, p, 50,
^Ibid,, p, 49, ^Ibid,, p. 52 and 54.
4
Aimee Semple McPherson, The Story of Mv Life (Waco, TX: Word
1973). p. 12,
^5
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In contrast, there was a high identification with the mother
2LS the more religious memher of the feunilyj
Many of the evangelists have recalled that it was their parents,
and especially the mothers, who had encouraged them already
early in life to choose a religious vocation. ^
Not only were the early expectations of Sister McPherson* s parents borne
out later in life,^ but even little Aimee fit into the typical pattern
7 8
in her play, role-playing as a preacher before her dolls.
Her parents' religious background fit into this pervasive pattern
Q
as well; being from at least a nominally Methodist family,^ Sister fol
lowed the usual trend in the evangelist's religious evolution, "from a
Baptist, Methodist or Presbyterian denomination to Pentecostalism."^^
It is only rarely that college-educated individuals have entered
the field of evangelism in which Sister McPherson achieved such distinc-
11
tion. Here again. Sister's minimal high-school education is repre
sentative of those who achieve prominence in the evangelistic field.
^Simson, op, cit, , pp, 55 and 56,
6 r-
Lately Thomas [Robert V, Steele] , Storming Heaven (New Yorki
Ballantine, 1970), pp, 1-3,
7
Simson, op, cit, , p, 57.
g
Nancy Barr Mavlty, Sister Aimee (Gaxden City, New Yorki
Doubleday, Doran & Company, 1931 )� p. ^.
^McPherson, op. cit. , p. I5.
^'^Simson, op. cit, , p, 58.
^^Ibid, , p. 62,
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12
The Church of the Foursquare Gospel is often counted as a sect. Sect
arians are said to be among those who have the least amount of education
of any religious group, so that Sister McPherson' s education was on par
with that of her people, ^-^
Entrsmce into a larger world. More than a husband, Robert Semple
provided Aimee with many things i "In Robert Semple , , , religion, love,
14
and ambition�the escape to the larger world�were coordinated,"
Breatklng into the closed world of the small farm, the mysterious stranger, ,
Robert, symbolized am. exciting world beyond her experience, As escape,
as means of moving up and out in the world, evangelism held strong attrac
tions. While upwardly mobile, the woman that was known as "Everybody's
17
Sister" retained the base of her past that she held in common with her
18
followers, promoting success in her communication.
Gradually achieving riches and fame through the support of her
adherents. Sister joined with other evamgelists in rejecting living on
12
Horton Davies, The Challenge of the Sects (Philadelphia!
Westminster Press, I96I), pp, 83-4,
13
Charles H, Anderson, White Protestant Americans: From National
Origins to Religious Group (Englewood Cliffs, N. J.t Prentice-Hall , 1970),
chart on p. 149.
14
Mavlty, op. cit. , p. 16.
Is
�'^McPherson, op. cit. , pp, 32-4,
16
Simson, op, cit,, pp, 16 and 53.
^"^"Aimee's Rival," Literary Digest, March 20, 1937, p, 32.
1 8
Simson, op, cit., p, 74,
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austere life. In her study on deliverance evangelists, of which Aimee
Semple McPherson is one. Eve Simson states*
. . . evangelists have grown up in this society which emphasized
materialistic values. They have internalized these values.
They like mod clothes, fancy cars, and material comfort just
like many other Americajis, Because they come from a lower socio
economic background, their taste may well tend to gravitate
towards flashiness,!^
Coming under much criticism for her vise of money, Sister McPherson never-
20
theless embraced the "Prosperity Gospel," living well and leaving
21
little capital behind when she died.
The trials of success. The bed of roses that Sister McPherson
was able to make for herself was not lacking its thorns. The evangelist's
work was a Sisyphean labor; after pushing the way to the top, achieving
the long-sought goal, the load would fall back on the evangelist in the
form of personal travail.
Having established themselves on the gospel circuit, these
evangelists generally proved themselves to be enterprising
organizers and talented performers. They have been able to
find many rewards from their calling, yet enormous pressures
have been connected with it also. There are insecurities and
fierce competition. Family life might have been disrupted.
Not just a few of them have curtailed their activities
because of failing health and inability to cope with psy
chological demajids,22
^^Ibid, , pp. 107-9.
90
Ibid., p. 106,
21
Thomas, op, cit,. p, 292,
22
Simson, op, cit, , p, I95,
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Sister McPherson often stressed her own loneliness, In the
introduction to his article on Aimee Semple McPherson, Caxey McWilliams
contrasts the accepted public view of Sister with his own view, which
seems to have jibed with Sister's own revelation.
This is the story of a sad lady, Aimee Semple McPherson was
most frequently characterized in her lifetime as a gay and
dynamic person. At different times and by a variety of ob
servers, she was pictured as a misplaced queen of musical
comedy; a woman who "might have been a real actress" (of
course she was a great actress); a siren of "a magnetism
such as few women since Cleopatra have possessed," But such
notions are essentially false. She was lonely and sad, as
only a person suddenly catapulted into the floodlight of
unbearable faune can be lonely; indeed, as only a woman who
has lost the talisman of personal happiness, lost it far
away and long ago, and tracks it endlessly through troubled
dreauiis eind cruel fantasies, can be sad,2'+
The historian David Harrell described the work of an evangelist
that fit Sister's early ministry perfectly!
, , , those who succeeded had a powerful control over their
audiences and an unwavering confidence in their own charisma.
Most were dedicated to back-breaking work and spent long
grueling hours in the centers of the platforms of the big tents
praying, clapping, shouting, pleading with the crippled to walk,
commanding the blind to see, and bowing dramatically amidst
shouts of "Praise the Lord" and "Hallelujah." It was an ex
hausting, grinding, draining way of life. ^5
23�^Aimee Semple McPherson, "The Book of Acts" (manuscript!
L.I.F.E, [Lighthouse of Foursquare Evangelism] class, n.d.), p. 41,
24
Carey McWilliams, "Aimee Semple McPherson 1 Sunlight in My
Soul," The Aspirin Age! I9I9-I94I, ed, Isabel Leighton (New Yorki
Simon and Schuster, n.d,), p, 50,
25^David Edwin Harrell, All Things Are Possible! The Healing
& Charismatic Revivals in Modem' America (Bloomington. IN! Indiana^
University Press, 1973), p, 6,
50
He goes on to relate the enormoxis emotional pressures put upon the
evangelists, describing them as "the loneliest men In the world, , , ,"
The victims of hero worshippers , , . the evangelists frequently found
26
little outlet for their own humaui needs and weaknesses.
Sister McPherson* s own needs remained unmet; alienated from her
family at the end of her career, isolated in her public position, con-
tlnvially seeking love, unable to find satisfactioni
For when she advanced on love with all the klieg lights blazing,
Eros shrank away into the mist and darkness, and she was left
alone, with all that hard brilllajit lighting; with all those
numberless watts of energy still cruelly ablaze, ^7
Alone and at the forefront of public consciousness, Aimee Semple
McPherson the woman hid herself in Aimee Semple McPherson the preacher,'
Identifying herself with Joan of Arc, Saint Peter, and the crucified
30
Christ,"'^ Aimee had made herself into "Everybody* s Sister," and as a
consequence, was as close as a sister to no one.
"ibid, . p, 236,
27
McWilliams, op, cit,, p, 79.
28
Charles Williams, Aimee Semple McPherson t Was She Kidnaped?
Los Angeles I Williams & Williams, I926) , p, 14,
^^Robert Pierce Shuler, Miss X (n,p,; n,d,), p, 12,
^^Mavity, op, cit,, p, 39,
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Setting
Out of the multiplicity of communication settings, four criteria
have heen sorted outi
Fowc commmication settings have been identified: (1) the
private face-to-face setting, (2) the small group setting,
(3) the speaker-audience setting, and (4) the mass commxm-
ication setting, ^1
From among these four, it is number three, the speaker-audience setting,
with which this chapter is concerned. While the mass communication set-
32
ting was Important to Sister McPherson, it was speaker-audience com
munication with which she was primaxily concerned and for which her
sermons were structured.
In this setting she could control the minutest detail; Sister used
every resource at her disposal to shape and set the environment to
"eiffect crucial variables and build consensus," Using the drcunatic set
ting to aid in creating emotive effect. Sister controlled the visvial
33
stagery as much as possible, even in the early parts of her ministry. -"^
Eaxly settings. There is evidence that from the very beginning.
Sister's motto was emblozoned wherever she went: "Jesus Christ, the
34
same yesterday, today, and forever,"-^ During her lifetime, it was
painted on the wall of the small chapel of the Angelus Temple, Jesus
appearing over the clouds with a banner vinfurled with the device painted
31
Howard Martin amd C, William Colbum, Communication and
Consensus (New York: Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, 1972), p. 38,
-^VicPherson, The Story of My Life, p. 239.
�^�^Martin, op. cit., pp. 232 and 234-5.
�^Hebrews 13 1 8.
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on it J it appears in an early picture of rented meeting hall (circa I9l9)i
on a sign propped up in front of the small pulpit; over the storefront
of a meeting place; in Angelus Temple's main auditorium; and inscribed on
the dearest of all places for Aimee, Robert Semple 's gravestone,
When appearing without the benefit of total control over the
setting, Sister still managed to create a strong visual image. The scene
described during her momentous healing ministry in San Diego is an
example t
Aimee Semple McPherson stood on the platform, surrounded by
"exhibits" of canes, braces, crutches. Behind her was
ranged a choir of 250 children, before whcau were piled
hundreds of dollars worth of fruit, flowers, candy, and
toys, donated for distribution. Her own children sat be
side her on the platform as accessory stage settings, , , ,
Aimee at this period dressed iftzra white uniform resembling
that of a trained nurse, , , ,
Personal appearance. This white uniform appeared throughout most
of Sister's ministry. She gave as her reason for wearing it that she
wanted to remain plain and unadorned, to focus the crowd's attention on
the subject of every sermon she preached, Jesus:
It is for this reason I rarely materially change the style
of my simple uniform or even weax a pin or anything which
might catch the 'eye, but try to be as unostentatious and
inconspicuous as possible. 37
�^^Based on photographs in "Aimee Semple McPherson: The Story
of Her Life" (collection of photographs: Heritage Archives, Inter
national Church of the Foursquaxe Gospel).
�^^Mavity, op. cit. , p. 53.
Aimee Semple McPherson, In the Service of the King: The Story
of My Life (New York: Boni and Liveright, I927), p, 241,
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She appeared at the Temple-sponsored parade In this same vmiform, catch
ing the eye of all arovmd as she narrated the progress of the parade to
the mayor of Los Angeles,-^
When not wearing the vmiform. Sister McPherson usually wore a
white rohe with "angel wing" sleeves. She was described as a "past-
master of suggestion" in using this robei
There is the gown with its flowing sleeves, suggesting angel's
wings; black, for nun's garb, over white, for angels and
purity; the huge choir behind her, banking up toward the lofty
ceiling, is in white, like the heavenly choir of Scripture;
light streams down from heaven upon the spot where Sister
stands; her own glorious hair is Itself her Grown of Gold.^^
Happily for Sister, white also happens to be the color chosen for stage
precedence so that whenever she appeared in white, she stood out before
the others on the platform, catching the eye as no other color could; her
unadorned simplicity formed flowing lines that drew the eye to her, away
from the cluttered decorations of her own glorious Temple.
Intermittently, Sister McPherson would dress in a costume apropos
to her sermon as a milkmaid for "From Milk Pail to Pulpit; "^^ as a
policeman on a motorcycle for "Speeding; "^^ and as a naval officer and
og
Los Angeles Times. January 5, 1936, Sec. II, p. 1,
39Julia Budlong, "Aimee Semple McPherson," The Nation (June 19.
1929), p. 738. ^
40
Kenneth H. Shanks, "An Historical and Critical Study of the
Preaching Career of Aimee Semple McPherson" (Doctoral dissertation.
University of Southern California, I960), p. 81.
41
Los Angeles Times. October 9, I939, Sec. II, p. 3.
42
"The Persuasive Techniques of Aimee SempleMcPherson' (Master's thesis. University of Redlands, I949), pp. 75-6.
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she outfitted her Temple workers in appropriate vinlforms for the setting-
up of her Foursquare Lighthouses, a stratagem that unfortunately got her
43
in some trouble with the United States Navy.
Angelus Temple. The larger setting for Aimee Semple McPherson' s
work was southern California, described as a mecca for the ailing be-
44
cause of its climate and as a haven for religious sects. Both of
these facets of the locale provided Sister with an edge in gaining a fol
lowing. Within the context of Los Angeles itself, the immense Angelus
Temple was built across from Echo Pcirk, When Sister McPherson first saw
it, she was impressed!
"Oh, this is heaven I" I cried, "the most beautiful spot for a
house of the Lord I have ever seen. It's right in the city,
yet so restful." There flashed before my mind scenes in other
great cities where I had preached. When the buildings had to
be emptied between meetings, the people had stood in hot sun
or rain hour after hour waiting for the auditorium doors to
reopen. "Here they would have parks, trees, grass, and
benches, picnic tables, rest rooms�everything they could
desire to be comfortable between meetings I "^
It was in Echo Park that the overflow crowd would wait; people who were
unable to get inside the Temple to hear Sister stayed in the park, able
46
to listen to the service by means of loudspeakers.
Sister had taken great care in designing the interior of Angelxis
Temple, It was her showcase, her main speaking platform, her home pulpit,
47
It had all the trappings of a large-capacity theatre, ' Not only was
vlty, op, cit,. p, 61, ^Simson, op, cit,, pp, 135-7.
^^cPherson, The Story of My Life, p, II9,
46
Sarah Comstock, "Aimee Semple McPherson; Prima Donna of Evange
lism," Harper's Magazine, December, I927, p, 11,
47
'Los Angeles Times. September 28, I944, Sec, I, p, 1,
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attention paid to the acoustics of the auditorium but care was taken with
US
the audience's sight- lines as well. Colors assaulted the eye, with
myriad hosts of angels descending, visions of bells clsuiging silently all
around, and the platform with a proscenium arch stage the main focal
point. Ramps ran down from the balconies to the stage level, and two
wings of the many-membered choir swept out to soar along the base of the
Temple, its seats bsmked in a great arch. Above the stage, hovering over
the red theatre curtains, came Jesxxs and his trimphaiit host, a forty-foot
4q
mural splitting the organ frieze in half. The audience sat in folding
wooden theatre seats, their attention drawn by the spotlights and
Si 52
fresnels that focused on the platform in front of thera."^ ' ^ Always
53
loaded with flowers in preparation for Sister's appearance, the stage
was set; all it lacked was a star.
The services.
There is a blaxe of trumpets, and the murmurs of more than five
thousand people hushes sharply. A baton flicker� "The Stars
and Stripes" flings itself in long red and white streamers of
sound. Glances swing abruptly toward a staircase which comes
cown to the flower-decked platform, A figtire descends�plump,
tripping, balancing an armload of roses.
48
McPherson, In the Service of the King, p, 52.
^McPherson, The Story of My Life, pp. 123-5 and 227-8.
^^Thomas, op. cit., pp. 19-20,
^^Fahmer, op. cit, , p, 74,
^Shviler, op, cit,, p, 40,
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''There she Isl That's herl"
"That's herl"
The plump one trips fonward to center stage, lifts the bouquet,
her face wreathed in a garland of interwoven roses and smiles. Upon
it plays the calcium-violet light, pink light, blue light, golden
light. And now the vast gathering rises to its feet, breaks into
clapping. The plump one bows to this side, to that, a focused
center of roses, smiles, light, delight, applause, while the band
fairly bursts its brass to hail her,54
Sister described her own entrance in a less prolix manner; she would
", , . don a fresh uniform, gather up my Bible and the armful of roses
which friends invariably provided, and make my way down the long rampart
to the pulpit in Angelus Temple, "^^
Once she occupied her pulpit, the service went quickly and smooth
ly. Sister worked at keeping her audience in tune with what was happen
ing onstage.
While others were performing, she never for an instant permits
interest to flag; at the first sign of restlessness she steps
forward, "All join in with him nowl" , . , if a young singer's
voice proves weak and, therefore, uninspiring. Sister snatches
her own tambourine and drives home the rhythm. Let a recitation
be dull, she will advance beaming to inquire if it isn't grand.
Always she senses, with that swift, uncanny perception of hers,
the slightest waning of attention; always, in emergency, she
lifts those pink palms, flashes her infectious smile, emd
breaks into a hymn, catching back her hearers before they dis
cover they are slipping, 5�
The varied, smooth-running program brought charges of catering to the
audience's music hall tastes;^ but this pre-programming of the audience.
Comstock, op, cit,. p, 11, For another description of a
typical service, see Appendix I,
SS
-'-^McPherson, The Story of My Life, p. I97,
^^Comstock, op. cit,. p, I7,
^"^Ibld, , p, 12.
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building up their excitement and expectations, cast them firmly into
Sister's entertaining matrix of operation.
Everything that could contribute to a smooth-running service was
58
brought into employment, Greeters, who met everyone as they came in;
"orderlies," who ran errands and retrieved crying babies fran their
59mothers' arms so as not to distract attention from the speaker, -'^'^ ushers,
to seat the people, and altar workers to counsel with the seekers who
"When you, as a stranger perhaps, arrive at the Temple, you
will be met by a sweet-faced, white-clad lady who will take your hand
in a firm, firendly heind clasp and with a "God Bless You" will send you
on to the service feeling that the great heart of Angelus Temple has
gone out to you in greeting,"
Dorothy Pray Drew, ed, , The Who's -Who at Angelus Temple (Los Angeles:
Echo Park Evangelistic Association, 1925) � P. 5.
59^^"A baby cries�but is quickly hushed in the gentle arms of a
lady orderly. You inquire a direction�the information is given with a
smile�by a lady orderly. A prayer request comes for the Pastor�it is
quietly slipped to the platform�by a lady orderly. Many are the duties
of this efficient, humble body, but all are perfoirmed with the same self-
effacing service that marked the Master's labors here on earth,"
Ibid, , p, 5.
^^"The men too have their place in the smoothly oiled machinery
of this great organization. Early Sunday morning they arrive for their
prayer meeting, held in the Administration Building, After the day's
problems have been left with Jesvis, they go to their various posts,
which are not left until the last person has gone to their homes, and
the vast Temple is being left in darkness and quiet.
"Theirs is a somewhat trying lot. If anything is wrong and
a person does not find just what they consider a suitable seat� they
nearly always hold the usher responsible. If, on the other hand, a
person finds himself in an advantageous spot he rarely ever thinks to
credit the ijsher. The usher body boasts of seventy-five members-
each one of whom is faithful to the smallest of his duties.
Ibid, , p, 6.
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streamed forward at the close of every service. A mass of volunteer
workers were engaged in Sister's plan to utilize everyone in some way,
62
each working to improve the public services.
Outside Angelus Temple, Sister's homecomings from various adven
tures and travels were almost as carefully orchestrated. On her retxmi
from Douglas, Arizona after the kidnapping episode, hundreds of white-
robed Temple workers were on hand to greet her. They strewed the walkway
with roses as chxirch ushers bore her in a white wicker chair on their
shoulders. Leaving the depot. Sister's car was escorted safely away by
cowboys who flanked either side of the car.
A band consistently on hand to provide musical greetings, in later
years Sister was always furnished a pulpit from which to speaJc to the
64 65
crowds. Often as many as 2,000 people would be on hand to greet her
as she arrived dressed in the latest fashions and looking like a "film
queen,
"^^ One description had a "yell leader" stepping out from the
crowd and leading the massed assemblage in a cheer i"'S�I�S�T�E~R'
61
"The position of Altar Worker is one of the most important in
the entire orgaLnization, A soul is perhaps on the slender line that
separates the lands of Saved and Lost�a word spoken to the listening
heart may either Help or Hinder�how important it Is that these workers
be well trained and fitted for this Holy Work I"
Ibid, , p, 6,
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McPherson, In the Service of the King, p, 216,
^^Ibid, . p, 46,
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Los Angeles Times, February 11, 1939 i Sec, II, p, 1.
^^Los Angeles Times, July 28, 1938, Sec, II, p, 1,
^^Los Angeles Times. November 4, 1939, Sec, II, p, 3�
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they spelled, 'Sister, Sister, welcome home,' Stirred by the enthusias
tic greeting, the pastor led her flock in the singing of "God Bless
America, ^"^"^
Patriotic songs formed an important part of the "greeting
events," In the advice sent ahead to the cities Sister visited, it was
suggested that a choir be provided at the place of Sister's Eirrival,
This choir had to know at least four songs�not only "Stand Up, Stand Up
for Jesus" and "Onward Christian Soldiers," but "My Coxontary 'Tis of Thee"
68
and the "Star Spangled Banner" as well.
In the auditoriums in which she spoke. Sister asked that the
ushers and "usherettes" be dressed in a uniform manner; the women in
Temple-like garb of white, with a black tie. Sister HcPherson was pre
sented to the audience by a figure of local importance, "an outstanding
public official. "^^
All in all, the uniformly Impressive settings aided Sister
McPherson in the preparation of the audience for the delivery of the mes
sage. The Temple setting, and others wherever possible, kept the atten
tion of the audience focused on the vivacious Sister herself, the spot
light following her every move. Sister was, without a doubt, center
stage.
^"^Los Angeles Times. November 4, 1939, Sec. II, p. 3.
68
"Campaign Aidsj A Few Tips on Exploiting Aimee Semple
McPherson" (manuscript t Heritage Archives, International Church of the
Foursquare Gospel, n.d.), under "Program" subheading.
6q
^Ibid. , under subheadings "Ushers or Usherettes" and "Airaee
Semple McPherson in Person."
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Delivery
When the warm-up of the audience was completed, Sister McPherson
could preach with assurance, knowing that after the huild-up, "her audi
ences were more alike than they were different," She praised the atten-
tlveness and courtesy of her audience, taking care to respond to every
70
reaction from the crowd, leading them in araensi
She studied her audience with her eyes, watching their every
reaction. In this way she caught the slightest sign of audi
ence fatigue or inattention. At any indication of this kind,
she would often relieve the situation hy asking t "everybody
happy, say Amenl" There would then follow a booming "Amen"
from every section of the audience, 71
Her manner was simple and kind, and drew the audience closer to her in
their own self-identificationi
Her gift for taking everyone, from the individual to the vast
audience, into her confidence, is incomparable j and it in
cludes the Almighty as well. She will suddenly run forward,
throw up her expressive hands, cry impulsively, "Oh, say,
folks, you know I think God is" (her voi(;?e catches)� "oh,
say, I think He's .just simply wonderfitl, don't you?" It
swoops them up,'''^
73
In speaking on delivery to a L,I,F,E. class, she makes two
74
points on homiletics, derived from Peter's sermon in Actsi
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Fahrner, op. cit, , pp, 57 and 94,
71' Fahrner, op. cit. . p. 100,
72' Comstock, op, cit,, p, 18,
73
'-'^Lighthouse of International Foursquare Evangelism,
"^^cts 2 114-40.
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This is a real lesson on Homiletics, as we study the exegesis
of Peter's seiroon. He took on that riotous audience and
whipped them into shape. 1. Peter got their attention. 2. He
gave his text and drove home the truth. He spoke with authority�
not as a coward. He had some real"punches" in his sermon/^
Sister consciously followed Peter's prescription. The pre-sermon build
up riveted the audience's attention on the proceedings, allowing Sister
to drive the truth of the text home. She opened her sermons with a
bang, using short, attention-getting sentences and with a prolific use
76
of action words, and punched the message through to the audience.
Impressed with the efficacy of the speeches of the dictators she heard on
the radio, she advocated the same hard-hitting methods to her students,
telling them, "If you are going to preach, preach boldlvl"'^'^
Sister was "physically active, consciously direct, and vocally
forceful" when on the platform. In spite of consciously rolling her "r's"
on occasion, her delivery was generally more conversational than she would
have been apt to describe it. She often engaged in a form of dialogue
within her sermons, playing the role of two or more speakers, bringing
each of the characters represented to life for her audience,''^ She
"^^cPherson, "The Book of Act," p. 38,
76
Fahrner, op. cit.. pp, 75-7,
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Ibid,, p, 90, She continued t "When we hear dictators speak
over the radio, I tell you they 'go to town,' They do not get up, as
some cold, formal preachers, and say in a weak voice, 'God so loved the
world that they who believe, in a measure, shall be saved, and they whobelieve not shall be damned to some extent,' No, when they talk, theytalkl They go right down the line. So let us mean business when we
are speaking for the Coming King, the God of all creation," p, 96,
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Shanks, op, cit.. pp, 78, 79, and 81,
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contracted words,
"
used the common vernacular, and mimicked dialects
81and accents when appropriate,
A typical example of a dialogical interchange:
*'Have you been bom again?"
I asked that question of a woman not long ago, "Darling,"
I said, "have you been bom again?"
She looked at me with the sweetest smile and said:
"I�think so , , , I hope I am , , , , At least, I am trying
hard to be a Christian,"
"Are you married, dear?" I asked,
"Yes,"
"Have you any children?"
"Oh, yes J two of the sweetest little girls you ever saw,"
"You are very positive of the fact that you are married and have
two dear little girls, aren't you? Now what would you think if I
should ask you if you are married had you said: I hope so; I trust
so; I am trying to be?"82
Careful to include her audience at Angelus Temple in her dialogues
in a positive manner, she pictured them at the first choir rehearsal in
heaven, based on the happy assumption that they would all maJce it there:
Let us pretend we are there now. It is moming. The night is
gone. Pain is gone. Years are gone. Hunger is gone. It it all
light, music, gladness, and the gates of a solid pearl are open
wide, , , ,
We are up in Heaven now, we will say, all in one glorious
group. We have been listening to the angels sing. We say,
"Now Angelus Temple Choir," "Present,"
"Foursquare Choir," "Present,"
"Oratorio Choir," "Here, "83
Ibid, Fahrner, op, cit,, p, 46.
81
As an example, see McPherson, "The Book of Acts," pp. 21-2.
Other examples are found in her sermons and in her autobiographies,
This Is That and In the Service of the King.
82
Airaee Semple McPherson, "The First Choir Rehearsal in Heaven"
(sermon transcript: September 1?, I93I, Heritage Archives, Intemational
Chxirch of the Foxorsquare Gospel) .
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She continued the sermon, interspersed with songs by the massed choirs
and sprinklings of dialogue.
Many of her sermons had songs spread through them. Typical of a
song-filled sermon was "Old Man River," also titled "When My Ship Gomes
In,"^^ It included a wide selection of songs scattered all through the
86
sermon.
Relating closely to the audience at all times. Sister McPherson
used "I" and "we" with great regularity. The "we" was sometimes meant as
an editorial or rhetorical "we," but more often was used as an inclusive
"we" to draw in the hearers. As presented, the audience's depiction in
the sermons was a positive onej it was "they" and "them" who sinned in a
profligate manner, while "we" are saved eind exhibit the sensible results.
For example I "Some of us (l mean some of you) pay hvindreds of dollars
87
for a little pearl," Nothing was said that would reflect negatively
^Ibid,
^^Aimee Semple McPherson, "Old Man River; or When My Ship Comes
In" (sermon transcript: September 17, 1931, Heritage Archives, Inter
national Church of the Foursquare Gospel),
86
The songs, as listed by Mrs, McPherson, included:
"Old Man River"
"Moses Go Down Moses"
"Joshua Fought the Battle"
"Wheel in the Middle of the Wheel"
"Repent Ye"
"Roll Jordan Roll"
"Bury Me Deep"
"Deep River"
^'''Aimee Semple McPherson, "Heavenl Where, What, and How to Get
There" (sermon transcript: December 9, I923, Heritage Archives, Inter
national Church of the Foursqxoare Gospel).
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on the speaker or on the massed "us"; indeed, "us" and "them" are
sharply differentiated.
Sister's manner drew the many facets of delivery together, carry
ing off the sermon in em exceptional way. More than once, Faiimer de
scribes her style of delivery as direct and warm:
Her whole mode of delivery may be characterized by a loving mother
admonishing her favored brood of young ones against the pitfalls
of the world, , , , Yet her conversational mode was not that of
the after-dinner family gathering? it was more of the mother
trying to inspire her children to attain the best in life. She
seemed to feel close to the audience as if they all belonged to
her and they were her responsibility,
��
She used contrast in tone; her sermons were forceful and often "flrey,"
flO
while her appeals for repentance were tender and personal, ^
Taking full advantage of the public address system in Angelus
Temple, Sister McPherson fluctuated the pitch and intensity of her voice
throughout each sermon. Her rate varied greatly, each point driven home,
on
carefully making certain that the audience understood,'^
Contrary to many expectations of a woman preacher. Sister's de
livery remained charged with feminity:
Probably many came out of curiosity expecting to hear a rather
blatant, coarse-speeched woman, � , , What they foimd was a lady
in every sense of the word, . . , Personal charm, abounding
energy, eloquent speech, expressive gestinres, clear voice, ring
ing tones, great faith, invincible coxirage, indomitable will,
winning tenderness; all these and many other things they saw
and heard from a not very large specimen of true womanhood.
And the hearts of most were touched and won, , , ,9
OQ
Fahrner, op. cit. , p. 99,
^^"A Pentecostal Evangelist," The Way of Faith and Other'" renxecosxajL iwangex rn w x i
Neglected Themes, XXXI, no, 2 (July 15, 1920), p, 8,
90s
91..
^'^Shanks, op, cit, . pp, 78-9,
'A Pentecostal Evangelist," p, 1,
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Gming to the meetings out of curiosity, many were saved.
When a disruption occurred during the course of one of the
smoothly running Temple services. Sister acknowledge its occurrence, and
helped the person involved save face: "You dear people must excuse
Brother Jones for spilling the offering tray. It is easy for anyone to
92
become confused in such a huge gathering of people like this,"-^ Or, if
a baby cried during the sermon. Sister interrupted herself saying,
"Hallelujahl There is one of our future evangelists who is trying to
93
preach before she can even talkl"^-'^ The audience would then laugh, the
tension relieved, and the baby was quietly taken outj the audience's
94
attention was once more turned to Aimee Semple McPherson,"^
One of a proposed set of five points for speech analysis, '^�^
Sister fulfilled the details of the item of memory and grasp of materials
extraordinarily well. Contrary to what one writer has stated. Sister
96
McPherson rarely spoke extempore,^ Rather, she worked from detailed
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Fahrner, op. cit. , p, 59f no source given,
9-^Ibid, , pp, 62-3, no source given, ^^Ibid. , p, 63.
^^The other four points are: rhetorical, invention, arrangement,
delivery, and total effectiveness,
Jane Blankenship, Public SpeaJcing: A Rhetorical Perspective (Englewood
Cliffs, N. J,: Prentice-Hall, I966), pp, 182-3,
^^Fahmer, op, cit, , pp, 95-6,
Fahrner states that her speaking was "almost exclusively extempora
neous," without giving support for his argument. The evidence points to
the contrary: the numbers of notes still extant, in the Heritage Archives
of the Intemational Chxorch of the Foursquare Gospel that correlate directly
with the sermon transcripts; and Dr. Rolf K, McPherson' s own recollections
of his mother's preparations for speaking on a daily basis (based on a per
sonal inteirview with Dr. McPherson, President of the Intemational Church
of the Foursquare Gospel, Los Angeles, CA, January 11, 1979),
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Q7 98notes^' clipped to the inside of her Bible, and was very much awaxe of
99
mistakes or omissions in the course of a sermon, When comparing
various sermons* notes with the word-for-word transcripts, it becomes
quickly apparent that she kept remarkably close to her notes. As she
strode across the stage. Sister kept the notes with her in an open white
Bible, The Bible served a triple purpose: it was a portable speaking
stand; a hand prop with which to gesture, underscoring important points;
and visually validated the veracity of the spesiker, as its presence im
plied that all she had said came straight from the Bible,
In spite of the visual cue of the omnipresent Bible, one writer
tied her"lack of theology" with what he perceived to be an overpowering
101
delivery; yet her theology is a strong force throughout her preaching.
Sermons filled to overflowing with Biblical topics and references were
perhaps simplistic, but the theology was clear and had a strong theme
throughout. Her delivery was not overpowering, but was a powerful
97
Notes found throughout the Aimee Semple McPherson sermon file
(Heritage Archives, International Church of the Foursquare Gospel),
q8"
Fahrner, op. cit,, p, 64,
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Hajnd-written note in Mrs. McPherson' s writing, found in a ser
mon transcript, explaining which verses of songs she had omitted;
I'm afraid I didn't get this verse right in."
She also listed other songs not included:
"1 verse of bringing in the sheaves, 1 verse of Sweet by
& by." (sicj
McPherson, "Old Man" River," op. cit., p. 4,
^^'^Fahmer, op, cit., p. 99.
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Shanks, op. cit. , p. 79.
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employment of old-fashioned oratory. Sister McPherson formed a strong
consensus among the audience, a factor in her remarkable success in
preaching.
Her voice was described as "the instrument which was probably her
103
most effective force in delivery." In later years, Sister's voice
labored under the strain of years of preaching without a public address
104
system, which had contributed to its pronounced glottal fry and over
all hoarse quality. ^'^^ The later hoarseness stood in contrast to her
106
earlier speaking voice which was clear and forceful, often described as
107
being "sexy" in its alto range.
Writing of one of her early meetings, speaking before twelve
thousand people, Sister McPherson said she had to shout "in a voice that
seemed to almost burst my lungs as I attempted to make myself heard to the
uttermost parts of that great building," and felt overly conscious about
108
having to keep herself positioned under the "sounding board." While
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Los Angeles Times, September 28, 1944, Sec. I, p. 1.
^^�^Fahmer, op. cit,, p, 100, ^*^^Ibid.
105
�^This is particularly obvious from the recordings made in her
later years j Airaee Semple McPherson, "The Life Story of Aimee Semple
McPherson t From Milkpail to Pulpit," and "Divine Healing in the Word of
God," both Foursquare Religious Recordings, pressed by the Intemational
Chxirch of the Foursquare Gos;el, n.d.; and the series of twenty cassette
tapes by Aimee Sonple McPherson, distributed by the Admatha Tape Ministry,
Intemational Church of the Foursquare Gospel.
1
Aimee Semple McPherson, "Come Unto Me," Columbia Records,
December, 1923.
107
'Shsuiks, op. cit. , p, 78,
1 08
Aimee Semple McPherson, This Is That (Los Angeles; Echo Park
Evangelistic Association, I9I9) , p. 314,
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grateful to Billy Sunday for the loan of the soimding board, she later
commented wryly, "In those days you were not a good speaker unless you
109could holler louder than the babies screamed,
The wear on the voice is made most vivid by this description:
Picture a young woman, back in the middle "Twenties," on the plat
form of a huge convention hall, and facing twleve-thousand people
without the help of a public address system to carry her voice.
Not only does she have to speak with all her strength to make
herself heard, but, after the invitation to ccane forward to pray
to the faith she has been preaching about, she stays with them
for about two hours, passing from one to the other to give per
sonal guidance, pray for the sick, and direct scores of workers
so that everyone has personal attention. Repeat that picture
dally for two to three weeks, , , ,110
Spread those two to three weeks over a period of years, and the result is
Aimee Semple McPherson' s later speaking voice.
In spite of the abuse of her voice, when Sister spoke three times
111
a day in the 5,300-seat Angelus Temple, her voice reached "the farthest
112
seat in the loftiest balcony of the Temple," Over and over in the
newspaper accounts of the day, her voice was described as "vibrant and
113
far reaching."
While everyone could hear her preaching, not everyone was en
tirely attentive to the sermon, distracted by the quality of her voice.
�'�O^McPherson, "The Book of Acts," p, 75,
110
Fahrner, op. cit., p, 60,
111
Los Angeles Times, October 12, I926, Sec. II, p. 2.
112
Los Angeles Times, December 6, I936, Sec. I, p. 2.
113
�^Los Angeles Times, October 9, I938, Sec. II, p. 4.
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"Her voice is noticeably damaged by years of strain, breaking in sharp
i 1 /l
nicks along the edge. Yet this same damage seems to have made it all
the more intriguing to some, who were taken with its "huskiness."^^^
McWilliams describes the over-all effect of her "asset of great
potency" j
It was a voice that the ordeal of thousands of sermons, preached
on street comers, in outdoor pavilions, in camp meeting tents,and in large city auditoriums in the days before microphones,had strained and coarsened. It was the husky, vibrant "con
tralto of the midway," a voice of range and power, which she had
learned to use with rare dramatic skill. Above all, I rememberthe deep huskiness of that voice, the occasional throaty rich
ness, the suggestion of stifled laughter.
In spite of all the years of strain, "her voice did not lose its qualities
of kindness, sympathy, optimism and its ring of appeal and excitement. "^^''
A newspaper account, written long after her death, says that
there are some things that can be said about Aimee Semple McPherson with
out fear of contradiction: "She was a woman of considerable beauty and
charm} a whirlwind of energy and a dynamic speaker able to play on the
emotions of a throng like a master on a violin. "^^^ Writers closer to
her own epoch would disagree considerably over her relative beauty:
114
Comstock, op. cit. . p. I7.
115
-'Shanks, op. cit., p, 100.
116
McWilliams, op. cit.. p. 5I.
117
Fahrner, op. cit.. p. 101,
118
.o/x-^^^^.^^^^' "'^^''^ ^^s, and perhaps never will be,another 'Sister' Aimee," Des Moines Register. October 29, I978, Picturesection, p. 22,
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She was not particularly attractive. Her features had "a certain
heaviness;" the framework of her body was, by a slight but fatal
margin, too broad and angular; and her legs were of the stovepipe
variety, a detail that distressed her keenly�she always wore
long skirts to hide her ankles. She had a finely shaped head,
abundant tawny hair, fine eyes, and a good skin, and these items,
as one biographer wrote during her lifetime, "complete the list
of her natural assets. "^^^
Essentially, Sister did not spend much time bothering about how she
looked, the aforementioned biographer relates, until "comparatively latef";
120
then she capitalized on her looks as much as possible.
Binding her plainness with so many people's impressions of
beauty was her own strength of personality:
fshe had] an astonishing physical vitality, a little overpower
ing, to be sure, but charged with zest and bounce and brilliant
tone. In a really beautiful woman, the vibrant voice, scaled
not to the boudoir but the auditorium auid the insistent hyper-
thyroid vitality, would have been conspicuous incongruities.
But she was just sufficiently attractive, in an angular,
robust Pg-y, to carry off the voice and the high personal mag
netism, l^-'-
As with her voice, the sexual element rears its head in this account:
She suggested sex without being sexually attractive. The sug
gestion was to be found, perhaps, in some quality of the voice;
some radiation of that astonishing physical vitality. While
constantly emanating sex, she lacked the graceful presence, the
subtlety of manner, the mysterioxis reticence of a real siren.
There was about her a trifle too much masculine vigor: the hips
were too wide; the shoulders too broad; the neck too thick; the
wrists and ankles too large. But wherever she moved or stirred,
sex was present, at least in its public aspects, its gross im-
plications; sex in headlines, sex emblazoned in marquee lights.
^�^^McWilliams, op, cit, , pp, 50-1,
"�^Viavity, op. cit., p. 31.
191
McWilliams, loc, cit,, p, 51,
122� . ,
Ibid,
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From ajiother quarter, her mother expressed what was prohahly her follow
ers' own idealized perception of Sister McPherson in the pulpit t
There was something almost ethereal about her when she stood on
the platform. . . . Her great thought was to get the souls to
the altar and to speak to the students. . , , When she preached
the sermon of the Scstrlet Thread, you could fairly see the light
around her body as she stood there on the platform,
an "ever busy smile , , ." and being recognized by many on the basis
taken as a sign of tension, then only her smiling and her hands gave
away any sign of nervousness i
Her hands tell the tale of nervous tension. . . . For the rest
she appears completely relaxed. Her chest is full with big
breathing, her movements are swingingly free. But watch her
hands while others are performing; they play restlessly, inter
lacing, touching a lock of hair, adjusting a cuff, collar,
wrist-watch. They never relax except as she forces them to
do so.
Others have noted the smooth, graceful and vinstudied movements of Sister
on the platform. Her own ease contrasted sharply with the stiffness and
discomfort of any visiting ministers that shared the platform with her.
She performed the tasks of the meeting with skill, accepted applause
graciously, and took into account the people on the platform while
She was noted for smiling inappropriately in the pulpit � having
of her smile. 125 If smiling continually while on the platform may be
speaking. 127
123'shuler, op, cit., p, 16. Comstock, op. cit., p. 12.
'judge Hardy's description of Mrs, McPherson, quoted in Shuler,
op, cit, , p, 17,
126,Comstock, loc. cit.
127.Fahrner, op. cit., pp. 63-4 and 99.
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In many respects, Aimee Semple McPherson' s delivery resembles
that of her own descriptions of Robert Semple 's suggesting an uncon
scious modeling of her delivery and style after that of her late husband,
Robert used a great deal of variety in volune, interspersing his preach-
1 ?fl
ing with speaking in tongues, just as Sister McPherson did on
129 130
occasion, ^� hq used a great deal of repetition of words and
131
phrases to drive his points home, just as his wife was to do many
years later. As an example of repetition, the sermon "The Two Roads"
repeats a similar phrase throughout, serving as a structuring element
in Sister's sermon i
All aboard for repentance I , , ,
All aboard for baptism! , , ,
All aboard for heartbreak I , , ,
All aboard for destruction! , . ,
All aboard for Self-righteous Town! , , ,
All aboard for Procrastination Station! , . ,
All aboard for the Glory Express! . . ,
�Board! All aboard for Glory! All aboard for Everlasting Life,
for Peace and Joy, Jesus is waiting and the callboy is giving
the message now, 132, 133
128
McPherson, In the Service of the King, pp, 77-8,
129^Based on a personal interview with Leita May Steward, Intema
tional Chxrrch of the Fottrsquare Gospel, Los Angeles, CA, January 10, 1979.
^^^McPherson, This Is That, pp, 69-70,
131
McPherson, In the Service of the King, loc, cit,
132^ Aimee Semple McPherson, "The Two Roads" (sermon transcript:
Heritage Archives, Intemational Church of the Foursquare Gospel),
''�-^�^or other good examples of repetition, see Aimee Semple
McPherson sermon file, "Keeping Foursquaredom Foursquare," n,d, , and
"Heart's Door," April I9, I925, sermon transcripts. Heritage Archives,
Intemational Church of the Foursquare Gospel.
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Sister followed her own advice in her sermons. "... will find
people taking notice if you really get some real 'punches' in your ser
mons. Do not preach to please the people. PREACH THE WORDl Do not
pussy-foot. Go right down the line." Sister did not pussy-foot in
delivery, yet still managed to please the people. At ease in the pulpit,
she pulled no punches, entrancing and entertaining her listeners.
Illustrated Sermons
Aimee Semple McPherson was ahle to reach out and draw in hundreds
of thousands of people during the course of her preaching career, A large
part of the credit is due to her unique methods, which struck a chord of
response somewhere deep in the psyche of the American people. She took
issue with the methods common to the day:
, . . the methods so often used to impart religion were too
archaie, too sedate and too lifeless ever to capture the
interest of the throngs, And it was the hungry throngs that
Jesus wanted, not the sedate, the lifeless few. So I devel
oped methods which have brought hundreds of thousands to
meetings who otherwise would never have come. . . .^35
The object to which the throngs were attracted remained the same; the old-
fashioned gospel. It was only the methods that changed, not the message:
"Religion to thrive in the present-day, must utilize present-day methods.
The methods cheuige with the years, but the religion remains always the
.,136
same.
Sister's most unique method was the "illustrated sermon," She
took great pains to corammicate visually, as well as aurally, with her
�"�^McPherson, "The Book of Acts," p, 39,
135
-'"^McPherson, In the Service of the King, p, I52,
^^^Ibid, , p. 211.
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audience. "Skits, plays, diamatized scenes, vaudevilliaji gimiuicks, [and]
theatrical acts of a legion of sorts" were successfully employed at
1
Angelus Temple, These both entertained and communicated simultaneously.
The earliest record of an illxistrated sermon is a Thanksgiving
service in I923, in which Sister McPherson preached in front of a gicint
cardboard cornucopia, filled to the overflowing with fruit and stylized
pumpkinsl"^^
As time passed by, these sermons were worked out much more
elaborately and effectively. Beautiful paintings and pastel
lightings, planned and prepared by artists and constmaction
experts, were brought into \xse, and the musical programs were
coordinated with the themes of the messages, 1-^9
Sister herself participated in a multitude of these productions, acting,
140
directing, stage managing, and sometimes all four. The productions
grew larger and larger, and stretched her ingenuity to the fullest 1
It is in what she terms "illustrations" that she gives f\ill
vent to her genius. These are her master effort, a novel
and highly original use that she maJces of properties,
lights, stage noises, and mechanical messages to point her
message. Heaven and Hell, sinner and saint, Satan, the
fleshpots of Egypt, angels of Paradise and temptations of
a be jazzed World are made visual by actors, costumes, and
theatrical tricks of any and every sort that may occur to
her ingenious mind, 141
137-'^ Shanks, op, cit, , p, 81,
^-^^Aimee Semple McPherson, "Father We Thank Thee" (photograph:
I923, Heritage Archives, Intemational Chiirch of the Foursquare Gospel),
^�^^McPherson, The Story of My Life, p, 228,
140
Shanks, op, cit,
141
Comstock, op, cit. , p, I3,
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These "illustrations" took place on the two-level stage at
Angelus Temple, often making use of not only the two levels, but of the
142
raked wings of the choir as well. Uniforms and flags were sights
143 144 145 146often seen, ^ with devils, huge boats, scabrous beggars,
147 148battle scenes, and Indians in full regalia thrown in for good measure.
The Heritage Archives of the Church of the Foursquare Gospel have forty-
142 /
Photograph (n.d.. Heritage Archives, Intemational Church of
the Foursquare Gospel) ,
143"^Mrs. McPherson' s patriotism is evident in many of her sermons.
A description of her use of the flagi
"Her staunch supporters blow out all the lights in the whole
hall, having first warned everybody to keep their hands in their own
pockets .
"Then Aimee strikes a "Fight the Devil Attitude" in front of the
American flag, and right behind the flag stands one of her leather-
lunged supporters and blows on the flag until it unfvirls in the breeze.
Then the spotlight is turned on Aimee and the flag, ..."
Williams, op, cit., pp. 25-6.
See also photograph of "Good Ship Kingdom Come" (1928, Heritage
Archives of the Intemational Church of the Foursquaxe Gospel) .
144
Photograph (n.d.. Heritage Archives, Intemational Church of
the Foursquaxe Gospel) .
^^^hotograph of "Good Ship Kingdom Come," 0�, cit.
146 /
Photograph (n.d.. Heritage Archives, International Church of
the Fovirsquare Gospel).
147
'Photograph (November 1, 1942, Heritage Archives, Intemational
Church of the Foursquare Gospel).
1 48 �'
Photograph ( [T)re-l936J Heritage Archives, Intemational Church
of the Foursquare Gospel).
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three different photographs of illustrated sermons on file. It is cer
tain that numerous more were performed without being recorded in the
Archives,
While narrating an illustration, Sister McPherson made use of the
entire platform of Angelus Temple rather than restricting herself to the
speaker's stand, ^^"^ The action usually took place in pantomime, while
152
she narrated the story or exclaimed on what took place,
The illustrated seirraons in which she was an active participant
have her blocking clearly outlined in the extant sermon transcripts. In
"The Heart's Door" she interacted with a giant heart, center stage. The
blocking notes are as follows i
-sound of knocking
-takes a little heart box
-small heart box put into large
-large balloon put in
-car-ds, dice, wine glass and pipe put into heart
-sound of knocking
-holds automatic jazz piano in hands
-doll put into heart
-puts auto in heaxt
-package of letters
-package of letters put into heart
-money bag put into heart
-takes idol in hands
-opens heart's door
-blows powder into the air
-takes out of the heart a chunk of petrified wood
-taJtes out small doll mummy
-takes snsike from heart
-a nodding toy
-takes three rocks out of heart
^^Sahmer, op, cit,, p, 64. ^^^Ibid, , p. 79.
Based on a personal interview with Leita May Steward, Inter
national Church of the Foursqiiare Gospel, Los Angeles, CA, January 10,
1979.
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-a light shine from the heart
-large heart on platform shakes
-opens heart's door
-Bihle put into heart
-picture hving inside of heaxt
-box of hearts
-box put into heart
-scroll in hand
-basket of fruit
-sword and shield taken in hands
-shield and sword put into heart
-taJces sheaves in hand
-puts sheaves in heart
-takes up bouquet of roses
-gets broom
-hangs the smoking censer above the door
Obviously, the stage directions provided are somewhat incomplete, yet they
give a good idea of the material Sister McPherson regularly presented on
Sunday nights,
One step from "Heart's Door" and two steps from a simple narration
of action, is a fully staged play. Few scripts still exist of the plays
that were staged at Angelus Temple, but one that does exist is of a
"trial" produced during the kidnapping controversy, -^-^ The characters
inclvide the Judge, the Counsel for Prosecution, Coiansel for Defense, Wit
nesses for Prosecution, and Witnesses for Defense, The jury of nineteen
men was made up of John Bunyan, Wesley, Knox,, "Salvation Army," Finney,
Martin Luther, Fox, Tyndale, Cranmer, Ridley and Latimer, The basis for
judgment in the case brought against Sister McPherson were "Daniel, on
prayer; John Baptist on baptism; Paul on baptism of Holy Spirit ^d the]
^^^Aimee Semple McPherson, "Heart's Door" (sermon trcinscrlpt:
n,d,. Heritage Archives, Intemational Church of the Foiursquare Gospel),
^^Fahmer, loc, cit,
^^^Aimee Semple McPherson, "Angelvis Temple on Trial" (dramatic
script; Heritage Archives, Intemational Church of the Foursqxiare Gospel),
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coming of the Lord; Peter, on salvation; James on divine healing; [and
both] Elijah and Elisha on miracles, Sister was able to defend her
self successfully, contravening the charges against her actions and
theology, as may plainly be seen by the added stage directions pencilled
in by "M.B.W." j^^"^
Sister
Then you immediately jump up and present your case. At the
close of your arguments you elt down and the judge instructs
the jury, they deliberate, and render a unanimous acquittal
and the judge gives a final paragraph of summing up.
Then you close the service, 158
Sister's recent experiences with courts and jury investigations axe clearly
revealed in the script, as well as her hopes for the outcome of any such
judicial proceedings.
Some titles of these modern "miracle and morality plays" �^�^ are
foimd in the Heritage Archives: "Target for Tonight"; "The King Trium
phant," advertised on the marquee of the Temple as a "Children's Beauti
ful Easter Play"; "The Unknown Soldier"; "The Prince and the Dragon";
and an Armistice Day sermon, "It's a Long Way to Tipperaryl" luring the
crowds with promises of "Bandsl GolorsI Drum Corpsl",^^^
^^Wd., pp, 1-2.
1S7�'^ M.B.W, may possibly be Mae Waldron, Mirs, McPherson's personal
secretary and long-time companion and friend.
158
�^McPherson, "Angelus Temple on Trial," op. cit., last page,
^^^Comstock, op, cit., pp. 39-^0,
^^Ophotographs (n.d,. Heritage Archives, IntemationaJ. Church
of the Foursquare Gospel) .
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Some recent writers have belittled the efforts of Sister to catrry
her message in all manner of ways" "In less jaded pre-television days she
excited throngs with hokey "illustrated sermons" featuring such props as
a roaring motorcycle or a large wooden cross, a golden throne and a
161
jeweled crown atnd scepter," Yet others note with varying degrees of
162
awe the effect the illustrated sermons had on her audiences s
Vast crowds attended the religious plays, tableaus and operas
that she presented on the temple's full-size stage, employing
with great success the lighting effects of a New York theater.
In reality, she had taken religion back to the days of the
medieval morality and miracle plays.
Sister was was advertised on a marquee similar to those on
Broadway, with her white-robed, more-than-life-size figure
placed above, Hollywood movie moguls knew better than to
arrange a premiere to coincide with one of her Biclical ex
travaganzas , 1 "3
Aimee Semple McPherson quoted a poem written by a parishioner about
the illustrated sermons, which best summarizes her audience's attitude
toward the lavish productions t
I would rather see a sermon
Than to hear one any day;
I would rather one should walk, with me
Than to merely tell the way.
161
Simbro, op. cit,, p, 22,
I62
Simson, op. cit. , p. 83.
^^�^Gordon Langley Hall, The Sawdust Trail t The Story of American
Evangelism (Philadelphia � Macrae Smith Company, 1964), p. I85.
164 /
Aimee Semple McPherson, "A Gold Mine in the Sky" (sermon
transcript: n.d., Heritage Archives, International Church of the
Foursquare Goi^pel) .
Chapter k
CONTENT
Preparation
Besides the preparation of the audience before delivering the
message, as already discussed In Chapter 2, Sister McPherson haxi to pre
pare privately before speaking. Her most typical audience was the
Angelus Temple coterie, with whom she was most familiar. She needed no
special preparation to encounter that situation; rather. It was while a
traveling evangelist that she had to prepare herself for different
audiences.
The only evidence of special preparation for varied audiences Is
that of a non-directed approach to gaining Information. The manner In
which she was Informed of general Information relating to one audience,
for exajnple, was for the Lord to blow a vagrant newspaper In her direc
tion at the right time, with an article on the town she was considering
visiting,^ This example, if typical of Sister's early information-
gathering methods, is haphazard and certainly not uniformly effective.
Rather than searching out information that would have aided her
in ascertaining audience beliefs. Sister depended more upon the assump
tions of audience similarities. Since she preached to people with whom
Nancy Barr Mavlty, Sister Aimee (Garden City, Doubleday, Doran
& Company, 1931) � P. 257,
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she shared many characteristics, she managed to communicate successfully
in spite of conscious preparation.
When she preached in Angelus Temple on a regxilar basis, Sister's
methods contradicted many of those subscribed to by fellow evangelists.
In opposition to past and present evangelical, thought, this was one suc-
3
cessful preacher who lacked adequate preparation in personal prayer,^
While advocating prayer from the pulpit. Sister herself apparently did
not have a set time for prayer, nor even for regular study. She was not
what most people would have considered a "woman of prayer"; indeed, her
preaching seemed particularly lacking in spiritual preparation of any
kind.
Sister McPherson did not prepare her sermons entirely vinaided.
Several staff writers were said to be in her employ, supplying her with
The similarity between the socio-economic status of Mrs,
McPherson's origins, her education, her rvural background, all jibe with
the background of her audiences. This is corroborated as a strong fac
tor in her success in commxmication by Eve Simson,
Eve Simson, The Faith Healers: Deliverance Evangelism in North America
(New Yorki Pyramid, 1977), p, 74,
3�^"Roxie Alford , , , lived for a time in Mrs, McPherson's home.
She told me that the evangelist's life of deep prayer that she professes
to lead, is a myth; that she does not even have family prayers; that to
mention prayer to her was a signal for her to get busy at something
else,
"Time after time she says, Aimee would come in, slip off her
pulpit robes, put on an expensive ballroom dress, and leave for the
rest of the night,"
John D, Goben, "Aimee": The Gospel Gold Digger (Los Angeles: Peoples,
1932), p. 63.
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sermon illustrations, poems, and anecdotes.^ Regularly retiring to her
bedroom after lunch to prepare that siftemoon or evening's sermon, alone
but for a secretary, she emerged after about an hour's work with a com
pleted sermon,^ This is the only record of regulax preparation; the lack
of any other form of preparation is cited by critics^ and is suppoirted by
an unusual silence on her part. While speaJcing and writing about many of
her other habits and personal biographical details. Sister never wrote or
spoke of regular hours of devotions or study.
The speed with which she prepared is supported by another witness,
Emma Shafer, her secretary, companion and friend, was the person who re
ported Aimee as "drowned" previous to her reappearance from being "kid
napped," When she spoke of Sister's activities prior to her disappear
ance at Venice Beach, Miss Shafer said when Sister came up out of the
water after swimming fifteen or twenty minutes, she sat down with Emma
under the tent the two women had rented. Sister started to sketch out an
outline of the sermon for that evening, "She began to write and it just
7
seemed as though the message came too fast for her to get it down,"
Ibid, , p, 13.
^Based on a personal interview with Dr. Rolf K, McPherson, Pres
ident of the Intemational Church of the Foursquare Gospel, Los Angeles,
CA, January 11, 1979.
Most notably by John D. Goben, former assistant pastor of
Angelus Temple,
Louis Adamic, and others. The Truth About Aimee Semple McPherson:
A Symposium (Girard, KS: Haldeman-Julius , n,d,), p. 25,
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After taking down the outline of the sermon, It was later typed
on a folded half-sheet of paper. The typed notes were highly detailed.
With a multitude of penciled- in lines, graphics, pictures and comments,
these notes show signs of having been reviewed a number of times before
she preached the sermon.
All of her notes were color-coded with green, red and blue
pencils, as well as being marked with lead pencil and ink pen, A number
of the folded sheets were layered together like a makeshift book, and
clipped into her Bible for actual delivery. Arrows, circles, stars,
boxes, and steps were drawn in as visual cues. Key words were capital-
Q
ized, and all jokes completely typed out,^ Often key phrases and small
drawings done by Sister were added later, with extra scripture refer
ences penciled in,^^
This preparation for sermons was done over and over again. Ac
cording to her son, Rolf, Sister preached as often as twenty-one times
12
a week. With that gunovmt of material to cover, and with all of the
Q
Sermon notes found throughout the Aimee Semple McPherson sermon
file (Heritage Archives of the Intemational Church of the Foursquaxe
Gospel). For an example of a page of her notes, see the facsimile,
Appendix II.
9 Ibid,
10
Based on a personal interview with Leita May Steward, Inter
national Church of the Foursquaxe Gospel, Los Angeles, CA, Jani;iary 10, 1979.
11
Sermon notes, op. cit.
12
Based on a personal Interview with Dr. Rolf K. McPherson,
President of the Intemational Church of the Foursqmre Gospel, Los
Angeles, CA, January 11, 1979.
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extra activities in her schedule (teaching, administration, and many
other fvmctions), it is understandable that Sister McPherson would not
only use the assistance of staff writers in preparation, but have little
time left over for prayer and spiritual preparation.
Content
One writer states there are two basic types of attitudes apparent
in the speaker's alignment with the audience: a "Shakespearian," or
affirming position, undergirding a belief system already held by the aud-
13
iencej and an "Ibsenian" challenging of the audience's belief system,
Aimee Semple McPherson confirmed the audience in previous beliefs,
preaching the widely popular "old time religion" the audience had come
expecting to hear. The essential elements typical of this form of preach
ing, which experienced wide exposure and high acceptance among the lower
and working classes, are informality, an emphasis on ecstatic personal
experiences, including speaking in tongues (a hallmark of Angelus
Temple), literal interpretation of the Bible, an emphasis on the role
14
of Jesvis, and a belief in physical miracles in the present day.
Sister McPherson tried to accommodate her message to the specific
needs of her listeners, choosing "disarming" subjects in the face of a
15
hostile or divided audience, She attempted to win favor by referring
^ -^Lionel Crocker, ed, , Harry Emerson Fosdick's Art of Preaching:
An Anthology (Springfield, IL: Charles C, Thomas, l97l), chap, 10.
1 4
Simson, op, cit,, pp, 84, I25-7 and 135-44.
^^Aimee Semple McPherson, The Holy Spirit (Los Angeles: Challpin
1931). pp. 193-4.
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to herself as "Little Aimee," disarming the audience with her feminine
sensihilities. However, her primary concern in developing her message
was not to win personal approbation; it was to announce her Foursqixare
17
Gospel, By getting the listener's perception of her as a speaker as
close as possible to the audience's own alignment, Sister McPherson was
able to minimize perceived strangeness, so as to draw their actual
18
alignment into that of her own. This created an atmosphere susceptible
to the acceptance of her message; the message of a personal God inter
vening in man's affairs in the present:
I preach salvation from sin. Men and vfomen come to the altar,
confess their sin and are saved, I have led them to the altar and
prayed for them, it is true, but how absurd it would be to say "I
ajtt a savior t here is a man that I have saved,"
Just as Jesus Ghrist is the Savior, so He is the healer and.
receives all the glory.
Divine healing in answer to prayer is not something peculiar
to our church. Other churches always have prayed for the sick
in their flocks.
In Angelus Temple there have been thousands of prayers an
swered for the afflicted. However, no credit for this is given
to any human being, but rather to Him who answers prayer and is
"the same yesteirday, today and forever. "1�
16
Found throughout her semon transcripts (Heritage Archives,
Intemational Church of the Foursquare Gospel).
17
Aimee Semple McPherson, In the Service of the King: The Story
of My Life (New York: Boni and Liveright, 192?) , pp. 152-3.
18
Howard Martin and C. William Colbum, Communication and
Consensus: An Introduction to Rhetorical Discourse (New York: Harcourt
Brace Jovanovich, 1972), pp. 143-7.
19Los Angeles Times, June 29, I926, Sec, I, p, 2,
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Although the other three of the four "squaxes" were emphasized In this
old-time preaching (healing, baptism with the Holy Spirit, and eschato-
loglcal expectations), there was a major convergence on salvation; a con-
20
vergence and emphasis the audience expected.
She is accused of simplicity in her content, pandering to the
plehian tastes of her audiences; yet her ideas were meant to he active,
readily applicable concepts, rather than highly theoretical constructs.
Her message was clear and direct, meant to be communicated aurally rather
21
than written.
Sister's message of hope and strength in God was not new or
unique; what was unique was her ease in making the message understood.
She communicated in a plain and simple matnner, dealing with the audience
in a straightforward and direct way. Using strong emotional proofs, the
material was structured in such a way that a child could understand it,
22
as Sister spoke the simple "language of the heart,"
Keeping her audience listening. Sister McPherson drew them in to
23
her, using the present tense almost exclusively; in this way, she made
her message immediate, creating an added dramatic tension in her illus
trations. She encouraged general audience paxticipation with songs
20
William F, Fahrner, "The Persuasive Techniques of Aimee Semple
McPherson" (Master's thesis, University of Redlands, 19^9), pp, 87-8,
21-
Ibid. , pp, 27 and 87.
^^Ibid, , 48, 52, 56, and 59.
^�^Found throughout her sermon transcripts, op. cit.
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2k
during the course of the sermon itself. The content and mood of the
songs underscored the tone of her happy message of salvation; in the
Tahernacle Revivalist, the hymnal of the Angelus Temple, many of the songs
were written hy Aimee Semple McPherson herself, and the vast majority of
25the songs and choruses are inexorably upbeat.
Theology. She is accused by some writers of preaching "primitive
26
theology," Perhaps it was because she was preaching, as one definition
27
puts it, "for the purpose of proclamation, not information," Her theo-
olgizing from the pulpit was not deep and weighty, but was appropriate to
26
the spoken word; it was always "clear cur" rather than cluttered with an
excess of specious theorizing. An amalgam of Methodist, Salvationist,
and pentecostal beliefs. Sister's credo was fax from novel; indeed, one
writer deprecates her theology for being so unoriginal, stirring both
29
Baptist and "Romish" beliefs together.
Aimee Semple McPherson, "Old Man River: or When My Ship Gomes
In" (Sennon transcript: {n.dri , Heritage Archives Intemational Church of
the Foursquare Gospel), See also Aimee Semple McPherson, "God Goes to
Washington," a sermon on tape (Los Angeles: [n.dT] , Admatha Tape Minis
tries, International Church of the Foiarsquare Gospel,)
^^Aimee Semple McPherson, ed,. Tabernacle Revivalist (Los Angeles:
Echo Paxk EVsLngelistic Association c, I923 ) .
26
Mavlty, op, cit,, p. xix,
27
John Oswalt, associate professor of Biblical languages and lit
erature at Asbury Theological Seminary, in an address ("Homosexuality")
at Asbury Theological Seminary, Wilraore, KY, April 11, I978 (tape on
file in media center) ,
o o
Saruh Comstock, "Aimee Semple McPherson: Prima Donna of Revival
ism," Harper's Magazine. December, I927, p, 19.
29Adamic, op. cit., p. 16,
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The power of God was given the glory for the mighty works that
took place in Angelus Temple; power that came to Sister in her ministry,
power that came to Peter long ago, and power available to the Temple
listeners �
Here is where the power comes down that can take a girl from
a Canadian farm, that can take Peter from his fishing-nets, that
can take a man and a woman from any walk of life and put the
dynamo of power in them, and through them, win hundreds of thou
sands of souls.
Here is where the power comes down�power that cam make you
forget the dingy room in which you may live, that can maJce you
forget the skimping, and can put a new light in your eyes and
the glory in your soul,-'
The Trinity was continually preached: the Holy Spirit provided
the power, the Father provided the motive force, and most importantly,
the God-man Jesus was mediator between Sister and her listeners and God
Himself. The current pastor of Angelus Temple, Reverend Howard Courtney,
was accosted years ago, while Sister McPherson was preaching, by a bitter
"infidel" who ranted against the Temple:
. , . his face turned livid. His eyes blazed. His fists clenched.
His lips went white, and he raved in rage, "All that I hear, and
all anyone hears at that church is"�and he spat the next words
in venom-tinged tones� "Jesus, Jesus, Jesus, Jesus l"^!
The Jesus the unbeliever railed against was the historical Jesus who,
through His Holy Spirit, was still healing the faithful of Angelus Temple,
The watchword of the Temple and of Aimee Semple McPherson repeatedly
-^^Aimee Semple McPherson, "The Book of Acts" (tramscript of
L,I.F.E. [Lighthouse of Foursquare Evangelism] class, [n.dTl), p. 1,
31
Aimee Semple McPherson, The Foursquare Gospel, comp, , Raymond
L. Cox ( jLos Angeles] Heritage Committee, I969) , p. 52,
stressed that He is "the same yesterday, today, and forever.
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Sister McPherson drew abundantly from one of the three resources
for piilpit speaker, -^-^ Scriptural experiences,^ The Bible was her raain-
35
stay, the source of the majority of her sermons,
"^-^ While a strong bib-
liocentricity is a mark of the type of evajigellsm with which Sister
McPherson was involved,'^ her perspective on the Bible was more unique to
pentecostalisra. She gave the book of Acts, especially chapter two, per
haps more prominence than she might if she were a non-pentecostal:
"The entire Bible from Genesis to the first verse of the Acts of the
37
Apostles is but the introduction to the Book of Acts,"-'' The theme of
God at work in the lives of individuals constantly recurred. As an
example, a list of her sermon titles from March 4, I923 through December
27, 1925,"^^ shows a typical biblical centrality in their topics. Bible
32
Fahrner, op. cit., p. 33.
33
^The other two being social experience and personal experience,
both of which will be dealt with later in this chapter.
34
Wayne G. Mannebach and Joseph M, Mazza, Speaking from the
Pulpit (Valley Forge, PA: Judson, 1969)� PP. I8-9.
�^^"Where do you find enough sermons to go around?' I am frequently
asked.
"Messages from the Word come with such rapidity that it is im
possible to keep pace with them. It is as though one had struck an
artesian well. No pumping or priming is necessary, A steady, uprising
flow of blessing proceeds therefrom j because the Holy Spirit abideth
within."
McPherson, The Holy Spirit, p. 9.
-^^Simson, op, cit., p, 84.
3'^McPherson, "The Book of Acts," loc, cit,
3^Her
square Gospel
�^^Heritage Archives of the Intemational Church of the Four-
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39
themes appear and reappear regularly , as well as a noticeable abund-
40
ance of serraon titles with strong eye-catching characteristics.
Sermons were repeated from month to month, although the topics varied
with time so that dated material never appeared.
Social, A second major source of material was current events,
"The audience felt as if she preached with a newspaper in one heuid and a
41 42
Bible in the other," Aware -of the patriotism of the audience, when
World War II began so did her condemnation of America's enemies, with
43
prophesying of "God on our side."
Sister McPherson catered to her listener's proclivities in other
areas as well. Since her conversion, she had swung around to attack the
^^As examples: "There is Death in the Pot," "The Crucifixion,"
the Mount of Transfiguration," "The Sword of the Lord and of Gideon,"
and "Souls for Sale," May 6-I9, I923. Heritage Archives, International
Church of the Foursquare Gospel,
40
As examples: "The Sound in the Going," given during the
week of April 15-21, 1923; "The White Search Light," April 22-28, I923;
"Giants and Grasshoppers," May 27-June 2, 1923; "Angels Visit from Heaven
to Earth," June 3-9, 1923; "TNT" and "Safety Last," June 17-23, I923;
"Bottle, Bottle, What's in the Bottle," September 9-I5, 1923; "Ship
Ahoy," September 30-October 6, 1923; "Take Some Meat," "Mind Your Own
Business," and "The Poor House," July 19-26, I925; "Fingerprints or
Making Your Mark," August 2-9, 1925; and "Heaven's Bell Rope," "To Be
Sold at Auction," "The Voice in the Cloud," and "Life's Sandbags,"
August 9-16, I925,
Sermon Title File, Heritage Archives, International Church of the Four
square Gospel,
41 i
Fahrner, op. cit,, p, 47,
42
Los Angeles Times, November 21, I938, Sec. II, p. 3. See also
Aimee Semple McPherson, The Story of My Life (Waco, TX: Word, 1973), p. 241.
^-^Los Angeles Times, June 18, 1942, Sec. I, p. 11.
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monstrous teachings of evolution, and staged a cross-country debate with
the President of the American Association for the Advancement of Atheism,
44
Charles Lee Smith. They debated the precepts of evolution as well as
45
the existence of God, Sister won. ^ In church she would hardly give
the idea of evolution the consideration of a debate, but dismissed it
46
out of hand.
A listing of sez^mon themes gives an idea of the variety of mater
ial with which Sister dealt on a frequent basis i
Acts
Bible Bible Characters
Children
Christ
Christmas
Church
Communion
Debates
Old Testament, Miscellaneous
Fairy Tales
Foinrsquaxe
Growth
Healing
Heaven Hell
Holy Spirit
Holy
L.I.F.E, Lighthouse of Foursquare Evangelism
openings
Baccalaureate
ordinations
banquets
44 / I� �J
"Resolveds There Is No God" (debate transcript: [n.dJ , Heritage
Archives, Intemational Church of the Fovirsquare Gospel).
^^McPherson, The Story of My Life, pp. 240-3.
' Evolution! * she exclaimed. 'They tell us the horse developed
from an animal no bigger than a rat. Have any of you seen any rats turn
into horses around here?' And that was that,"
Adamic, op, cit, , p. 1?.
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McPherson, Aimee
Aimee Semple McPherson life story
Aimee Semple McPherson miscellaneous
Missions
Mother's Day
New Years
Patriotic
Prayer
Salvation
Second Coming
Song of Solomon
Thanksgiving
Types�Shadows
Valentine 24,7
Water Baptism
In all of these categories. Sister used topical material to illustrate
the sermons.
Tone of preaching. The great majority of Sister McPherson's
preaching was on a positive, uplifting note. Sister voiced the belief
that, "One can do more with the bait of love than with the club of bom-
48 49
bastic preaching," It was said that she "rarely used invective,"
that her sermons were colored with unmitigated loving-kindness, yet that
is not wholly true.
As well as dangling the bait of love before her eager listeners.
Sister claims to have gone "unmercifully" after a variety of evils j dope
47
Topical listing in Aimee Semple McPherson serraon file. Heritage
Archives, Intemational Church of the Foursquare Gospel,
48
McPherson, In the Service of the King, p, I89,
^Fahrner, op. cit. , p. 97,
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rings, gambling, liquor, tobacco, dancing, and the "evils in schools.
"^"^
There is no evidence of this in her preserved sermons; there is little
evidence of it in her writings. The idea of being a crusader against
social evils seems to have evolved around the time of the grand jury
investigation into the kidnapping claims of Sister McPherson. This was
when she used strong invective from the pulpit in dealing with her
"enemies. "-^^ The crusading idea appears to have begun with Sister's
mother ascribing Sister's disappearance to a mysterious "underworld" move
ment: "Sister McPherson came back from the Holy Land in a world-wide cru
sade against sin, and her efforts were so big, so great, and so powerful
that a movement was started to crush it by branding her a sinner,"-^
This great crusade against sin is made extremely suspect by a
curious void in documentation. Instead of being reflected in other areas
of Sister's ministry, it ran counter to the general themes of her preach
ing. The claims of a concerted campaign against specific sin was gener
ally out of place in her salvation themes. Later writers have aJjnost
without exception accepted Sister's claims for her, ever speaking against
the ills of society, and never bothering to produce corroborating evi-
53
dence.
The Devil was often blamed for the "dirty tricks" used to drag
^^McPherson, The Story of My Life, p. I89.
^^Robert P, Shuler, Miss X (n.p.; n.d.), pp. 7I-3.
53.
^Mavlty, op. cit., p. 288.
Fahrner, op. cit. , p, 50 �
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Sister down during the time subsequent to her return in 1926. It was a
great battle of the powers of darkness against the powers of light.
These powers were not only pictured as ranged against Sister, but they
gainsaid much morei
Blunders that they are, they do not see that they are trying
to drag down into the abyss not only Aimee Semple McPherson, not
only Angelus Temple, but Christianity throughout the earth. The
lust for gain, the glitter of envy knows no tolerance. The
devil's convention is at its height�because, in Angelus Temple
hundreds of souls are being brought to Jesus, 56
The broad accusations of this overblown rhetoric lead into Sister's more
specific accusations in which earthly powers led the demonic fight against
her. At first, it was a "dance-hall" plot to kidnap Sister, then later
a "gigantic conspiracy to wreck the Temple," the head conspirators being
alternately the "Pope of Rome" and Robert Shuler, a local minister and
rival. The "underworld" was somehow involved, the agents being the
"Catholic conspiracy" of the grand jury's two prosecuting attorneys,
57
both of whom were Roman Catholic,-"
The defensive references to her crime-fighting suid consequent
reaction of the world of evil were not representative of Sister's politi
cal involvement; in this instance such Involvement appears to be mostly
imaginairy. She did speak consistently on some issues, most notably
54-'^Adamic , op. cit. , p. 47.
^^avity. op. cit. , pp,, 148-9 and 194.
^^Adamic , op. cit. , p. 55.
^Mavlty, op. cit. , pp,. 94, 193 and 311-2.
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prohibition and women's rights, Sister was very aware of her role as
a leading womaui of the day, and used her position to speak for the cause
of women's equality, relating it specifically to her own situation.
Under the title of "Pulpit Sex Given Blowj Women Called Man's Equal,"
Sister spoke out for women in the ministry:
'Sex has nothing to do with the pulpit and pants don't make
preachers, , , . Entirely too much attention is being paid these
days as to whether a preacher wears pants or petticoats, , . .
It is brains, not sex, that makes a preacher. . , .'59
The disagreement between herself and a popular assistant pastor of
Angelus Temple^^ further supports the argument that Sister refrained from
serious political involvement in using the Temple pulpit, Rheba Crawford
actually did campaign against corruption in government, a frequent claim
of Sister McPherson; yet she elicited the ire of Sister for her efforts.
Sister McPherson dissociated herself from Rheba Crawford's controversial
activity: "I have requested from time to time that she refrain from
using her title 'associate pastor of Angelus Temple' when making politi
cal speeches, especially those which would enter the realm of personal
Sister McPherson built up a public image of herself as a crusader
against the forces of darkness, but her actions do not support the reputa-
58
Fahrner, op, cit, , p, 52.
59-'^Los Angeles Times, January 11, I936, Sec. II, p. 7,
^�Lately Thomas [Robert V. Steele] , Storming Heaven (New York:
Ballantine, 1970), pp, 244-5, ^
61
Los Angeles Times, June 27, I936, Sec. II, p. 1,
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tion. Others, eager to see her as she had portrayed herself, picked up
on this image, recreating reality to fit Sister's own vision. It is a
form of reality, so to speak of her as a crusader, but not historical
reality; merely a chimera created by excellent public relations.
Illustrations . Contrary to some writers' opinions, there was no
62
paucity of supportive material in Sister's sermons. Rather, each argu-
ment was backed by an illustration, to the extent that there was such
a multiplicity of stories that many stories were simply stuck in to no
64
purpose, illustrating nothing. Her sermons were a continuing narration,
65
one story following another ''--an overabundance of illustrative material
rather than a scarcity,
Becaxise of the specificity of the illustrations in her sermons,
66
Sister was noted for her "plctxnre mind," She made extensive use of
67
simile, metaphor, and allegorical stories, A good example of her vivid
language is found in a lesson transcript of a L.I.F.E. (Lighthouse of Four
square Evangelism) Bible class 1
62
Kenneth H, Shanks, "An Historical and Critical Study of the
Preaching Career of Aimee Semple McPherson" (Doctoral dissertation.
University of Southern California, I96O), p, 6?,
^^Fahmer, op, cit, , p, 93.
^McPherson, "The Book of Acts," p, 11.
^^vity, op. cit,. p, 222,
66
Fahrner, op, cit, , p, 41,
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When Adam sinned, it was like the opening of Pandora's box
in the story� there came out every conceivable loathsome thing.
Into the river of God-given purity, blessing and health, man
opened the flood-gates of disobedience, _loosing the black,
loathsome torrent of SIN AND DEATH. IsicJ
When Adam sinned and opened the gate� the draigon of pain
lifted its head, threatening with ultimate death all who
crossed the river of life.
An important factor in her technique was the ability to reduce
69
all abstractions to a simple, concrete, pictorial form, Whenever pos
sible, she would speak in extraordinarily specific form, referring to
70 71
drxmkards rather drinking, to dying mothers rather than to death.
Throughout her speaJcing career, she used the appeal of the concrete,
72
rather than the potentially alienating nature of the abstract.
It was natural for her to think in terms of hectic, dramatic sit-
73
uations in her illustrations. She repeatedly capitalized on the dra
matic impact such stories created:
To arouse the sympathy of her audience , , , she would bring
crying babies into the story whether there were any in the actual
case or not. She would have five or six of them crawling around
over a baxe, cold floor crying for bread. Then the tear dimmed
eyes of a broken hearted mother would be created and brought
into the picture. Then the conversations of an unbelieving
father. This had to be in for humor and pathos, the mingling
of emotions that she handles so well, 74
68
Aimee Semple McPherson, lesson plan for L,I,F,E. Lighthouse of
Foursquare Evangelism Bible class (notes, Qi,d,_^, Heritage Archives,
Intemational Church of the Foursquare Gospel).
^^Mavity, op, cit,, p, 38. "^^Fahmer, op, cit,, p, 47,
71' A profusion of deathbed stories are found particularly through
out Mrs, McPherson's sermons on Heaven, in the Heritage Archives, Inter
national Church of the Foursquare Gospel) ,
72' Mavlty, op, cit., p, xxii,
'''�^Charles Williams, Aimee McPherson: Was She Kidnaped? Los
Angeles: Williams & Williams, I926} , p. 6.
74
Goben, op. cit,, p. 16.
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Observers accused her of commonplace melodrama, tawdrlness and cheap
emotionalism,'-^ Sister continually created vivid pictures of suffering
to tear at the heartstrings of her listeners, Her "sentlmen-tal platl-
tudes" came from a large store of specific, concrete stories built up
over a period of years, each with a clearly understood moral implication
that led the listeners away from uncertainty and insecurity into "the
green pasture of peace of mind and purpose of existence, ""^^ She not only
used other's pathetic stories, but with stories from her own past of
79poverty and struggle' ^ appealed on a personal level to the poorer members
of her congregation.^^ The personal appeal of intimate biography is a
repeated device, as Sister drew from the waters of the well of personal
experience, the third source of pulpit material .
Just as Sister unconsciously modeled herself after Robert Semple 's
82
delivery, so she consciously modeled herself after the preaching style
of Peter. She spoke of Peter's style of illustration in Acts, chapter two:
75
-^Comstock, op, cit,, p. I7.
76
Goben, op. cit, , p. 8.
77
Comstock, op. cit., pp. 16-7.
78
Fahrner, op. cit. . pp. 25 and 81-2.
�^^Ibid., pp. 53-4.
^'^Simson, op, cit., p. 5l�
81
Mannebach, op, cit.
82
See the previous chapter in this thesis, p. 72.
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It took in all of the 5 senses, touch, taste, smell, hearing,
sight. You could SMELL the fragrance of the Lily of the
Valley and the Rose of Sharon�Jesus our Lord�as Peter spoke.
You could TASTE the honey from the rock. Tasted the Word.
You could FEEL the power of God.
You could HEAR them speaking in tongues as the Spirit gave
utterance.
You could SEE the glory of God upon the faces of those
people, 83
This highly sensory style was clearly seen in mamy of Sister McPherson's
sermons .
Heaven, The best example of concretizing situations normally left
abstract, or at best portrayed in vague and extremely theoretical or sym
bolic terms, is Sister McPherson's portrayal of Heaven, She describes
it in detail, and in no uncertain terms.
To get there, the saved are taken over the vast abyss in "a little
silver ship"i a daughter dies, and "There came a little silver ship
84
across the sea, with its sails flying, to take you little darling across,"
While a silver ship is reserved for the saved, a black ship makes a simi-
8 K
lar trip for the damned, At the arrival in heaven of the ship caxrying
the individual's soul, loved ones wait to greet the newly axrived:
"Some of you will see Baby Ethel, little Willie, who went away and left an
empty place in the home. Some of you have mothers on the heavenly shore�
^^McPherson, "The Book of Acts," p, 41.
84
Aimee Semple McPherson, "Heaven" (sermon transcript, April 27,
1924, Heritage Archives, International Church of the Foursquare Gospel).
^^McPherson, "Old Man Rivert or When My Ship Comes In,"
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they are watching beneath waving palms and waiting for you.
Many elements of Sister's Heaven are predictable, taken mostly
from the Book of Revelation: the twelve gates of solid pearl, a new
body, the glassy sea, streets of gold, mansions, and walls of precious
87
stones. ' Other details, sketched out in the Bible, are expanded: of
the gateways into the heavenly city, one faces north, for people from
Lapland, Norway, Sweden, and the Arctic to enter through; one faces
south, for people from Algiers, Hindustan, Ethiopia, the Antarctic to
enter through; one faces east, for people from Mongolia, Japan, China,
Borneo, and the Orient to enter through; and one faces west, for people
88
from America, and all the races of the Pacific to enter through.
Heaven is thus placed somewhere in the vicinity of Europe or the Mediter
ranean Sea, There the mansions which have been built in proportion to the
89 /
good deeds done on earth ^ ("Every time you tell the story of Jesus you
send up a brick, a stone for your mansion in the sky."),^^ will have
91
the name of the occupant chiseled over the door,'^ A "reward seat" is
86
Aimee _Semple McPherson, "Heaven�Where, What, How" (sermon
transcript [n.d.J , Heritage Archives, International Church of the Four
square Gospel)."^
87
'Aimee Semple McPherson, "Twelve Gates to the City of God"
(sermon transcript [n.d.J, Heritage Archives, International Church of
the Foursquare Gospel).
Q^Ibid. ^'^Md.
90
Aimee Semple McPherson, "Eternity" (sermon transcript, October
21, I927, Heritage Archives, Intemational Church of the Foursquare Gospel).
91^ Aimee Semple McPherson, "Heavenl Where, What, and How to Get
There" (sermon transcript, December 9, I923, Heritage Archives, Inter
national Church of the Foursquare Gospel) .
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present, where everyone will he rewarded according to works on earth.
The absence of disability and pain is a frequent topic i "Not a wheel
chair, not a pair of crutches, not a pain or heartache, not a grave on
the hillsides of Glory. "^^
Many details of Heaven are clearly fanciful. "Up there they are
able to pick roses without thorns, and they toss the roses against the
wall and they stay there. "-^-^ The predictable "starry crown" appears,
Q4
each star representing a soul won for Christ.^ The streets are laid out
like Washington, D.C.j in Washington, many main thoroughfares lead to
the Capitol building, like spokes in a wheel; in Heaven, the streets con-
95
verge on the throne of the Lamb of God, Jesus. -^-"^
The description of Jesus in the midst of Heaven's inhabitants is
extremely sensual:
I wonder if He will let me get real close to His precious feet
as He did Maryl I wonder if I can reach out my hand and touch
His hands I I wonder if there will be time for everyone of us
to press our lips against His pierced feet, , . . When I get
to Heaven, I want to see the hands of my savior, I would love
to press my cheeks against those precious hands, , .
The description goes graphically on, with more and more physical contact.
All are allowed to flock around Jesus, without discrimination; in Heaven
the pecking order has been reversed, and the servants are ranked higher
97
than their former masters.
92^ McPherson, "Heaven," op, cit,
^�^McPherson, "Heavenl Where, What, and How to Get There," op, cit.
^VicPherson, "Twelve Gates to the City of God," op, cit,
^McPherson, "Heaven," op. cit,
9^Ibid. 9'^Ibid.
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The activities of the saved veiy, but center around Angelus
Temple-type doings; and "Foursquare folks will feel right at home when
they get up there, There are testimony meetings ;99 well-practiced
angels singing;
^^^^
choir rehearsals ;'^0^ traveling to far-away places; '^'^^
parades, the Crusaders' parade, the Missionaries' parade; and a joyous
Amen comer, spread abroad the very streets of Heaven:
Up there, there is going to be an Amen Comer, and we can say
it out loud and nobody will tum to look at us. We will go
down Hallelujah Avenue, shouting "Gloiy to God!" Someone
will answer, "Amen! "1^3
Since there will be no darkness, it follows there will be no sleep, and
so the many activities are continuous: "One wonderftil thing about Heaven
that all Angelus Temple people will like will be that we won't have to go
home between meetings, "^^^
As may be seen by the previous paragraphs. Sister's idea of
Heaven came remarkably close to idealized life at Angelus Temple, As she
105
points out, "Heaven is a Foursquare City," In a depiction of Heaven
in an illustrated sermon, Sister's concept gave the impression "that.
^ Aimee Semple McPherson, "What's Out Ahead?" (sermon transcript,
April 4, 1929� Heritage Archives, Intemational Church of the Foursquare
Gospel) ,
go
^'^McPherson, "Heaven," op. cit.
�^-O^McPherson, "What's Out Ahead?" op, cit,
�'�^'^
Aimee Semple McPherson, "The First Choir Rehearsal in Heaven"
(sermon transcript, September 27, 1931 � Heritage Archives, Intemational
Church of the Foursqviare Gospel),
McPherson, "What's Out Ahead?" op. cit.
^^�^McPherson, "Heaven," op. cit,
^O^Ibid, ^^h^ld.
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in its tinted stucco effects and palm-lined boulevards, it strikingly
resembles a realtor's depiction of Los Angeles.
"^^^
The real Angelus Temple was not to be mistaken for Heaven, how
ever} this world is "just the dressing room to get ready for Heaven in�
107the anti-room." [^ic] ' Heaven exists in the physical universe, com
plete in all detail:
Heaven is not a state of mind. Heaven is not a mass of matter
whirling around a nebulous upstairs some place in the sky�
Heaven is a place prepared, a place of "many mansions," with
streets of pirre gold, like "transparent glass. "1^8
It is a place close by, impinging slightly on our consciousness
here on earth: "Sometimes when the sun is setting one could almost catch
1 09
a glimpse of the shining turrets and spires of that celestial city. ...
Our distance to Heaven is of no consequence, for somehow even now it is
bridged: it is "so near that my faintest whisper is heard there instant
ly? just out there a little way, beyond the clouds. Distance is nothing
to us today, and we can keep in constajit touch with that pearly-white
city.^^O Like a hotel reservation, we may book ahead for that near-yet-
111
distant city.
^O^Gomstock, op. cit., p. 14,
107
'McPherson, "Heaven�Where, What, How," op, cit,
1 08
Aimee Semple McPherson, "When the Saints Go Marching In" (ser
mon transcript, March 19 � 19^4, Heritage Archives, Intemational Church
of the Foursqioare Gospel).
^"^^McPherson, "Heaven," op. cit,
110
McPherson, "When the Saints Go Marching In," op, cit,
^McPherson, "Eternity," op. cit.
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The long-awaited day of glory, death is the promotion from this
life to the next.'''^^ It will he an event filled with happiness and tri
umph. "The angels will be there. Harpists will play and bells will be
ringing and people will be singing. Reunions will be there, oh, such
113
happy reunions with loved onesl" Heaven will be all Sister could ever
hope for in this world.
It is obvious from the preceding that any accusations of paucity
of Illustrative material or of sparse figures of speech are empty com-
114
plaints. Sister McPherson's material was, if anything, crowded to the
bursting point with vibrant imagery.
Order. Her crisp attention-getting introductions led into a
series of narrated stories. These were arranged in chronological
order, usually from an assumption of unbelief to belief, but often from
an assumed stance to a "better goal," moving onward and upward (i.e.,
from earth to Heaven, from Bible times to Biblical acts in the present).
"These narratives showed how God handled the situation in Bible times;
11 5
then she would insist that he does the same thing for people today,"
A chronological order, past to present, even in this.
112
McPherson, "Heaven�Where, What, How," op. cit,
113�^Aimee Semple McPherson, "Who's Who in Heaven and Hell" (sermon
transcript, October 16, 1938, Heritage Archives, Intemational Church of
the Foursquare Gospel) .
114
ShcUiks, op. cit,, pp. 67-8.
^^^ahmer, op. cit., pp. 41, 83, 88� and 9I.
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These narratives were not designed to be argumentative, nor even
highly persuasive except In their aggregate effect.
The present purpose Is simply to tell a narrative, not to
assemble arguments, and so I will confine myself to the
description, as best I may, of a spectacle in human joy
and sorrow, hope and despair, , ,
117
The emotional appeal was high, but logical and ethical proofs were
found throiaghout her sermons as well, although mostly in the form of con
crete situations,
Fahrner states that "Her sermons had an introduction, a statement
118
of the case, proof, and a peroration, , , ," Judging from the mass of
sermons on file in the Heritage Archives of Sister's church, the state-
119
ment seems well supported, Following the summation. Sister McPherson
120
almost inevitably gave an altar call.
The sermons of Aimee Semple McPherson fit into all of the three
121
categories of sermonic aimj doctrinal, inspirational, and moral, often
combining all three in the same sermon. Her sermons did not sink anywhere
116
McPherson, In the Service of the King, p, 244,
117
Fahrner, op. cit. , p. 40,
^^^Ibid, , p. 91.
llQ
Aimee Semple McPherson sermon file in the Heritage Archives,
Intemational Church of the Foursquare Gospel,
120
Fahmer, op, cit,, p, 93.
121
Sylvester F. MacNutt, O.P., Gauging Sermon Effectiveness
(Dubuque, lA: Priory Press, I96O), p, I7,
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122
near the mark of "undiluted imbecility," but were carefully con
structed and, for the style in which they were given, fastidiously de
livered. Sister paid as much attention to the content of her homilies
as she could, telling the "old, old story," always striving to let the
12
power of her message shine out beyond the power of her own personality.
Temple was always clear-cut and stated publicly t
The church, or the minister who preaches the Gospel and does not
give an evangelistic appeal�that is, a call for men and women
to step out and definitely accept the Lord Jesus Christ as their
own personal Savior and declare themselves on the Lord's side�
action were phrased so as to enable the listener to put them into effect
immediately. They formed the climax of the sermon, fulfilling the intent
of the message:
The miisic would soften into a religious appeal. It would
sweep in crescendo in martial strains. Then Sister's sermon
and the climax!
"Ushers! Jump to it!" her vibrant, far reaching voice
would shout, "Clear the one-way street to Jesus,"
She would make a dramatic pavise in the blinding spotlight.
Then her cry: .^e
"Come on. Sister! Come on. Brother!"
And they would stream forward to the altar railing in droves. Calling
Aim
Sister McPherson's aim in her evangelistic sermons at Angelus
Her own appeals were lively and practical. The exhortations to
122
Adamic, op. cit. , p, 12,
^McPherson, In the Service of the King, p, 241,123,
124.
Ibid. , p. 231,
125.Los Angeles Times, September 28, 1944, Sec, I, p. 1,
10?
for the ushers to clear the aisles in this manner was apparently typical
I26
of her calls to salvation, as it is repeatedly quoted.
Her aim was to get God and the people together by calling for
action on the part of the people, public action. Sister wanted a def-
127
inite decision, with a definite action to proclaim that decision,
128
The altar was the locale in which this took place.
Sister McPherson worked the audience to a peaJk of excitement
before calling for the decision. The people expected a high emotional
bed .
130
129
appeal, expecte a call to give their souls to Christ, and that's
what they got,'
Many saw the sincerity of her pvurpose shining through the trap
pings of big-time religion with which she surrounded herself. The theat
rical settings, the illustrated sermons, the huge physical plant, Bible
College and prayer tower, all were seen as aids in her "battle to save
131
souls," her ultimate aim. This, too, was how Sister McPherson per
ceived her own actions:
I26
Found in both Fahmer, op, cit, , p, 70, smd in "Aimee Semple
McPherson," Life, October 30, 1944, p, 85,
^^"^Fahmer, op, cit,, pp, 37, 44-1, and 51-2,
^^^McPherson, "The Book of Acts," p. 87.
129 A
^Fahmer, op, cit. , pp, 70-I.
130
Goben, op. cit, , pp. 9-10,
131
Los Angeles Times, September 28, I944, Sec. I, p, 1,
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In our meetings, all else is subservient to, SLnd directed
towaxd, a decision to follow in the footsteps of Christ.
Every song is but a step that leads somewhere� that leads
to the Throne of God.^32
Other observers were not so kind. They suspected the true aim
was self-glorification, and that Sister McPherson used underhanded de
ceptions in the altar call. One author voiced a suspicion of shills
in the audience, the idea being that L.I.F.E. Bible College students
were planted throughout the crowd to lead the audience in their re-
133
sponse.
�^'^ Another suthor reported a Bible College student raising his
hand at the altar call, being ushered forward with the rest, and then
prayed over fervently by Sister. The student later explained that he had
gone forward because Sister had taught that it was "good psychology" to
134
encourage the timid by setting an exsunple. Another writer accused
Sister of teaching that it was good psychology to lie about the nmbers
of people coming forward, saying that there were dozens responding while
135
only a handful made their way down to the front.
altar call, it is clear her sermons were structured to build to a climax,
asking for a response. The aim of the senaons themselves was to inspire
the lost to go to the altar to give their all to Jesus.
Whatever Sister' s private motivation for her actions during the
132McPherson, In the Service of the King, loc, cit.
133Adamic, op. cit,, p, 11,
13^,Thomas, op. cit, , pp. 11 5-6.
135,'Goben, op. cit,, p. 14,
Chapter 5
AUDIEI^CE
Composition
Aimee Semple McPherson exerted a broad appeal over the citizens
of Los Angeles. V/hen Angelus Temple sponsored a parade through the heart
1
of the city, thousands tiorned out to cheer the founder, Sister Aimee.
i^ers
3
2
She drew mammoth crowds everywhere she preached, the number of follower
in her home city of Los Angeles alone estimated in the tens of thousands.'
While curiosity seekers were a component of the crowds that sought her
out, many sincere people filled the hall where Sister preachers
"Wherever the Foursquare Gospel is preached, 'Jesus Christ, the same
yesterday, today, and forever,' there the hungry of soul, the needy of
body gather."-^
The audience of the Temple was a somewhat mixed one:
Los Angeles Times, January 5� ^936, Sec. II, p. 1.
2
John Thomas Nichol, Pentecostalism (New York: Harper & Row,
1966), p. 60.
3
^Garey KcWilliams, "Aimee Semple McPherson: 'Sunlight in My
Soul,*" The Aspirin Age: I9I9-I94I, ed. , Isabel Leighton (New York:
Simon and Schuster, 1949), P. 70.
^Los Angeles Times, June 21, 1942, Sec. I, p. 6,
%ancy Pray Drew, ed, , The Who *s -Who at Angelus Temple (Los
Angeles: Echo Paxk Evangelistic Association, I923) , p. 9.
109
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There are rich and poor alike in her church, old and young, the
educated and the illiterate. There axe hankers, business men,
doctors, lawyers, the great and the near great, as well as the
most humble. Saint and Sinner. Prince and pauper, rub shoulders
together in her Temple. ^
Yet in spite of reports of a varied audience, several characteristics
stand out clearly.
Drawn by the simplicity and directness of her message, thousands
of "common people," who constituted the largest portion of her audience,
7
flocked to hear Sister, These people did not feel a part of the major
denominations represented in Los Angeles, which opposed Sister's
g
ministry. Many features of Angelus Temple's style of worship were
paxticiilarly appealing to the lower classes and repugnant to the upper
classes: the stress on emotions, informality, audience participation,
mild anti-intellectualism, etc. Sister's style of preaching attracted
the poor of the city who were more likely to affiliate with "highly fmd-
g
araental and emotional groups" than with the larger denominations.-^
Holiness and pentecostal denominations, as well as sects, hold
a great appeal for the lower classes as a consequence, much of the
John D. Goben, "Aimee"; The Gospel Gold Digger (Los Angeles:
Peoples, I932), p, 10.
7
William F, Fahmer, "The Persuasive Techniques of Aimee Semple
McPherson" (Master's thesis. University of Redlands, 19^9), p, 98.
o
McWilliams, loc. cit.
^Eve Simson, The Faith Healers Deliverance Evangelism in North
America (New York: Pyramid, 1977), PP. 52-3 and 126.
^�Ibid., pp. 125-7.
Ill
Temple's congregation consisted of low- income people. Sister McPherson
12
was known for preaching to the "poor and backward. ..." On the whole,
typical of Foursquare's population, Angelus Temple's people had little
13education. ^ The educationally impoverished and monetarily poor, the
ignorant and the "credulous," far outnumbered the few educated or profes-
14
sional people in the audience.
Individuals from the Midwest, having migrated to the golden state
of California, were often exhibited as the "typical" Angelus Temple con
gregant. "... the saving of Iowa and other Midwest souls ..." was
15
supposedly a forte of Sister McPherson, Indeed, lowans are used re-
16
peatedly as the epitome of the Temple's populace, retired Iowa farmers
teJcing the brunt of critics' mockery. "Since there is no decorous recre
ation in Iowa save going to chxirch, the southern California churches have
17
profited accordingly." At the top of the profit list, Angelus Temple
11
Robert Pierce Shuler, "McPhersonism": A Study of "Healing" Cults
and Modern Day "Tongues" Movements (Los Angelesi n.p, [l924?j ) .p. , 23,
12
Simson, op. cit. , p. 36.
13-^Charles H, Anderson, White Protestant Americans t From National
Origins to Religious Group (Englewood Cliffs, NJj Prentice-Hall, 1970),
chart on p. 149.
14
Sarah Comstock, "Aimee Semple McPherson t Prima Donna of Revival
ism," Harper's Magazine, December, I927, p. I5.
15�'Louis Adamic and others. The Truth About Aimee Semple McPherson �'JjOui a a xn , in irutn aempie pne
A Symposium (Girard, KSt Haldeman-Julius Company jpost I926J), p. 22.
16
17
^^Comstock, op. cit., p. 12.
Adamic, op. cit., pp. I7 and I9.
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had a superabundance of lowans in the congregation.
The audience of Angelus Temple was by no means an anomaly; rather,
the high proportion of mldwesterners, coming from the farms and small
towns of central United States, was at that time typical of the popula
tion of Los Angeles, ^9 While Sister attracted a highly rural audience
20 21
anywhere she went, ' the combination of audience factors represented
in Angelus Temple drew its share of mockery from self-righteous critics s
The people who come to Aimee's Temple are a disappointed,
unhappy lot. Old, broken men and women. The average age
of Aimee's followers is perhaps close to fifty. Those
who are younger in years appear, with few exceptions, old
in fact. They are the farmers and petty merchants from
Kansas, Illinois, Nebraska, Iowa, Ohio, Tennessee, They
are the drudges of the farms and small-town homes, victims
of cruel circumstances, victims of life, slaves of their
biological deficiencies. They are diseased, neurotic, un
attractive, sexually and intellectually starved, warped
and repressed, most of them now no longer capable of
either sexual or intellectual enjoyment. They are lost,
flat, lonesome souls who feel the ground slipping from
under their shaky, feeble legs. For almost all purposes
of this world they are dead,22
This exaggerated, cruel and chauvanistic assessment nevertheless
has strong elements of truth in it. The people were poorer, less edu
cated, and perhaps even more repressed than the general population of
southern California at the time. They were older than the surrounding
Comstock, op, cit, , p, I5. U^l^'
20
"Aimee's Rival," Literary Digest, March 20, 1937, p. 32,
21
At Angelus Temple, ", . , Sister McPherson asked all those in
the audience who formerly lived on a farm to stand. Thousands rose,
"'Hay-menl' shouted one wit,"
Los Angeles Times, October 10, 1938, Sec, II, p. 1,
22
Adamic, op. cit,, p. 10,
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populace, as well, typical In this for the suhciilture which churches like
Angelus Temple attracted.^-^ Elderly people did form an important per
centage of the congregation, influential in spite of having "one foot
2U
safely in the grave."
There was most probably a disproportionate number of women in the
2 5
audience. Sister McPherson felt at ease in dealing with members of her
own sex, and drew the women and girls to hear her wherever she traveled.;
All of the various minority races living in southern California
were represented in attendance at the Temple. There were Mexican
28 2Q
"gypsies," blacks, and orientals. ^ The audiences attending Sister's
services were described as very mixed in Sister's writings: "Men, women
and children�Americans, Mexicans, white people and black people, brown
30
people and yellow people�all looking up expectantly."-' As at other
centers of "revival religion," Angelus Temple's form of worship and
23
-^Simson, op. cit.. pp. 129-31,
24
Adamic , op. cit.. p. 13.
^�^Simson, op. cit.. pp. 128-9.
^^Shuler, op. cit,. p. 4.
^"^"Aimee' s Rival," loc, cit.
28^
Lne,
29]
:sq\
Lately Thomas [Robert V. Steele] Storming Heaven (New York:
Ballantin l970) , p. 20.
^Photographs in the Heritage Archives, Intemational Church of
the Four uare Gospel.
Nancy Barr Mavlty, Sister Aimee (Garden City, NY: Doubleday,
Doran & Company, l93l)� PP. 37-8.
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message encouraged cross-racial harmony, and a free communion through
31
worship.-^
In her years as a traveling evangelist. Sister's followers were
perceived hy her mother as being of a low, "riffraff" sort of group. In
later years, the general social and finajicial level of her adherents be
came somewhat higher, although it was still predominately lower class
32
and rural. Sister consciously tried to attract a "better crowd" in her
travels, not only drawing on the expected church people as audience mem
bers, but on high school and college students as well. Publicity was
directed at members of the Masonic Lodge and American Legion in an attempt
to broaden the base of support for the revival meetings in cities across
33
the country.-'^ At home, however, the population of Sister's supporters
remained essentially unchanged through the years.
Response
Over the course of her career, Aimee Semple McPherson swayed
34
millions with her sermons,''^ Each time she preached in Angelus Temple,
35
the sanctuary was filled to capacity.''^ A huge mob waited outside for
31 '
Simson, op. cit., p. 133.
�^^Nancy Barr Mavlty, Sister Aimee (Garden City, NYi Doubleday,
Doran & Company, l93l), PP. 37-8.
33
"Campaign Aids: A Few Tips on Exploiting Aimee Semple McPherson"
(booklet, Qi.d.l, Heritage Archives, International Church of the Foursquare
Gospel), under headings "Church Tie-Ups" and "School Tie-Ups,"
34
Charles V/illiams, Aimee McPherson: Was She Kidnaped? (Los
Angeles: Williams & Williams, l926j, p, 4,
-^^Los Angeles Times, October 9, I938, Sec, II, p, 4,
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36
hours, and thousands were regularly turned away. Hundreds cajae for
37
healing, "miracle services" were jammed. The general attendance at
Sister's services went up after reports of miraculous healings clrcu-
OQ
lated, although many came without desiring help for a physical need,-^
Baptismal services took place every Thursday in the Temple, In
I924 alone, 3>006 people were baptized. There were often over one hun-
39dred people seeking the watery grave in a single evening. Before the
kidnaping episode, one writer estimated that fifty to one hundred people
40
responded to the altar call in every service. Highly emotional events,
41
men and women crowded to the front, weeping suid shouting as they came.
Scores pressed forward to f\alfill a variety of expressed needs, coming
42
for spiritual blessings, but more often for salvation. After the scaui-
dal surrounding the "kidnaping," the numbers responding to the altar
calls increased. They began to average over one hundred every service by
43
late I926, Later, Sister swept her hearers to the altar by the hun-
44
dreds on a regular basis.
36
Comstock, op, cit, , p, 11,
�^'''"A Pentecostal Evangelist," The Way of Faith and Neglected
Themes . XXXI, no, 2 (July I5, 1920), 87
38
39
Simson, op, cit,, p, 85.
Drew, op, cit. , p, 8,
^0
Adamic, op. cit,, p. 11.
^�^Comstock, op. cit., p. 18.
42
"A Pentecostal Evangelist," loc, cit,
^�^Adamic, op, cit., p. 47.
44
Comstock, op. cit., p. 12.
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The people responded readily to the calls to come forward, with-
out the "usual urging, coaxing and pleading." In Sister McPherson's
own descriptions of audience response, the altar consistently filled
46
with penitents at the end of every service.
Throughout the services people listened eagerly. It was not un
usual for many of the congregsints to stay for hours between services,
simply so they would have a seat to hear Sister McPherson the next time
47
she preached. The intensity of the audience was evident in their man
ner of listening; they sat "on the edge of their seats, eyes wide in
wonder, hearts thrilled with the truth and simplicity of the old, old
48
story, as they drink in the message."
The audience reacted quickly and appropriately to suggestions of
action by Sister McPherson. Using hand gestures, the "crowd rises or
49
bows, shouts or sobs in response to her uplifted hand." ^ The "Holy
Roller" activity of her early days was not stressed in eliciting the audi
ence's response; instead a "middle road" was sought, in which the con
gregation avoided howling or rolling, "dead swing circles," and. a
45-'^"A Pentecostal Evangelist," loc, cit,
46
A typical description found in Aimee Semple McPherson, The Holy
Spirit (Los Angeles: Challpin, l93l), P. 194-.
^"^"A Pentecostal Evangelist," loc. cit.
48
McPherson, In the Service of the King, p. 241,
49
-"^Mavlty, op, cit. , p, xix.
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multitude of wild activity. The Holy Spirit always under control, re
sponses emanated In Intelllgihle "Amens" and "Hallelujahs" Instead of
screaming. Speaking In tongues, when It occurred, was Invariably Inter
preted,^*^ All of the people joined in "making a joyful noise"; the
services were noisy and full of life, with singing, praising God aloud,
the audience engaging in general audible worship,'^
Sister's various listeners readily showed their appreciation for
the action which took place on the platform. They cried "Hallelujahl,"
"Amen," and other exclajnations , interspersed with frequent bursts of
52
applause, Added to the spontaneous shouts of approbation throughout
the service. Sister called for unison responses: "Everybody say ' Halle
luiah 1 ' [sic] 'Halleluiahl � �five thousand strong, "-^-^ Often these calls
for group hallelujahs were coupled with the spontaneous outbreaks of
applause, magnifying the audience's enthusiasm,"^
Special occasions for particularly demonstrative worship services
were arrainged, A Holy Ghost Rally in 1942 drew huge crowds:
Reviving the religious fervor of the old-time hallelujah-singing,
hosanna-calling, speaJting- in- tongues camp meeting, Angelus Temple
pastors yesterday presented a 14-hour continuous preaching Holy
Ghost Rally, , , , Entering into the jubilant spirit of the
^^Aimee Semple McPherson, "The Book of Acts" (manuscript: L,I,F.E.
[Lighthouse of Foursquare Evangelism] class, n,d.), pp, 16-20,
51
Comstock, op, cit,, p. 11,
52
-^"A Pentecostal Evangelist," loc, cit,
-'"^Goben, op, cit. , pp, 6-7,
54-^^Adamic, op. cit, , pp, 11-2,
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demonstration, members of the congregation jumped from their
seats, danced in the aisles, clapped their hands and delivered
extemporaneous sermons from the floor, 55
Other events precipitated unusually animated services, as when Sister
returned to the Temple from being "vindicated" after the investigation
was dropped concerning the kidnaping casej
Seas of humanity poured into Angelus Temple, wave upon wave.
Such a scene certainly never took place in any church in the
world as followed my appearance in the pulpit. As though
jerked to their feet by a magnet, the congregation arose.
Shouts of "Hallelujahl" "Praise the Lord," "God bless you,"
"Jesus answers prayer," resounded from everywhere in the
great church which was packed to the dome, even though it
was Monday night, 5�
It was the custom of the Angelus Temple congregation to stand and
applaud when Sister made her entrance, ^"^ They applauded throughout the
services to show approval, which provided a gauge for observers to judge
the audience's enthusiasm,
Sister often called for a show of hands, and for a verbal ac
knowledgment of moods "Everybody happy, say Amen."^^ She inspired overt
responses wherever she appeared, the enthusiasm of the audience a hallmark
^^Los Angeles Times. June 18, 19^2, Sec. I, p. 11.
Aimee Semple McPherson, The Story of My Life, ed. , Raymond L,
Cox (Waco, TX: Word, 1973), p. 221.
57
^Fahrner, op, cit, , p, 75,
58-'^Howard Martin and C, William Colburn, Communication and Consen
sus; An Introduction to Rhetorical Discourse (New York; Harcourt Brace
Jovanovich, 1972), pp, 232-4,
59
-'^Fahmer, op. cit.. pp. 75 and 82.
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of her entrances and exits, Sister McPherson consistently encouraged
noisy participation.^^
The ecstatic experiences common among Sister's followers, such
as glossolalla and almost-hysterical responses to the altaur calls served
62
as a form of escape from the cares of the world,
Evengelists [sic^ try to make the revival meetings entertaining
and joyous affairs�replacements for the many tabooed worldly amuse
ments. There is swinging music and singing, humorous and interest
ing stories are related, and apparently miraculous healings and
other foims of thaumaturgy may be ovserved. The rejoicing, happi
ness, and emotionalism that permeate many gatherings can be highly
contagious and distract the mind from everyday worries and sorrows.
Thus, deliverance evangelism may function as an escapism from the
drudgeries and injustices that many of them encounter in their
day-to-day existence, �3
This form of audience participation is common to revival meetings.
The participation formed a common bondt the raising of hands, music,
singing, preaching, collections, testimonies, and glossolalla drew the
64
audience together. The evangelist encouraged this bond, building
the group expectations of the audience higher and higher. The audience's
verbal response, although somewhat unusual in a church setting, was
helpful to Sister McPherson in judging the people's reaction to her
sermon. This bonding of the audience compensated for many difficulties
in accommodating the sermon to the differences in the audience} by
60
Los Angeles Times, February 11, 1939, Sec. II, p. 1.
^^Comstock, op. cit., pp. 18-9,
62
Simson, op, cit,, p, 144.
^^Ibid., p. 143,
^Ibid, , p, 83,
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capitalizing on group similarities, Sister erjcouraged group conformity
to her message. The participation essentially formed an endorsement of
the message, which in turn encouraged audience response when the time
came for the altar call,^^
The services not only filled the audience's own needs for emo
tional release, hut helped to fill the needs of others in aua indirect
manner, by giving money, Uhile probably not participating in member
ship of voluntary societies,^''' Sister's flock was free with their goods,
68
They gave the Temple their food, their money, their real estate, their
The Angelus Temple worship services, with Aimee Semple McPherson
preaching, and the attendance and response to revivalistic stimuli, pro
vided the people with fulfillment of a multitude of needs j healing; the
reinforcement of previous beliefs; ecstatic or supernatural experiences,
contributing to a sense of emotional release; a sense of self-esteem; a
sense of belonging; meaningful participation and entertainment; and a
strong element of hope. Many attested this form of worship to be particu
larly meaningful, providing a structure in which to deal with their prob
lems. It was a religious solution to stress, illness, poverty, and lack
70
of status.
^^Martin, op. cit, , pp, 232-4, ^^Goben, op. cit,. p. 9.
^''^Simson. op. cit, , pp, 127-8,
^^Mavity , op. cit, , p, xxii. 69'^Shuler, op, cit. � p. 25,
"^^Simson, op. cit, , pp, 126, 139-^, and I96,
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The money, the commitment of time, energy, and work; the numbers
baptized and saved; the clapping, singing, testifying and shouting; all
these point to a terrific Intensity of response on the part of a large
group of people. But Sister McPherson elicited one more response from
her enormous congregation; a faithful devotion.
"Sister Aimee" was concerned for the "have nots" within our
society; she was able to win their devotion. They remained
faithful to her even during the times when she was allegedly
involved in family quarrels, lawsuits, and kidnapping in-
The people loved Sister, and proved their loyalty to her throughout her
tumultous life.
71Nichol, op. cit., p. 120.
Chapter 6
EVALUATION AND SUMMARY
Aimee Semple McPherson preached to millions over the course of
twenty-eight years, wsls hailed around the world as a healer, and packed
the 5�300-seat Angelus Temple night after night, year after year for
1 2
twenty years, ' To try to prove that Aimee Semple McPherson was a
successful preacher would simply belabor the obvious. She was able to
attract laxge audiences, hold them, influence them in an easily per-
3
ceivable manner, and that over a period of years,
Angelus Temple was filled to capacity whenever she spoke, onr or
two times every weekday and three or four times on Sundays and special
days. Her preaching had a powerful effect on listeners. She succeeded
Los Angeles Times, September 28, 1944, Sec, I, p, 1,
2
Sarah Comstock, "Aimee Semple McPherson j Prima Donna of Reviv
alism," Harper's Magazine, December, 192?, p. 12,
"^Kenneth Howard Shanks, "An Historical and Critical Study of
the Preaching Career of Aimee Semple McPherson" (Doctoral dissertation.
University of Southern California, I96O), pp, 2-3 and ?,
4
Louis Adamic and others. The Truth About Aimee Semple McPherson:
A Symposium (Girard, KS: Haldeman-Julius post I926 ) , pp, 9 sjid. I5.
�^William F. Fahrner, "The Persuasive Techniques of Aimee Semple
McPherson" (Master's thesis. University of Redlands, 1949), p. 85.
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in aiding to transform countless numbers of lives i drug addicts came to
health, criminals became church members, and ordinary folks testified
to changed lives.
The religion of the Church of the Foursquare Gospel placed a
n
premim upon the worth of the individual. The peoples' needs were ful-
Q
filled. V/orking in the Temple created for them a strong sense of be
longing, providing constant useful activity, a sense of importance, and
g
a good time."^
Sister received her reward too. Earlier in her life, she had
listened with rapture to the handsome young Robert Semple describe his
work:
There followed a graphic description of crowded halls, evangelistic
meetings, sermons, altar calls. As he talked, I could see lines of
eager men and women pressing forward in answer to fervent invita
tions to kneel at the altar and accept Christ,
"Oh, Mr, Semple!" I sighed, "I would give the world for such
a life, "10
She lived that life. She becajne famous across the country as a traveling
evangelist, and also created the huge "faith factory" of Angelus Temple,
which was described as " , , , the greatest evangelistic plant in the
11
world, occupying almost an entire block, in operation day and night,"
Nancy Barr Mavlty, Sister Aimee (Garden City, NY: Doubleday,
Doran & Company, l93l)� P. xx,
Fahzner, op. cit, , p. 33�
o
Eve Simson, The Faith Healers Deliverance Evangelism in North
America (New York: Pyramid, 1977) � PP. 139-44,
g
�'Mavlty, op, cit,, p, xxi,
10
Aimee Semple McPherson, The Story of My Life, ed,, Raymond L,
Cox (Waco, TX: Word, 1973). P. 32,
11
Adamic, op, cit, . pp, 5 and 9,
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The people came to hear Sister. Streetcars were commissioned on
a regular basis to cairry the inhabitants of Los Angeles to the Temple,
12
running a special route every night and every Sunday morning. The
people vrere held not only by her message, but by feeling useful and
13
important. Sister was extraordinarily sensitive to the needs of her
people: in part because she worked so hard to keep in tune with their
needs, and in part because of the similar background that she and her
14
followers shared.
The many scandals that siirrounded Sister McPherson present a prob
lem in understanding her credibility ajnong her contemporaries. The
is
veracity of the various accusations and events is not the question:
the problem is how they were treated during her lifetime.
Some have posited that the problems helped her audiences identify
more closely with her; that she was not some "out of reach" saint, but
a person replete with all the complications and troubles that accompany
16 l7
humanity. Her life was often said to be ir)cons is tent with her message.
The original glamor and pvirity of her difficult tent days and early
12
Ibid.
13"^Shanks, op. cit. , p, 67,
14
Simson, op, cit., p. 74,
1 6"^Fahrner, op, cit. , pp, 45-6,
^^Ibid, , p. 58.
17
John Thomas Nichol, Pentecostalism (New York: Harper & Row,
1966), p. 145,
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Temple days had worn off: "Somehow Sister McPherson was now just 'Aimee';
the onetime miracle worker had heen replaced hy a woman of some
18
notoriety." Through most of her active years of ministry, she was
surrounded hy persistent rumors, and often accused of indiscreet and im
proper conduct. One of her important Temple workers stated that he
broke away from the organization because of the difference between what
20
Sister said and what she did.
In spite of inconsistency apparent to many around her. Sister
McPherson's caxeer did not suffer; it flourished in spite of her divorces,
21
which contradicted a strong tenet of Foursquare theology. Indeed, the
22
onset of various scandals attracted more listeners to Sister than before.
In spite of not being the "most lawable or admirable or estimable"
evangelist of her times, her harshest critics admitted she was the most
23
remarkable.
Throughout her many troubles. Sister consistently portrayed her
self as the wronged innocent, and saw herself as a lamb taken to the
1 8
Carey McWilliams, "Aimee Semple McPherson: Sunlight in My
Soul," The Aspirin Age: I9I9-I94I, ed. , Isabel Leighton (New York: Simon
and Schuster, 1949), p. 72.
�^^David Edwin Harrell, Jr., All Things Are Possibles The Healing
& Chairismatic Revivals in Modern America (Bloomington, IN: Indiana Uni
versity Pres9, 1975) f p. 16.
20
Mavlty, op. cit., pp. 33^5.
21
Simson, op. cit., p. 95.
00
Fahmer, op. cit. , p. 4-5.
^^Charles Williams, Aimee McPherson; Was She Kidnaped? (Los
Angeles: Williams & Williams, I926) , p. 14.
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24
slaughter. She longed for security, and mourned for what might have
been, if only Robert had lived to see her through:
Oh, that death had never loosed those beloved arms I I know
they would have warded off the deep tragedies and fierce winds
and fiery trials which were to follow! I know the poignant
sorrows, which lay in wait in my struggle alone with the world,
could never have touched me.
Had a man's cool and determined logic been available in
years to come, what grief and misfortune might have been spared
the helpless, inexperienced little mother-evangelist! ^5
Helpless and inexperienced or not, she was still probably able to do more
without Robert as a husbaaid than she might have done had he lived.
Some writers have seen Sister McPherson's personality as the key
26
to her speaking. The audiences were not clear as to what they meant
when speaking of her personality, aware only that they were impressed
27
with her as a person. Realizing that people attributed her success to
personality. Sister spoke against it: "The secret of power lies, not in
oneself or one's surroundings, but in the message which is borne; not
28
in personality, but in the Ghrist which shines above the personality."
Sister's emphasis on the importance of the message rather than
the speaker added to her credibility. The people came away from her
services with the impression of truth having been conveyed, the weight
of the authority of the Bible and the authority of experience ringing in
24 1
Adamic, op. cit., p. 54.
^^Aimee Semple McPherson, In the Service of the King: The Story of
My Life (New York: Boni and Liveright, 192?) , p. 109.
26
Fahmer, op. cit., chapter on "Personality and the Evcuigelist . "
^"^Ibid. , pp. 44-5.
?8
McPherson, In the Service of the King, p. 241.
12?
their ears, ^ And they did believe what she said rather than how they
saw her acting in this case, words made more of an impact than deeds.
Sister invariably attributed her success to sources other her
self. She stressed that prayer was the key to the Temple's continued
success, auid emphasized that God worked through hert "Any success
which has followed my ministry is attributed to the motivating power of
31the Holy Spirit in my own life,"^ Consequently she spoke with authority
32
in His behalf, as though she carried a personal portfolio from God,
Sister McPherson saw herself as Christ's own, and reported a
vision of herself to her people i
Then I looked and beholdl A new creature, as of a beautiful
woman, I beheld her coming from the West, and walking toward
the EELst, She approached, I beheld her white raiment, dazzling
as the snow in sunshine. Her movements were gracious ernd tender.
Her voice was mellow and full of sweet fragrance, I smelled the
fragrance of her garments, as sweet lilies grown in the valleys,
and as tender as the rose of Shaxon, Her eyes beheld no guile,
but they were tender as a dove's eye. Her lips were pure, �ind
dropped as the honeycomb. No foolishness, no criticism marred
their sweetness. No fleshy words} her eaxs were kept for Him
alone, her lover, her bridegroom, her King.
As she drew nigh, I gazed with amazement into her face and
saw it was myself .33
Christ spoke to her, telling her she was His beloved.
^^Fahmer, op. cit., pp. 50-1 and 79.
30,Adamic, op. cit., p. 9.
�^^Aimee Semple McPherson, The Holy Spirit (Los Angeles j
Challpin, 1931 )..p. H.
32Los Angeles Times, June 29, I926, Sec. 1, p. 2.
-^-^Aimee Semple McPherson, This Is That (Los Angeles t Echo Park
Evangelistic Association, 1919), p. 776.
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Robert Shuler, one of Sister's major critics, used this vision as
evidence of Sister McPherson's unbounded pride. He pointed out that her
ostensible humility contradicted a view of herself as the Bride of Christi
Whatever the lips of Mrs, McPherson may say, the fact remains
that thousands of people sit in Angelus Temple and worship
Aimee Semple McPherson, even as we are supposed to worship
Jesus Christ, Here's the most boastful humility I have ever
witnessedl^^
As Robert Shuler might acknowledge, the lips of Sister McPherson
professed a most consistent message. She minimized her own efforts, em
phasizing the weakness of her sex, and repeatedly urged that any glory be
given not to her, but to Godi
Actually, I feel that I have done so very little, though I
have preached around the world and seen thousands of people
saved. I feel I've done virtually nothing. If I were a
man, I could do a lot more. But I'm only a woman who yielded
herself for God to use. All the glory for anything accom
plished belongs completely and only to the Lord I love and to
whom I surrendered my whole life when I uttered the sinner's
prayer in the cutter on that snowy Ccmadian road as a girl of
seventeen. -'^
She seemed repelled by the thought she had made herself into the star of
Angelus Temple,-' She said that she was the servant of the real star,
not the s-tar herself j during the healing services she repeatedly said,
"I am not the healer , , , Jesus is the healer, I am only the office
-^Robert Pierce Shuler, "McPherson ism" i A Study of "Healing"
Cults and Modem Day "Tongues" Movements (Los Angelesi n, p.^924?3I ), p, 11.
^McPherson, The Story of My Life, p. 251-2.
Los Angeles Times, December 9� 1936, Sec. I, p. 3,
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girl who opens the door and says, 'Gome in."'^''' The people believed her
stated intentions, and it what the people perceived that is of paramount
importance t
Day after day she stands on her platform and with seeming humil
ity declares that she is simply a little weak vessel, that there
is no more power in her, that she cannot heal, that she is no
more than other sinners saved by grace. And the multitudes
gather and take her at her word. They go away to praise her
sincerity and humility. They resent any criticism of her teach
ings or her methods on the ground that she makes no claims for
herself. They meet all critics with the story of her unpreten
tious attitude, her humility of spirit, her absolute hiding of
self, 38
While her lips said no no, there was yes yes in her eyes. Even
though the people believed what she said, her actions did contradict her
words. Sister was meticulously careful to at auLl times put herself in
the best light. She sent out carefully prepared publicity when she ven
tured from Los Angeles; newspaper mats were sent ahead to be used by
local papers, and publicity stills were distributed, specifically de-
39
signed to "be attractive" to newspaper editors. The setting of Angelus
Temple did thrvist her into the limelight. She always maintained stage
precedence when on the platform, and was always tightly in control of the
40
program. She thrived on the attention, her pulpit her only true homei
�^^Los Angeles Times, September 28, 1944, Sec, I, p, 1,
^^Shuler, op, cit,, p, 29,
�^^"Campaign Aids: A Few Tips on Exploiting Aimee Semple McPherson"
(booklets n,d,), vinder headings "Newspaper Mats" and "Publicity Stills,"
40
See pages 51-9 in this thesis.
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She has spent almost a lifetime on the platform and to her It
Is home as the applause of the multitude is meat, hresui and
wine. Without the platform she would be shelterless, without
the applause she would starve to death.
Sister wsis supremely self-confident, and acted freely as a
self-appointed agent of God, A popular story of a revival in Arkansas
City, Kansas, recounts how she "bade the rain clouds disperse," and they
miraculously fled. Her personality was purposely made intriguing to
potential audiences in her press releases. Her crusade organizers went
equipped with stories for distribution to the press j
Aimee Semple McPherson, The Evangelist,
Aimee Semple McPherson, The Traveler.
Aimee Semple McPherson, The Woman,
Aimee Semple McPherson, Lecturer and Orator,
Sister Aimee Enjoys Outdoor Sports: Plays for Football Team.
Sister Airaee Criticizes Misuse of Churches: Says Many Are
Nothing But Country Clubs.
Compliments Woman's Courage During Depression.
"Capital Punishment Medieval" Declares Aimee.
A Short Autobiography of Aimee Semple McPherson's Life.
The McPherson-Smith Debate (portraying Sister as David, Smith
as Goliath).^
Sister McPherson augmented the impression that she spoke with more
45than usual authority in many ways. The final and more hidden means by
which she shored up her revered position were found in the bylaws of the
Temple, In these, no internal disagreement was allowed, as it was seen
46
as tearing down the work. Having done as much as possible to silence
41
Williajus, op, cit,, p, 14,
42
Fahmer, op, cit, , pp, 52 and 62-4,
43
"^Simson, op, cit,, p, 89,
44
"Campaign Aids," under heading "Blurbs suitable for release
on Aimee Semple McPherson,"
^^ahmer, op, cit,, pp, 41-2, ^^Fahmer, op. cit,, p, 49,
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any criticism of her messages, Sister cut off internal criticism at the
pass.
Some wished to support Sister in her drive for solid uncritical
suppori; from the populace of the Temple hy agreeing that her message of
humility was without contradicting dissonance. One writer theorized
that the criticism of Sister's supposed self-glorification stemmed from
her followers' uncritical zeal. Their devotion to Sister led them to
Ln
revere her in an undue manner, a thing she did not wish. Her adherents'
over-reaction to any criticism aimed at Sister supported this theory.
Indeed, Sister gave the overwhelming impression of meaning what
she said, Gontrihuting to this impression of sincerity was her tact and
personal good taste, as well as puhlic demonstrations of wit and intelli-
gence, She was a very attractive figure, and the throngs flocked to
identify themselves with her. She capitalized on this attractioni
Her personality Is as winsome and attractive as any woman I have
ever known. She knows how to use every asset at her command.
She has no physical charm that is not brought to bear, no power
of mind that is not impressed and no spiritual characteristic
that does not lend itself to the success of her program, 50
She surrounded herself with loyal followers, and broached no criticism;
she built a solid fortress of "image" with which to face the world. And
her people loved it.
47
FaJimer, op. cit, , p, 49,
48
Shuler, op, cit., p, 52.
^Fahmer, op, cit, , pp, 44-7 and 54-6,
50
�^Shiiler, op, cit, , p, 4,
^^Ibld,
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An early eulogy written for her hy a follower in I925 praised
Sister for all she had donei "May your name go down through the ages
upon the lips of those who have come to know Him as you have known Him,
CO
'Jesus Ghrist, the saune Yesterday, Today, and Forever. . . In the
end, it was revealed that Sister's followers were also the followers of
Jesus, After her death in 19^4, the Intemational Church of the Four
square Gospel, headed hy her less charismatic son Rolf, grew even more
rapidly than it had in Sister McPherson's final years, -^^ In spite of
her overwhelming personality and skillful stage management in Angelus
Temple, it was not merely Aimee Semple McPherson that the crowds flocked
to see, hut to hear her message of Jesus as well. The message was ahle
to shine over her personality.
52
-^Nancy Pray Drew, ed, , The Who's-Who at Angelus Temple (Los
Angelesi Echo Park Evangelistic Association, I925), p, 1,
53-'-^Horton Davies, The Challenge of the Sects (Philadelphia 1
Westminster, 1954), p, 9I,
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The golden rays of a setting s\in has just kissed the
lazily swajring trees about Echo Park goodnight. Birds chirp
sleepily as dusk settles down on the still waters of the
beautifvil lake. Round about the imposing Angelus Temple, at
the north end of the park, crowds are beginning to gather for
the Sunday night services. Some of those near the entrances
have been here since early afternoon so that they might be
first to enter when the doors are opened. Others are arriving
momentarily on clanging, red cars of the Pacific Electric,
to swell the waiting crowd. White robed workers of the Temple
dart busily in and out through the waiting throng, answering
questions, greeting friends, and giving advice to strangers--
the "first nighters" that are always in evidence at every
meeting .
Soon the doors open. There is a rush for seats in
the great auditorium which is roped off here and there to
accomodate the "first nighters," and special guests. The
spacious room fills rapidly. There is a low murmur of the
crowd that is broken only by the crinkling of programs.
The members of the Temple band begin taking their seats
in the pit just beneath the big stage upon which sets a radio
microphone and rostrum. Workers and choir members dart back
and forth across the stage, meticulously picking their way
among th* great baskets of flowers, a jungle thicket of them,
as they go about their varied tasks, or make their way to their
seats in the balcony which forms the back and right wing of
the stage.
By now, the lower floor of the auditorium is filled,
save a few of the seats that have been roped off. The brass,
string and reed instruments of the band have been set in order.
Music racks have been set up. The leader strikes his baton
for attention. A hush comes over the crowd, Down comes the
baton. There is a blare of brass. It rolls through the great,
high room like a rumble of thunder. The show is on!
The band plays number after number of re-composed, or,
it might be more illuminateingly appropriate to say de-composed,
popular jazz, and classic numbers. Few soul inspiring hymns are
played by the band. It is the Temple leader's belief that popular
music is more appealing to the masses. She gives them what they
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want, as may be assumed by the great mob that has assembled
here tonight. The religious angle is put to this popular
music by parodies made up with sacred and scriptural wording
by the pastor who has a peculiar quirk of mind that enables
her to so acceptibly combine religion with jazz.
The house is filled, standing room only signs have
long since been taken dovm, and the ushers are turning people
away from the doors�back to their homes and radios they must
go to get the services now.
The crowd is expectant. It is about time for the
beloved Sister to appear. The big brass band has just finished
putting the final touches to the emotional setting, by playing
one of Sister's favorite jazzed-up-religious-numbers. The
leader looks up into the dome of the auditorium toward a tiny
door, high up in the right wall of the Temple, as you face the
stage. All pyes follow the band leader's to this opening.
Suddenly, there is a roar of applause which is path
etically filled with "Hallelujahs!" and other loving greetings
from the devout members of the church.
Aimee Semple McPherson has appeared in the tiny
doorway, high up in the stained glass dome of the great audi
torium. She stands for an instant, smilingly poised on the
landing of the narror^, iron stairway that leads up to this
Heavenly entrance from the stage-lij<e pulpit far below. She
is wearing a flowing, white silken robe. In her arm is a
bouquet of beautiful flowers. She holds out her free hand
to still the applause as she smilingly bows in gracious
appreciation.
The band strikes up in a grand march tune, a soul
inspiring number that makes little twinges jump up and down your
spine, as the titan (sic) haired evangelist majestically descends
to her place behind the rostrum on the stage.
The band stops playing. Aimee greets the leader with
keen approval. Then, with that magnetic smile that has opened
untold thousands of sin-hardened hearts throughout the world
to God, this religious dramatist goes into action in a shrill,
strained voice.
"Praise God for all these wonderful flowers that our
Temple friends have sent us." Mumbled 'Hallelujahs' and 'Amens'
from different parts of the audience, "Praise God for so many
hungry hearts, searching for God's love, that are here tonight,"
More mumbled 'Hallelujahs' and 'Amens' from the scattered members
thruout the gathering. She turns to the microphone: "There are
thousands here tonight. The lower floor is full. The balcony is
full. People are standing in the aisle. Literally thousands
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are being turned away from the door. Oh, it is a great revela
tion, tonight, to see all these hungry sovils searching for the
Lord's blessings, "Praise God!" Echoing 'Hallelujahs and Amens'
throughout the audience again. Throughout her message, in fact,
the entire services, the devout of the church always punctuate
her praises and benedictions with mumbled, trembling, pathetic
'Hallelujahs and Amens ' .
Now comes the formal benediction. It is delivered in an
impassioned manner, and so worded as to gain followers for her
cause. Every blessing asked for is to find radiation through
her and her work, into the flock. In these benedictions she
alT-rays asks God to open the hearts of the people, and not
once, in the many thousands of benedictions that she has made
throughout her career, has she ever been known to leave out
the opening of their purses as well.
She emphasizes the purse opening part of the benediction,
tonight, for she has a special appeal to make for $25,000 to fill
the supposed hole in the funds that Mother Kennedy made, when
she was forced out by Airaee just a short while before. She pulls
at our heart-strings for sympathy throughout the benediction.
"Poor little lost daughter Aimee�broke flat�left alone to carry
on God's great work against persecution after persecution that
were not her making�Aimee , left alone by a thoughtless mother�
a mother whom she fought for, bled for, cried and prayed for,
v'ho had pulled out leaving the church $60, 000 in debt with no
funds to meet it�wouldn't God look down upon them now and open
their hearts for this struggling little soldier of Jesus Christ�
wouldn't he open their hearts and the purses to her, tonight,
in the name of Jesus our Savior, Amen."
No>'' she directs them in song. The band strikes up an
old favorite of her's: "I Ain't Going' to Grieve My Lord Any More,"
which is sung to the cleverly disguised popular tune: "It Ain't
A Goin' to Rain No More." She leads the song herself with great
gusto, and clever interpolations between verses, that just gets
everyone into the spirit of it. When she gets the right volume
rolling through the spacious auditorium, she quickly turns to
thfl radio, and, in a low tone, that only the radio listeners can
hear, she announces: "This is Radio Station KFSG, friends,
broadcasting the Sunday night service from Angelus Temple, Aimee
Semple McPherson, speaking."
If you have never heard this master-psychologist make a
plea for funds, you have missed one of the finest lessons in
super-salesmanship that you will ever have a chance to hear. She
is truly a master of the art, and she uses every stimulus that
is known, to get into the hearts of her subjects. Patriotism,
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faith, love, gain, self-preservation, pride� in fact, all of
the prime motives of human nature are played upon by her when
she puts out a call for gold.
She paints vivid pictures of suffering; tells heart
breaking stories about ragged, starving babies crying for
food; creates great clusters of broken bleeding hearts; goes
into the bible (sic) for texts that will show how man may gain,
as Jacob did, by vowing a tenth of his income to the Lord;
shows how you, who do not give, are headed for trials that will
try you to your very soul; awakens your pi,*ide and your patrio
tism by playing you against the man or woitian who sets next
to you.
After she has thoroughly aroused a great emotional
stimulus within you, (and you are made of stone if her words
do not prompt this reaction ^d.thin you) she will, at the
psychological moment, command you to "DIG, AND DIG DEEP."
VHien the jingle of silver in the offering boxes falls upon her
trained ear, she will promptly feign some serious nervous
disorder that her work has brought on, and tell you that the
jingle of silver hurts her overwrought nerves, 'won't you
please make it a paper offering! '
Tonight she does all this, and more. She has asked for
$25,000 to be subscribed to save the church from ruin�yes ,
to kspp her and her family from want, even�Mother Kennedy
absolutely left her flat broke, and the church over $60,000 in
debt. The heartbreaking picture she paints tonight brings
sobs in the audience. They all knew that Mother Kennedy had
broken with her daughter, and they take Aimee's word for it
that she had swept the storehouse of the church clean, leaving
her little daughter flat broke.
But to get back to the painting of ray picture. The
collection is in, there is another song, and then comes the
message. It is spectacular tonight. In keeping with her
$25, 000� robbed church�broken ties�theme. One of the world
famous illustrated sermons�to co-mingling of a melo-dramatic
pageant, and a sermon on the mount (sie), unfolded in a
beautifully spectacxxlar manner before the eyes of the gasping
audience.
Now, she is- the evangelist, preaching the true word of
God as only Aimee Semple McPherson can preach it. Her eyes are
flashing like diamonds, with the fire of enthusiasm as she
plays on the heart-strings of her listeners. The points of her
sermon are acted out on the appropriately set stage by members
of the church as the message unfolds. The dazzling settings
and dramatic effect of her voice complete the spectacle that
holds the audience spellbound.
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Dovm they come, weakened, broken sinners, to drop on
their knees before the altar. Time after time she repeats the
call as she prays for those who are kneeling before her. The
air is filled with 'Hallelujahs, Amens and Praise Gods,' Sobs
co-mingle with these wailing praises from the audience, as she
asks for those who want her to pray for them in their seats,
to raise their hands. Many go up, and she prays until the
very air of that great auditorium seems filled with the povrer
of the Holy Ghost.
As the meeting comes to an end, and she walks trium
phantly from the stage, no one can deny that her power of
persuasion and deep understanding of the finer truths of the
Holy Bible, would make her the world's greatest saver of souls
if she would rightly direct it.
She has the power and the grace, and at one time I
think she made the right use of her personality, or she could
never have accomplished what she has. From the very time
she makes her entrance on a platform before an audience,
everyone is held in her power. Few can resist her call after
the first meeting or two.
She knows how to attract crovrds to her tabernacle, and
knows how to deliver her message so it reaches the mob. There
are rich and poor alike in her church, old and young, the
educated and the illiterate. There are bankers, business men,
doctors, lawyers; the great and the near great, as well as
the most humble. Saint and sinner. Prince and pauper, rub
shoulders together in her Temple.
VHiat a marvelous opportunity she has had to please God,
as well as to benefit all mankind even greater than she hast
APPENDIX II
"The King was in the Counting-House"
(The story of Nebuchadnezzar)
TEXT: Daniel. 4th chapter
ONE OF THE MOST INTERESTING _ STORIES _ IN BIBLE!
The rich King who feared God... then
backslid. . .and then was finally
reclaimed !
I - "THE KING WAS IN THE COUNTING HOUSE"
"... counting out his money. . . "
Daniel: 4:4 - "I Nebuchadnezzar was at rest
in mine house, and flourishing
in mine palace."
NEBUDCHADNE77ARI
Name to be feared by subjects!
I Rich!
^ Haughty!
" Intolerentt
�. Cruel!
Proud!
Sarcastic!
Self-loving!
Notice: "I NEBUDCHADNE77AR ,,V*
{^nceited ... introvert (all self)
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